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Abstract: Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is emerging as one of the popular dieless forming processes
for the small-sized batch production of sheet metal components. However, the parts formed by the
ISF process suffer from poor surface finish, geometric inaccuracy, and non-uniform thinning, which
leads to poor part characteristics. Hammering, on the other hand, plays an important role in relieving
residual stresses, and thus enhances the material properties through a change in grain structure.
A few studies based on shot peening, one of the types of hammering operation, revealed that shot
peening can produce nanostructure surfaces with different characteristics. This paper introduces a
novel process, named the Incremental Sheet Hammering (ISH) process, i.e., integration of incremental
sheet forming (ISF) process and hammering to improve the efficacy of the ISF process. Controlled
hammering in the ISF process causes an alternating motion at the tool-sheet interface in the local
deformation zone. This motion leads to enhanced material flow and subsequent improvement
in the surface finish. Typical toolpath strategies are incorporated to impart the tool movement.
The mechanics of the process is further explored through explicit-dynamic numerical models and
experimental investigations on 1 mm thick AA1050 sheets. The varying wall angle truncated cone
(VWATC) and constant wall angle truncated cone (CWATC) test geometries are identified to compare
the ISF and ISH processes. The results indicate that the formability is improved in terms of wall
angle, forming depth and forming limits. Further, ISF and ISH processes are compared based on the
numerical and experimental results. The indicative statistical analysis is performed which shows that
the ISH process would lead to an overall 10.99% improvement in the quality of the parts primarily in
the surface finish and forming forces.

Keywords: incremental sheet forming; hammering; aluminum alloy; incremental sheet hammering

1. Introduction

The incremental sheet forming (ISF) process is a flexible dieless manufacturing pro-
cess [1]. The ISF process starts with the three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided design
(CAD) model of the geometry of the component to be formed. The desired CAD model can
be generated with any modelling software (e.g., SOLIDWORKS, CATIA, Siemens NX, PTC
Creo, etc.). The required toolpath to incrementally form the desired geometry is evolved
on the basis of the sliced 3D model. A forming tool is given the controlled motion along
the generated toolpath and deforms the sheet into the desired shape [2]. The sheet is
clamped at its outer periphery. Stresses are generated on the sheet due to the continuous
motion of the forming tool, which leads to local plastic deformation on the sheet [3,4]. As

Metals 2021, 11, 1862. https://doi.org/10.3390/met11111862 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/metals
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the process does not require dies to manufacture the components, thus, it can be used in
forming customized products at a lower cost in comparison to the conventional process.
With an increase in the demand for customized products, the ISF process is drastically
gaining popularity [5]. The ISF process finds its applications mainly in the automobile,
aerospace, and medical implant industries. In the automobile industry, the headlight
reflector, heat or vibration shield, solar oven, and silencer of the trucks are manufactured
using the ISF process. Apart from this, the ISF process also finds its application in the
medical implant industry, where it mainly helps to form facial and cranial implants. Even
though the ISF process has numerous advantages over the conventional forming process, it
has some limitations while forming materials with poor forming characteristics such as
geometric inaccuracy, non-uniform thinning, poor surface finish, higher processing time
than conventional forming processes, and difficulties in forming geometries with 90◦ (or
more than 90◦) wall angles. Formability of the material is the degree of deformation during
the forming operation without any unwanted flaws like tearing, buckling, necking, or any
other defect [6]. The different forms of the ISF process are studied to overcome the flaws
that arise during the ISF process.

The ISF process is broadly classified according to the number of contact points during
the forming process, i.e., single point incremental forming (SPIF) process and two-point
incremental forming (TPIF) process. In the SPIF process, there is only one forming tool,
which is controllable, whereas in the TPIF process, there is an additional supporting tool
with the master tool to control the flow of the deforming material [7,8]. The TPIF process is
further extended with the help of a partial die which limits the neck formation during the
process [9]. Researchers had worked on heat-assisted incremental forming techniques to im-
prove formability and geometrical accuracy [10]. Further, an ultrasonic-assisted incremental
forming setup had been devised to investigate the formability and the forming forces arising
due to ultrasonic energy infused during the process [11]. Vihtonen et al. [12] compared
the robot-assisted incremental forming by pressing (RAIFP) and robot-assisted incremental
forming by hammering (RAIFH) based on the strain measurement and found that the
formability of the material can be enhanced with the help of hammering. Luo et al. [13,14]
designed and developed a new sheet metal forming system based on incremental punching.
They have developed a mechanics model, which helps to predict the final shape of the
component using the minimum energy principle. One-step FEM is developed to predict
the stress and strain distribution of the component using inverse finite element modelling.
Further, they have proposed that the incremental sheet metal punching (ISMP) is effective
for the rapid prototyping of sheet metal components, whereas it is effective in developing
free form sheet geometries without bottom support. Further, Wang et al. [15] performed
incremental sheet punching based on the sinusoidal toolpath and the results indicated that
the wavelength and amplitude of the sinusoidal toolpath affect the material formability,
surface quality, and fatigue life. The dimensional accuracy was investigated in the incre-
mental sheet metal hammering process and the results revealed that the springback and
surface roughness can be minimized by increasing the punch diameter [16]. Though limited
research articles are available on the effect of hammering in the incremental sheet forming,
the scope of the work is not limited, as shot peening, one of the types of hammering process,
had revealed that the material characteristics can be improved with the help of the controlled
impact on the material surface [17].

The present study aims to integrate the hammering operation with the incremental
sheet forming process to enhance the material properties of the sheet during the forming.
The process uses a working principle similar to the ISF process, i.e., the sheet is clamped at
its ends and is deformed into desired geometry with the help of forming tool. The forming
tool is provided with a hammering induced toolpath. As the process is applied for the sheet
materials, thus, it is also called the incremental sheet hammering (ISH) process. Figure 1
shows the schematics of the ISH process. The present work comprises experimental
and numerical investigations of the ISF and ISH processes on the AA1050 sheet and a
comparative conclusion has been drawn based on the analysis.
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Figure 1. Schematics of incremental sheet hammering (ISH) process.

2. Deformation Methods and Methodology

2.1. Deformation Behaviour

To understand the deformation behavior of the hammering integrated with the ISF
process, the deformation of the workpiece needs to be studied based on the linear tool
movement due to the hammering operation. Figure 2 shows the schematics of deformation
of the workpiece with respect to the hammering induced linear tool movement. The tool
moves from one position to another position in certain steps. Initially, the tool aligns
itself to the first hammering position where it deforms the workpiece with predefined
amplitude. In the next step, the tool retracts to its original position and then moves to the
next hammering position and similarly deforms the workpiece.

Figure 2. Schematics of deformation of the workpiece based on linear tool movement with hammering.

When the tool deforms two successive hammering positions, it forms an overlapping
region, as shown in Figure 3a. The overlapping region affects the surface quality of the
formed component, i.e., if the overlapping region is bigger, the surface quality of the
deformed product is poor. Further, the overlapping region dimension adversely affects
the production time. Thus, the overlapping region should be chosen such that the surface
quality of the product is maintained, and the production time is minimized [18].

3
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Figure 3. (a) Schematics of the overlapping region caused due to linear tool movement with hammer-
ing (b) Schematics of the basic hammering mechanics.

Figure 3b shows the basic hammering mechanics in which a hemispherical tool with
radius (r, mm) impacts the workpiece with predetermined amplitude (a, mm). ‘d’ is the
maximum length of the deformed area of the workpiece (mm), which further helps in
deducing the frequency of the impact (f, Hz), when the tool moves with certain feed rate
(V, mm/s). The frequency of the impact is calculated using Equations (1) and (2).

f =
V
d

(1)

d = 2
√

2ra − a2 (2)

Equations (1) and (2) help to investigate the frequency of the impact during the
spiral movement of the tool deforming the workpiece as shown in Figure 3b. Further, the
indentation marks and the overlapping region can be controlled with the help of controlling
the input process parameters such as predetermined amplitude and feed rate of the tool.

2.2. Methodology

The formability was studied for both the ISF and ISH processes with the aluminum
alloy (AA1050) in terms of the wall angle, forming depth, and forming limits of the formed
geometries. Hussain et al. [19] had proposed that the number of experiments would
increase to study the formability of the component. Thus, to minimize the number of
experiments to determine the formability of a material, it was advised to form a varying
wall angle truncated cone (VWATC). The VWATC was used as the initial test geometry, with
wall angle, varying from 0 degrees on the top to 90◦ at the bottom of the cone, as shown
in Figure 4. In the incremental forming process, the tool motion was controlled with the
help of numerical control (NC) codes of the desired component. Generally, the NC codes
were obtained by generating a spiral toolpath of the required geometry in CAD/CAM
software [16]. The toolpath for the VWATC was prepared with the help of an in-house
developed generalized python code (kindly refer to Appendix A), which is independent
of any commercial CAD/CAM software. The input of the generalized python code for
VWATC was the major and minor diameters of the geometry, the height of the VWATC,
number of layers or step depth and number of points in one spiral contour. Figure 5 shows
the toolpath trajectory for the ISF and ISH processes. The enlarged section in Figure 5
shows the tool motion during both processes.

4
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Figure 4. Varying wall angle truncated cone (VWATC) test geometry.

 

Figure 5. Toolpath for the VWATC for (a) ISF process and (b) ISH process.

During forming of the VWATC, the sheet thickness decreases continuously with in-
creasing wall angle, which ultimately leads to rupture of the component at the point of
minimum thickness. The angle at which the VWATC fractures was considered as the max-
imum achievable wall angle for the sheet material. The present work initiated with the
forming of VWATC using the toolpath strategies for ISF and ISH processes as shown in
Figure 5. Further, the wall angle achieved through both processes was investigated through
experimentation. The VWATC was formed till the point of fracture to determine the forming
height achieved through both processes. The formed height of the VWATC was used to
determine the wall angle achieved for the respective components formed through ISF and
ISH processes. The tangent at the point of fracture revealed the wall angle achieved in the
components formed through ISF and ISH processes. To ensure correctness in the results,
three sets of VWATC components were formed through ISF and ISH processes individually.
Further, the mean values of the wall angle achieved through ISF and ISH processes were
compared to find the minimum value of the achieved wall angle. The minimum wall angle
observed after comparison was taken as an input wall angle for the constant wall angle
truncated cone (CWATC) geometry. The minimum wall angle found through comparison
was 78◦ and it was considered as the wall angle for CWATC. The schematic of the CWATC
is shown with the help of Figure 6. To form the CWATC through ISF and ISH processes, the
toolpaths were developed using the similar generalized python code which was discussed
earlier. The results obtained in terms of sheet thickness, depth achieved, surface roughness,
wall angle, and forming limits were compared for the two processes.

5
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Figure 6. Constant wall angle truncated cone (CWATC) test geometry.

3. Numerical Simulation and Experimental Work

3.1. Material Properties

The ISF process is more widely adopted in the automobile and aerospace industries
where lightweight materials are preferred. Aluminum and its alloys have gained tremen-
dous popularity in recent decades in aerospace and automobile applications. Keeping these
factors in mind, a commercial aluminum alloy AA1050 was used for the current research
purpose. A sheet of 1 mm thickness was used during the experimentation. The tensile test
was performed on the mechanical testing equipment GLEEBLE 350 (GLEEBLE—A VPG
Brand, Poestenkill, NY, United States) to obtain the mechanical properties and elastoplastic
response of AA1050 at room temperature. Table 1 depicts the material properties of alu-
minum alloy AA1050 at room temperature, which is responsible for the material behaviour.
Figure 7 shows the flow stress-strain curves for different strain rates at room temperature
obtained through mechanical testing.

Table 1. Material properties of aluminum alloy AA1050.

S. No. Property Value

1 Young’s modulus 71,000 MPa
2 Poisson’s ratio 0.33
3 Density 2700 kg/m3

Figure 7. Flow stress-strain curves at different strain rates of aluminum alloy AA1050.
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3.2. Numerical Simulation

The numerical simulations of both the processes were carried out in the ABAQUS/CAE
(SIMULIA™ by Dassault Systèmes®, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) version 2017 platform
with a built-in explicit solver. The explicit approach was selected because it is compu-
tationally more efficient. Figure 8 shows the meshed model used during the numerical
simulation. The workpiece material, i.e., sheet blank with a thickness of 1 mm, was mod-
elled. The ratio of the material thickness (h) to the length of the workpiece (L) was less
than 0.3 which allows usage of shell elements instead of solid elements [20]. Therefore,
the sheet was meshed using the four-node square shell element S4R, having a mesh size
of 1 mm. Chung et al. [21] had reported that the shell elements are not able to properly
predict the plastic deformation in the thickness direction. Li et al. [22] had suggested that
the use of shell elements lead to an inaccurate evaluation of transverse shear strain when
the bending effect is important. In the present work, the numerical simulation results are
used only to access qualitative differences between the two processes, thus, the numerical
simulation was carried out with explicit solver and shell elements due to their computa-
tional efficiency. To satisfy the experimental conditions, the sheet was fixed at its outer
boundary with the help of upper and lower clamps. The upper and lower clamps were
meshed as discrete rigid elements as these fixtures were assumed to be non-deformable.
The hemispherical tool of diameter 10 mm was modelled and meshed with the help of
discrete rigid shell elements, which moves according to the toolpath strategies developed
for both processes. The size of the sheet blank was 110 mm × 110 mm. The simulation of
the incremental forming process has various nonlinearities due to the nature of the process.
Furthermore, the incremental forming process is 3D in nature without any symmetry plane.
Typically, a significant number of elements must be employed, and the tool must follow a
longer trajectory, which makes the finite element analysis difficult and time-consuming. A
high-velocity artificial tool was found to be suitable for the simulation of the incremental
forming process [23]. Thus, the artificially increased feed rate was taken as 2000 mm/s to
reduce the computational time maintaining quasi-static conditions. The computation time
depends on many factors like element size, analysis procedure, i.e., explicit or implicit and
the machine specifications. The total step time for forming a CWATC was 4.0041 s with the
ISF process, while it took 4.7169 s in the case of the ISH process. The hammering operation
was incorporated in the toolpath strategy of the ISH process; thus, the computation time
and production time was higher in the case of the ISH process than the ISF process. Further,
the time for forming a component in the ISH process depends on the overlapping region
and the amount of predefined amplitude. In the present work, the overlapping region in
the case of the ISH process was 25%, i.e., 1/4th of the trailing deformed area overlapped
with the leading area. The increasing amplitude of hammering results in the poor surface
quality of the component and it eventually leads to early rupture of the component [15].
Therefore, the amplitude of hammering was considered as 0.05 mm. The contact condition
and the type of interaction of the deforming tool with the sheet during processing has
a great influence on the redistribution of the material of the surface layer [24,25]. The
interaction between tool and sheet was described using master and slave algorithm with
the coefficient of friction taken as 0.05 [26]. The results obtained through the numerical
simulation are further compared with experimental results and are discussed later in the
results section.

7
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Figure 8. Numerical model used during simulation of ISF and ISH processes.

3.3. Experimental Setup

The experimental work was mainly carried out to validate the simulation results.
Figure 9 shows the experimental setup of the incremental sheet forming process. It mainly
consists of a CNC forming rig, sheet, forming tool, clamping plate, and fixture plate. Sheet
blank was clamped on the fixture plate with the help of a clamping plate through threaded
bolts. During the experimentation, a stainless-steel hemispherical tool of 10 mm diameter
was used for all the experiments. The tool can move in the X, Y, and Z directions with the
help of numerical control at a predetermined feed rate, i.e., 800 mm/min.

Figure 9. Experimental setup consisting of (a) dieless manufacturing center (b) forming setup.

4. Results and Discussions

This section discusses the comparative results of both the processes in terms of forma-
bility, thickness distribution, geometrical accuracy, and surface roughness.

4.1. Results Based on VWATC Test Geometry

The experiments performed to form the VWATC provides the maximum wall angle
for both processes. Further, it compares the formability of both the processes in terms of
maximum forming depth while forming the VWATC. The maximum forming depth of
the fracture depth reveals the maximum wall angle that can be achieved for respective
processes. Figure 10 shows the VWATC formed through ISF and ISH processes. Table 2

8
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presents the maximum forming depth and maximum wall angle observed through VWATC
during experimentation for both processes. The maximum forming depths observed for
the ISF and ISH processes were 30.71 mm and 32.31 mm, respectively. The wall angles
at these depths were observed to be 78.19◦ and 79.29◦, respectively, for the ISF and ISH
processes. The experimentation carried out to form the VWATC through both processes
reveals that the higher forming depth was achieved with the ISH process compared to the
ISF process. This leads to a higher wall angle achieved in the case of the ISH process. Thus,
it authenticates that higher formability can be achieved for the ISH process.

Figure 10. (a) VWATC formed through ISF process and (b) VWATC formed through ISH process.

Table 2. Observations from VWATC test geometry.

Process Depth Achieved Wall Angle Achieved

ISF 30.71 mm 78.19◦
ISH 32.31 mm 79.29◦

4.2. Results Based on the CWATC Test Geometry

The maximum wall angle achieved through experimentation of VWATC was 78.19◦
for the ISF process. Therefore, 78◦ CWATC were fabricated through both the processes to
further validate that the higher formability associated with the ISH process. The forming
time was 16.5 min for components formed through ISF process and it was 18.7 min for
components formed through ISH process. Figure 11 shows the CWATC formed through
ISF and ISH processes. The maximum forming depth achieved for both the processes is
presented in Table 3.

Figure 11. (a) CWATC formed through ISF process, (a’) Scaled fracture section in CWATC formed
through ISF process (b) CWATC formed through ISH process, (b’) Scaled fracture section in CWATC
formed through ISH process.
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4.2.1. Geometrical Parameters

The experimentally formed components were scanned with the help of the ATOS
Core 200 (GOM – a ZEISS company, Brunswick, Germany) scanner for the evaluation of
geometrical accuracy, thickness distribution, and forming limits. The scanned components
were evaluated on the GOM Inspect platform to study the geometric aspects of the com-
ponent. Figure 12a,b shows the material thickness distribution in the component formed
with ISF and ISH processes, respectively, whereas the scanned parts were sliced along the
section lines to investigate the material thickness distribution. Figure 13 shows the material
thickness distribution on any one side of the sliced section, where the thickness was varying
at a similar position for both the formed components. Figure 13 shows that the slope of the
thickness distribution is more in the case of components formed through the ISH process
as compared to the ISF process. This indicates that the material availability during forming
of the component was low in the ISF process as compared to the ISH process. Thus, a more
uniform material distribution was observed in the component formed through the ISH
process. The minimum value of sheet thickness was achieved in the case of components
formed through the ISH process which leads to the delayed fracture of the material as
compared to the components formed through the ISF process. It should be noted that the
deformation in ISF is a combination of stretching, bending, and shearing [27]. The friction
between the tool and the sheet is a major factor that causes the through-the-thickness-shear
deformation in the ISF process [28], whereas in the ISH process, the friction between the
tool and sheet is minimal because of the intermittent tool-sheet contact. Thus, it could be
concluded that the hammering dominates the deformation in bending and stretching of
the sheet. The numerical simulation was performed till the fracture depth for both the
processes to compare the material thickness distribution for CWATC. Figure 14 shows
the material thickness distribution obtained through the numerical simulation. The nu-
merical simulation predicted the thickness distribution with the minimum thickness to be
0.2668 mm and 0.2672 mm for the ISF and ISH processes, respectively.

Table 3 shows the wall angle and depth achieved for the components formed through
the ISF and ISH processes. The result obtained for the wall angle achieved was more
favorable for the components formed through the ISF process than the ISH process, which
indicates that the springback is more in the case of the ISH process than the ISF process.
The forming depth obtained supports the formability remarks made in the case of VWATC.
The effect of springback is the subject of further research for the ISH process.

Figure 12. 3D scanned CWATC components formed with (a) ISF process, (b) ISH process.
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Figure 13. Material thickness distribution along the sliced section in the formed CWATC component.

Figure 14. Material thickness distribution obtained through numerical simulation for the (a) ISF
process, (b) ISH process.

Table 3. Wall angle and depth achieved in ISF and ISH processes for 78◦ wall angle.

Process Depth Achieved Wall Angle Achieved

ISF 13.62 mm 73.62◦
ISH 13.80 mm 73.59◦

4.2.2. Forming Limit Diagram

To evaluate the formability of ISF and ISH processes the forming limits were also
evaluated through surface strains developed in the formed components. To measure
the strains in the experimentally formed components, circular grids having the size of
1 mm diameter and center-to-center distance of 2 mm, were electrochemically marked
on the surface of the sheet blank before experimentation. The experimentally formed
components were scanned using an ATOS Core 200 scanner. ARGUS (GOM—a ZEISS
company, Brunswick, Germany) digital image correlation (DIC) software was used to
measure the surface strains. The distorted circles after forming help to calculate the major
(maximum) and minor (minimum) surface strains using the following equations:

εmajor = ln
(dmajor

do

)
(3)

εminor = ln
(

dminor
do

)
(4)

In the above equations, εmajor and εminor are the major and minor strains, while dmajor
and dminor are the major and minor diameters of the ellipse formed. do is the diameter of the
circle etched on the sheet before forming. Figure 15 shows the comparison of the forming
limit diagrams (FLD) for both processes. The higher values of the strain were observed
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in the components formed through the ISH process compared to the ISF process. The
maximum value of the major strain observed through ISF and ISH processes are 1.54 and
1.78 respectively. This indicates that the higher formability associated with the ISH process
compared to the ISF process. Further, as visible from FLD that the strain data are lying
in the first quadrant of the FLD indicating the plane strain condition. This implies that
the conical objects are subjected to the plane strain condition during forming. The same
observations are also reported in the literature [29,30].

Figure 15. Comparison of strain values for the components formed through ISF and ISH processes.

4.2.3. Surface Roughness

The surface roughness of the formed components was evaluated using the Mitutoyo
Surftest SJ-500 (Mitutoyo, Neuss, Germany). The resolution of the device was 0.0001 μm
with a measurement accuracy of ±10%. The repeatability of the equipment was <6%. The
lateral surface of the formed components was identified as the testing surface. Each test
specimen was measured three times to assure the correctness of the results. Figure 16
and Table 4 presents the average roughness values (Ra) and maximum average roughness
(Ramax) values obtained for components formed through ISF and ISH processes. It was
observed that the average roughness value for components formed through the ISF process
was 0.2860 μm, while it was lower, i.e., 0.2401 μm, for the ISH process. The maximum
average roughness value was also lower for the ISH process, i.e., 0.2903 μm, as compared
to the ISF process, i.e., 0.4492 μm. The range of mean roughness depth (Rz) for components
formed through the ISF process is 0.8676–1.3316 μm, whereas it is 1.0839–1.4974 μm for the
ISH process. In the ISH process, the tool applies compressive force through the hammering
motion, which leaves the punched marks over the formed sheet surface. Thus, the range of
mean roughness depth (Rz) is higher in the ISH process as compared to the ISF process.

In the ISF process, the deformation behavior is a combination of bending, stretching,
and shearing, where the tool stretches the sheet along the predefined forming path. The
stretching behavior along the forming path in ISF leads to large scale waviness resulting in
large surface strains. Further, it resulted in roughness over the formed area; whereas, in the
case of the ISH process, the intermittent hammering restricts stretching over the sheet and
generates compressive strain on the punched area. This curtails the stretch marks on the
formed area of the sheet. Thus, it can be concluded that the surface quality produced by
the ISH process was better than that with the ISF process.
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Figure 16. Surface roughness profiles of components formed through (a) ISF process, (b) ISH process.

Table 4. Surface roughness in the components formed with ISF and ISH processes.

Process
Average Roughness

(Ra, μm)
Maximum Average

Roughness (Ramax, μm)
Mean Roughness
Depth (Rz, μm)

ISF 0.2860 0.4492 0.867–1.3316
ISH 0.2401 0.2903 1.0839–1.4974

4.2.4. Forming Forces

The forming force is an important parameter in the forming processes. The forming
forces were studied under the same process parameters during simulations. The maximum
forming forces in the horizontal direction (X and Y direction) and vertical direction (Z di-
rection) observed during the simulation of ISF and ISF processes are presented in Table 5.
The forming forces along Z-direction are 1350 N and 1225 N in ISF and ISH processes
respectively. As the forming force in the Z direction is most significant during the incremen-
tal forming processes, therefore, the forming force in the Z direction for both the process
have been plotted. Figure 17 shows the comparative forming forces in the Z direction
observed during the simulation of ISF and ISH processes. As visible from the figure the
trend of forming forces for ISH and ISF processes was increasing throughout the process;
although, in the case of the ISH process, the force gets reduced after a certain forming depth
compared to the ISF process. In the ISF process, the tool was in continuous contact with
the sheet throughout the process. It results in a larger forming force as the deformation of
the sheet must overcome the constraint impact of the entire sheet on the deformation area.
In the ISH process, initially, the tool aligns itself to the first hammering position where it
deforms the workpiece with predefined amplitude. In the next step, the tool retracts to its
original position and then moves to the next hammering position and similarly deforms
the workpiece. The same phenomenon was explained in Section 2.1 and shown with the
help of Figure 2. In addition, when the tool deforms the sheet in two successive hammering
positions, it forms an overlapping region, as mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 3a. In
the present work, the overlapping region in the case of the ISH process was 25%, i.e., 1/4th
of the trailing deformed area overlapped with the leading area. Further, the hammering
amplitude considered in the present work is very small, i.e., 0.05 mm, which does not allow
the tool to leave contact with the sheet. Due to the overlapping region, lower hammering
amplitude, and spiral toolpath used in the present investigation, the force value does not
fluctuate greatly; as the tool and sheet have intermittent contact, which leads to shorter
deformation time, and it further leads to a reduction in forming forces. Thus, it signifies
that the integration of hammering with the ISF process leads to the reduction of the forming
forces compared to the ISF process.
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Figure 17. Forming forces in Z direction during ISF and ISH processes.

Table 5. Forming forces in the components formed with ISF and ISH processes.

Process ISF ISH

Forces in X-direction 1031 N 861 N
Forces in Y-direction 913 N 803 N
Forces in Z-direction 1350 N 1225 N

4.3. Statistical Analysis

An indicative statistical analysis is performed to understand the experimental results
obtained for both the processes. Figure 18 shows the percentage change in the values
obtained with the ISH process in comparison to that with the ISF process. The statistical
analysis helps in understanding the comparison of the ISF and ISH processes.

Figure 18. Experimental statistical analysis of the ISH process with respect to the ISF process.

The statistical analysis shows the differences mainly in terms of wall angle, forming
depth, and surface quality of the components observed for the ISF and ISH processes.
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The forming depth and wall angle while forming the VWATC through the ISH process
were found to be 1.5% and 5.2% higher, respectively, compared to the ISF process. These
initial results are the foundations for the CWATC components for further study. When the
CWATCs of the same wall angle were experimentally formed through both the processes,
only 0.1% difference is observed in the ISH process compared to the ISF process, whereas
the achieved depth is observed to be higher by 1.32% in the components formed through the
ISH process. The major differences are observed in the parameters such as sheet thickness,
surface quality and forming forces. The thickness distribution was compared for both the
processes at a forming depth of 11.59 mm because this is the maximum depth achieved
during the ISF process. It was found that the minimum sheet thickness was 15.37% higher
for the ISH process compared to the ISF process. The surface quality was observed to be
better through visual inspection of the components formed through the ISH process. The
average roughness and maximum average roughness were found to be 16% and 35.37%
higher, respectively, in the case of components formed through the ISF process compared
to the ISH process. The maximum values of forming forces in the Z direction were found to
be 13.16% lower for the ISH process. Further, it was observed that the ISH process would
lead to an overall 10.99% improvement in the quality of the parts, where the majority of
the improvement is contributed by surface finish and forming forces.

5. Conclusions

This work presents the integration of the hammering operation with the incremental
sheet forming process. The differences in terms of formability are investigated with the help
of a VWATC test geometry. Further, the comparative experimental results of the CWATC
investigate the geometrical aspects of both processes. It is observed that the introduction of
the hammering effect during the ISF process imparts significant improvements, such as
increased fracture depth, better surface roughness, and uniform thickness distribution, in
the formed components. The concluding remarks based on the statistical analysis can be
summarized as:

• The ISH process is an attempt to combine the effect of shot peening with the incremen-
tal sheet forming process. It would possibly result in the prevention of microcrack
propagation because of the application of compressive forces which can delay the
fracture initiation. The obtained results showcase that the fracture depth and wall
angle achieved are more in the case of the ISH process compared to that in the ISF
process.

• The comparison of both the processes through the strain values shows the higher
formability associated with the ISH process compared to the ISF process. Further, it
was also noticed that the conical objects are subjected to the plane strain condition.

• In ISF, the deformation mode of a material is a combination of bending, stretching, and
shearing. Material deformation in ISH is dominated by direct bending and stretching
which limits the reduction in workpiece thickness drastically. As a result of this, the
ISH process exhibits a more uniform material thickness distribution as compared to
the ISF process.

• The component formed through the ISH process reports better surface quality than
the components formed through the ISF process.

• The reduced forming forces were attained while incorporating the hammering in the
incremental sheet forming process.

The results in terms of wall angle achieved and fracture depth show the percentage
differences of less than 5%, but the variation in sheet thickness and surface roughness
shows promising results with more than 5% differences. The indicative statistical analysis
shows that the ISH process would lead to an overall 10.99% improvement in the quality of
the parts, primarily in the surface finish and forming forces. Further, the experiments are
performed with one set of hammering parameters; thus, the proper choice and optimization
of process parameters is a subject of further extensive investigation.
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Abstract: This research is devoted to the study effects of complex alloying of Al-0.3 wt. % Mg-1 wt. %
Si and Al-0.5 wt. % Mg-1.3 wt. % Si alloys by small additions of Sc and Zr on the microstructure
in the as-cast condition. The effect of small additions of these elements on the microhardness,
electrical conductivity, grain size and phase composition of the indicated alloy systems was studied.
The methods of optical and electron microscopy were used for the study. Moreover, the phase
composition was calculated using the Thermo-Calc software package. The study showed a strong
effect of the chemical composition of investigated alloys on the size of the grains, which, with a
certain combination of additives, can decrease several times. Grain refinement occurs both due to
supercooling and formation of primary Al3Sc particles in the liquid phase. Alloys based on Al-0.5
wt. % Mg-1.3 wt. % Si are more prone to the formation of this phase since a lower concentration of Sc
is required for it to occur. In addition, more silicon interacts with other elements. At the same time,
Al-0.3 wt. % Mg-1 wt. % Si requires lower temperature for complete dissolution of Mg2Si, which can
contribute to more efficient heat treatment, which includes reducing the number of steps. TEM data
show that during ingot cooling (AlSi)3ScZr dispersoid precipitates. This dispersoid could precipitate
as coherent and semi-coherent particles with L12 structure as well as needle-shaped particles. The
precipitation of coherent and semi-coherent particles during cooling of the ingot indicates that they
can be obtained during subsequent multistage heat treatment. In addition, in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc
alloy, metastable β” (Mg5Si6) are precipitated.

Keywords: aluminum alloys; phase composition; casting; Sc and Zr small addition; grain refinement;
dispersoid

1. Introduction

Aluminum alloys are widely used in modern industry due to their combination of
low density and high ductility [1–10]. Nowadays, aluminum alloys of the 6XXX series
(Al–Mg–Si) are gaining popularity [11–18]. This series has an average strength that can be
increased by heat treatment, namely by metastable β” (Mg5Si6) particles coherent to the
aluminum matrix.

Further improvement of the properties of this alloy series is possible due to small
additions of Sc and Zr. These elements are poorly soluble in the aluminum matrix and
form coherent strengthening Al3(ScZr) nanoparticles [19–21]. In addition, these additives
contribute to grain refinement during casting [19–21], and also contribute to the control of
the recrystallization process [21] which also increases the mechanical properties. Alloying
with zirconium and scandium is especially common for 5XXX group alloys, i.e., with a high
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content of magnesium [22,23], however, it is effectively used also in other aluminum alloy
systems [24]. In recent years, active research on the use of these additives in 6XXX series
alloys has been started [25–28]. In the future, it is possible to achieve a significant increase
in strength due to the combined effect of grain refinement, and the simultaneous usage of
strengthening particles Al3(ScZr) and β” (Mg5Si6). At the same time, Sc alloying of this
group is a rather difficult task. The reason is that silicon addition changes the kinetics
and chemical composition of scandium-containing dispersoids. As a result it provokes
the appearance of an undesirable, AlSc2Si2 phase [25]. Because of this, some sources have
noted a negative effect of scandium on the properties of the Al–Mg–Si alloys [25,29]. In
order to avoid AlSc2Si2, it is necessary to carefully select the chemical composition (mainly
by changing the amount of zirconium) and control the casting and heat treatment modes. In
this case, due to joint scandium-zirconium alloying, it is possible to improve the properties
of the 6XXX group alloys even if the ratio of the wt. fractions is Mg/Si < 1.73 [25,30,31].
In alloys of the Al–Mg–Si system with ratio Mg/Si < 1.73, not all silicon combines with
magnesium into the Mg2Si phase (or its metastable modifications such as β”) and there
is an excess of it. It should be noted that, on the one hand, the increased silicon content
enhances the properties in this group of alloys, due to the more evenly distributed and
more finely dispersed strengthening particles β” [17]. However, on the other hand, with
the addition of scandium, excess silicon will increase the tendency to form AlSc2Si2. At
the same time, the study of the processes occurring during casting and heat treatment
of 6XXX group alloys with scandium-zirconium additives made it possible to avoid the
undesirable phase and, in general, to improve the properties at a ratio Mg/Si > 1.73 in
AA6082 [26,30,32]. The possibility of further decreasing this ratio is promising since it will
allow scandium and zirconium to be added to alloys such as 6016 where the excess of
silicon is extremely large. However, it requires a thorough study on the effect of casting
and thermomechanical treatment on the microstructure [26,30]. This article is devoted to
the study of microstructure formation during casting of the 6XXX group alloys with a high
silicon content and complex scandium and zirconium additives, especially in the range of
element concentrations for which this problem has not yet be investigated.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Material Preparation

Two alloys with a low Mg/Si ratio: 0.3 for Al0.3Mg1Si and 0.38 for Al0.5Mg1.3Si were
chosen for the study. Both alloys were alloyed with small additions of Zr and Sc in the
following combinations: Al-0.3Mg-1Si-XSc-YZr and Al-0.5Mg-1.3Si-XSc-YZr alloys, where X
= 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 wt. % and Y = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 wt. %. Its chemical composition are shown
in Table 1.

Melting of alloys was carried out in a medium-frequency induction furnace using
a graphite crucible, the melt weight was 4–5 kg. The weight of the cast ingot was 3 kg.
The following materials were used as a charge for the alloy: aluminum (purity 99.8%),
magnesium (99.9%), Al-2%Sc master alloy, Al-12%Si master alloy, and Al-5%Zr master
alloy. The casting temperature was 720–740 ◦C. Before pouring the molten metal into the
casting mold, it was refined with a carnallite flux introduced at the rate of 5 g per 1 kg of
charge. After that, the metal was poured into a steel mold at a uniform pouring time of
40 s. The obtained ingot size was 135 mm × 30 mm × 200 mm and its cooling speed was
2 ◦C/s. After solidification, the ingot was removed from the mold and cooled in water.

2.2. Material Characterization

Micro-hardness tests were carried out on a digital stationary hardness tester according
to the micro-Vickers method on the HV-1000 model (test forces 0.2452 N). In order to exclude
the influence of grain boundaries and large intermetallic compounds, measurements were
made in the grain center. Measurements of microhardness by indentation were carried out
in accordance with GOST 9450-76 [33].
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated alloys.

Sample
Number № 1

Chemical Composition Sample
Number № 2

Chemical Composition

Al Mg Si Sc Zr Al Mg Si Sc Zr

1 base 0.3 1.0 0 0 1 base 0.5 1.3 0 0

2 base 0.3 1.0 0 0.05 2 base 0.5 1.3 0 0.05

3 base 0.3 1.0 0 0.1 3 base 0.5 1.3 0 0.1

4 base 0.3 1.0 0 0.15 4 base 0.5 1.3 0 0.15

5 base 0.3 1.0 0.1 0 5 base 0.5 1.3 0 0

6 base 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.05 6 base 0.5 1.3 0.1 0

7 base 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.1 7 base 0.5 1.3 0.1 0.05

8 base 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.15 8 base 0.5 1.3 0.1 0.1

9 base 0.3 1.0 0.2 0 9 base 0.5 1.3 0.1 0.15

10 base 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.05 10 base 0.5 1.3 0.2 0.05

11 base 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.1 11 base 0.5 1.3 0.2 0.1

12 base 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.15 12 base 0.5 1.3 0.2 0.15

13 base 0.3 1.0 0.3 0 13 base 0.5 1.3 0.3 0

14 base 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.05 14 base 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.05

15 base 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.1 15 base 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.1

16 base 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.15 16 base 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.15

The grain structure of the samples was examined using a Carl Zeiss Axiovert-40
MAT optical microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The preparation of
microsections included cutting out samples, mechanical grinding, polishing, as well as
electropolishing in a fluoroboric electrolyte of the following composition: boric acid—11 g,
hydrofluoric acid—30 mL, distilled water—2200 mL. For each sample, the mean grain size
was measured by the linear intercept method.

Intermetallic particles were investigated using a JEOL 6390A SEM. The sample prepa-
ration technique consisted of mechanical grinding, polishing and electropolishing. Elec-
tropolishing was carried out at a temperature of 85–110 ◦C and a voltage of 10–30 V in
an electrolyte of the following composition: 500 mL of H3PO4; 300 mL H2SO4; 50 g CrO3;
50 mL H2O. Study of the chemical composition of structural components by energy disper-
sive spectroscopy using the X-Max 80T detector in the energy range 0–10 keV (the energy
resolution of the detector is 122 eV).

For effective phase counting, the image was made with maximum contrast until the
appearance of “noise” points. The ImageJ program (1.52 u, National Institutes of Health,
Wayne Rasband (NIH), Bethesda, MD, USA) was used to process the image to the desired
contrast of the aluminum matrix and secondary phases.

The study was carried out on the Tecnai G2 F20 S-TWIN TMP transmission electron
microscope with a thermal-field cathode at accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The chemical
composition of the fine dispersion participles was studied by energy-dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) method using the X-Max 80T detector in the energy range 0–10 keV. The
energy resolution of the detector is 122 eV.

The sample preparation for the study was carried out in the following sequence:
cutting out samples with a diameter of 3 mm and a thickness of 0.3 mm on the Art’s
electric discharge machine, mechanical thinning on SiC paper from both sides, electrolytic
polishing on a Tenupol-5 installation in a nitrogen-alcohol electrolyte. Polishing mode:
−38 ◦C, 16 V.
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2.3. Phase Diagram Calculation

The polythermal sections of phase diagrams was calculated using the Thermo-Calc
2016a software. Thermodynamic database TCAL4 (Thermo-Calc Software Al-based alloy
database, Stockholm, Sweden, Version 4.0) was used [34].

3. Results

3.1. Grain Refinement

The results of the grain structure investigation showed very large dendritic grains,
the sizes of which were several millimeters (Figure 1a), in the Al0.3Mg1Si alloy without
the addition of any transition elements. This is generally characteristic of low-alloyed
alloys [35]. Upon the addition of Sc (Figure 1b) and Zr (Figure 1c), the size of the grain
structure continues to decrease but not significantly. The scandium concentration is 0.6%
which is required to achieve a hypereutectic composition and the formation of primary
Al3Sc particle in the liquid [21]. Therefore, in Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc alloy grain refinement
occurs due to supercooling at the boundaries of the nuclei and the liquid phase [36].
The concentration of zirconium Al0.3Mg1Si0.15Zr reaches a peretectic point of 0.11% [36].
However, significant grain refinement is not observed. It is explained by the fact, that
according to [36] at the given concentration, the primary particles of Al3Zr only begin to
form in the liquid and a significant grain-refinement effect is observed at a concentration of
0.2%.The concentration of 0.3 Sc and 0.15 Zr is sufficient for the hypereutectic composition
and the formation of primary Al3Sc particles in the liquid phase, which leads to a significant
appearance of a fine-grained equiaxed structure during casting (Figure 1d).

  
(a) (b) 

   
(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Grain structure after casting (a) Al0.3Mg1Si, (b) Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc, (c) Al0.3Mg1Si0.15Zr, (d) Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr.
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A dendritic structure is observed in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloy (Figure 2a), as well as in
Al0.3Mg1Si. However, the grain size in Al0.5Mg1.3Si is two times smaller. This effect is
caused by an increase in the content of Mg and Si, which also leads to supercooling between
the nuclei and the liquid phase. Additions of scandium (Figure 2b) or zirconium (Figure 2c)
alone only slightly affect the grain size. Their combined use leads to the appearance of fine
equiaxed grains which, however, only partially replace the dendritic structure (Figure 2d).
The decrease in alloying efficiency will be explained later.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Grain structure after casting (a) Al0.5Mg1.3Si (b) Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc, (c) Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Zr, (d) Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr.

Thus, a gradual grain refinement occurs during complex alloying with small additions
of zirconium and scandium. The decrease in the grain size is explained, first, by the
fact that the growing content of scandium and zirconium causes supercooling between
the liquid and the surface of the nuclei formed during solidification thereby facilitating
the passing of the latter [36]. This also explains the fact that the grain in Al0.5Mg1.3Si
(Figure 3a) is finer than in Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 3b) after solidification, since the total number
of alloying elements increases. With a further increase in the Sc and Zr contents, an almost
10-fold decrease in grain size occurs, mainly because the eutectic composition for Al-Sc-Zr
system is reached [37]. As already mentioned, due to the high concentration of Zr and Sc
in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloys, the grain refinement is more effective than in Al0.3Mg1Si. An
explanation of this fact will be given later. Note, however, that no appreciable refinement
occurs with an increase in Zr or Sc alone. This is due to the fact that a scandium content
of 0.6% is required for the hypereutectic composition and significant grain refinement. At
the same time, an increase in Zr content to 0.15% reduces the scandium content which is
necessary for the hypereutectic composition to 0.2%. It should be noted that the amount
of zirconium required for the overflow reaction of the zirconium content should be about
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0.26%. Therefore, it is not efficient for a significant refinement of the grain structure during
casting in the concentration range studied here.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Grain size at complex alloying with small Sc and Zr additives (a) in alloys based on Al0.3Mg1Si, (b) on AL0.5Mg1.3Si.

3.2. Microhardness Behavior

The results of microhardness measurements are very interesting. It is generally higher
(Figure 4a) in an alloy with a higher silicon content than in an alloy with a low silicon
content (Figure 4b). This can be explained by the fact that alloy Al0.3Mg1Si contains more
particles of the type (AlSi)3ScZr and/or AlSc2Si2 than Al0.5Mg1.3Si. They can appear due
to the fact that the cooling process during casting requires a certain time, which is sufficient
for the precipitation of a certain amount of these particles from the supersaturated solid
solution [26]. An increased ratio of magnesium and silicon will accelerate the precipitation
of these particles from the supersaturated solid solution and thereby increase the micro-
hardness. At the same time, an increase in the zirconium content will reduce the ability to
form them upon cooling, since this element reduces the diffusion of scandium [19]. As for
the Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloy (Figure 4b), it can be assumed that grain refinement, associated with
an increase in the proportion of zirconium and scandium, will have a stronger effect than a
decrease in the diffusion of the latter. As mentioned earlier, due to the larger amount of Mg
and Si, the refinement of the grain structure will be much stronger. Therefore, the length of
grain boundaries is longer. The latter, in turn, serve as an additional source in the formation
of secondary metastable particles, contributing to an increase in their number [38]. Note
that the effect of the grain structure size can be excluded, since this indicator begins to exert
a significant effect on the microhardness when reaching submicron sizes. Even in alloys
with the finest grains its size is several microns.

3.3. Phase Diagram Calculation Result

Figure 5a,b shows polythermal sections of the systems Al-0.3%Mg-1%Si-0.15%Zr-
(0–0.4)%Sc (wt. %) and Al-0.5%Mg-1.3%Si-0.15%Zr-(0–0.4)%Sc. Note that alloys with a
combined content of scandium and zirconium seem to be the most promising. Firstly, they
allow to refine the grain structure which will positively affect the mechanical properties
and, secondly, slow down the diffusion of scandium and foster the formation of metastable
nanoparticles (AlSi)3ScZr coherent to aluminum matrix, instead of harmful AlSc2Si2. There-
fore, polythermal sections with the highest zirconium content are considered. On the whole,
phase transformations in both groups of alloys (with different Mg/Si ratios) have common
laws. Slightly below 700 ◦C, primary Al3Zr particles begin to precipitate from the liquid.
Three phases L + Al3Zr + (Al) are simultaneously present in a narrow range between
653–650 ◦C in Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 5a) and 650–647 ◦C in Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 6b). After
that, Al3Zr dissolves and the ZrSi phase appears instead. With Sc content of up to 0.23%
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in Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 5a) and up to 0.26% in Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 5b), the ZrSi phase is
transformed into Zr2Si. At zero scandium content, upon reaching a temperature of 601 ◦C
in Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 5a) and 578 ◦C in Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 5b), the metal finally solidifies.
After that an aluminum solid solution and the ZrSi2 phase can be observed in the metal.
With an increased concentration of scandium, the solidus temperature gradually decreases
up to 0.14% and 0.07% of Sc for Al0.3Mg1Si and Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloys respectively and at
higher concentration of Sc the solidus temperatures is slightly increased. When the Sc
concentration reaches 0.21% in Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 5a) and 0.25% Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 5b),
L + (Al) + ZrSi2 first transforms into L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + Al3Sc and then finally is solidified
as (Al) + ZrSi2 + Al3Sc. When scandium reaches 0.24% in the Al0.3Mg1Si alloys (Figure 6a)
and 0.27% in Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 6b), solidification occurs according to the following
scheme: L + (Al) + ZrSi2 → L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + Al3Sc → L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc → (Al) +
ZrSi2 + Al3Sc. Upon reaching Sc 0.24% and 0.28% in the alloys Al0.3Mg1Si (Figure 5a) and
Al0.5Mg1.3Si (Figure 5b), solidification occurs along an even more complicated path: L +
(Al) + ZrSi → L + (Al) + ZrSi + Al3Sc → L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + Al3Sc → L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc
→ (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc. In addition, in a short interval between 0.23 ÷ 0.24% for Al0.3Mg1Si
and 0.27 ÷ 0.28%, solidification occurs according to the following scheme: L + (Al) + ZrSi
→ L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + Al3Sc → L + (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc → (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Microhardness with complex alloying with small additives Sc and Zr (a) in alloys based on Al0.3Mg1Si,
(b) on Al0.5Mg1.3Si.

It should be noted that the appearance of primary particles in the liquid phase will
facilitate grain refinement but not all of them will be equally effective. Primary Al3Zr, and
especially Al3Sc, are effective inoculators due to the good correspondence between them
and the aluminum matrix. There is no such information about ZrSi2 and SiSc particles.
However, it can be assumed that their effectiveness is rather low.

Note that in the Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr alloy the combined grain refinement effect
of zirconium and scandium does not differ from that observed in pure aluminum and
alloys with a high magnesium content [37]. However, in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr alloy
at concentrations sufficient to obtain a fine grain structure in pure aluminum and alloys
with high magnesium content, a large number of dendritic grains are still observed. A
first explanation for this is that Al3Sc and Al3Zr particles are not present at all stages of
solidification. They will have a slightly weaker effect than in high-magnesium alloys. It
should also be noted that Al3Sc particles, which contribute to efficient grain refinement,
act even more efficiently in Al0.3Mg1Si alloys because their formation requires a lower
scandium content than in Al0.5Mg1.3Si. This explains the fact that the grain is larger in this
group of alloys with a low content of Zr and Sc than in Al0.5Mg1.3Si with a similar content
of these elements. However, the grain in Al0.3Mg1Si is refined better with an increase in
their concentration. At a low concentration of Sc and Zr, the reason for the finer grain in the
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case of Al0.5Mg1.3Si is the aforementioned supercooling at the interface between the nuclei
and the liquid phase (arising from the dissolved Mg and Si). However, due to the lower
Sc concentration required for the formation of Al3Sc particles during metal solidification,
the refinement of the grain structure at high scandium concentrations is more efficient in
Al0.3Mg1Si.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Polythermal sections (a) Al-0.3%Mg-1%Si-0.15%Zr-(0–0.4)% Sc (wt. %) and (b) Al-0.5%Mg-1.3%Si-0.15%Zr-(0–
0.4)%Sc (wt. %) of the Al–Mg–Si–Zr–Sc phase diagram calculated using Thermo-Calc software.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc main types of intermetallic compounds (a); small dispersoids (b); large particles (c); result of the
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) investigation of chemical composition of the intermetallic compounds (d).

After solidification in both types of alloy, a similar chain of phase transformations
is observed. At a low concentration of scandium, the following phase transformations
will occur: (Al) + ZrSi2 → (Al) + ZrSi2 + (Si) → (Al) + ZrSi2 + (Si) + Mg2Si. At a higher
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concentration of scandium, the following transformations will be observed: (Al) + ZrSi2
+ SiSc, (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc + (Si); (Al) + ZrSi2 + SiSc + (Si) + Mg2Si. It may seem that the
Al0.5Mg1.3Si system is more promising from the point of view of further use, since it has
a larger Mg/Si relationship than Al0.3Mg1Si, which decreases the risk of the appearance
of harmful particles of the AlSc2Si2-type. However, a lower dissolution temperature of
Mg2Si particles in Al0.3Mg1 Si alloys allows one to avoid additional heat treatment. To date,
multistage heat treatment has been required to obtain two hardening phases (AlSi)3ZrSc
and β” (Mg5Si6) [26]. It consists in homogenization in order to maximize dissolution of
Sc, Mg, Si and Zr into a supersaturated solid solution which includes eliminating large
non-equilibrium particles. Three-stage annealing is applied after homogenization: The first
step is the formation of (AlSi)3Sc particles. Then (AlSi)3ScZr particles are formed on their
basis. The third stage consists of the dissolution of phases close to Mg2Si, which at the
fourth stage can be isolated in the form of a strengthening β” (Mg5Si6) phase. However,
at a low temperature of Mg2Si solubility, the fourth stage of annealing can be avoided,
since all the necessary processes will occur at the third stage. Note that, according to
the calculations performed in the current Thermo-Calc version, only equilibrium primary
particles Al3Zr are present in the alloys studied. The appearance of Al3Zr as solid state
equilibrium particle which has D023-structure was not predicted by this calculation. This,
however, does not exclude the emerging of metastable particles which have L12 structure
and composition close to (AlSi)3Zr.

3.4. Investigation of the Intermetallic Participles by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Method

The Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc alloy contains two types of particle; the first one can be described
as being like Al3Fe2Si2. The second can be interpreted as being like quaternary π phase
Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 [39] which in this alloy can form due to there being no equilibrium so-
lidification. Primary intermetallic compounds have both close to round (smaller) and
needle-like shapes. Their average size is 12.4 microns. This alloy has an increased amount
of fine particles which, among other things, explains its high microhardness (Figure 4a).
Considering that no traces of scandium were found in large intermetallic particles with a
fraction of its content in the solid solution of only 0.11%, it can be assumed with a high
degree of probability that it is in the form of fine particles, the fraction of which is 0.14%. It
should be noted that there is a high proportion of magnesium in the supersaturated solid
solution. Therefore, it is insufficient for the formation of large intermetallic particles of
the Mg2Si type. This chemical composition, as predicted in [25], is extremely unfavorable
for the production of strengthening Al3Sc particles, since scandium actively interacts with
silicon already during cooling after casting. In this case, Mg is used rather rarely. This
means, firstly, the need for a prolonged homogenization (completed by quenching) to
dissolve excess Sc and Si at high temperatures. In addition, with a high degree of proba-
bility the subsequent heat treatment and aging at 300 ◦C will not be accompanied by the
precipitation of Mg2Si-type particles. As a result, silicon will interact only with scandium,
which will favor the predominant growth of unwanted AlSc2Si2 particles.

Figure 7 shows the results of electron microscopy for the alloy Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr. It
contains a number of large primary intermetallic such as Al9Fe2Si2, (Al, Si)3Sc, Al3Sc0.6Zr0.4
with an average size of 11.6 microns. It also contains particles with a composition close
to quaternary π phase Fe2Mg7Si10Al18. In this alloy, a fairly large amount of Si and Sc is
in solid solution. This suggests that, for a given chemical composition, Si and Sc do not
interact so intensely with each other. The presence of particles of both the (Al, Si)3Sc and
Al3Sc0.6Zr0.4 types indicates that Sc, upon further heat treatment, will react both with silicon,
forming AlSc2Si2 particles, and with zirconium, forming Al3Sc0.6Zr0.4 particles. In this case
magnesium also “absorbs” part of the silicon, contributing to the formation of Mg2Si-type
particles. Taking into account the results of Thermo-Calc calculations (Figure 5a), it can also
be assumed that various Zr and Si compounds will occur during heat treatment. Thus, this
alloy seems to be very promising for further study, since excessive silicon will interact both
with magnesium and zirconium, as well as various impurities. With proper heat treatment,
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this will allow the required amount of Al3ScZr particles which have a L12 structure to
be obtained.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 7. Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr main types of intermetallic compounds (a); small dispersoids (b); large particles (c); result of
the EDS investigation of chemical composition of the intermetallic compounds (d).

The Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc alloy contains the main types of large primary non-equilibrium
intermetallic compounds Al9Fe2Si2, Fe2Mg7Si10Al18, and (Al, Si)3Sc. Their average size is
10.6 microns. In this case, there are spherical and needle-shaped particles, as well as large
elongated eutectic particles arising along the boundaries of dendritic grains. Besides, there
are many dispersoids in this alloy occupying 0.2% of the cross-sectional area, but with a
rather large size.

In the Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr alloy, large intermetallic compounds are represented by
Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 and (Al, Si)3(Sc) particles with an average diameter of 12.8 microns. There
are not so many dispersoids in the alloy, however, they have a size of about 30 nm. Smaller
dispersoids with an average size of 20–15 nm were detected using transmission microscopy.
Considering also the fact that zirconium can practically not be observed in a supersaturated
solid solution and in large intermetallic particles, it can be assumed that the main type of
fine particles will be Al3ScZr. Moreover, in this alloy Si reacts sufficiently with magnesium
which makes it very promising for further research.

The results of electron microscopy are presented in:

• Table 2 (data on the size and quantity of fine particles);
• Table 3 (data on the size and quantity of large intermetallic particles);
• Table 4 (chemical composition of the main intermetallic particles) and Figures 6–9.
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 8. Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc main types of intermetallic compounds (a); small dispersoids (b); large particles (c); result of the
EDS investigation of chemical composition of the intermetallic compounds (d).

  
(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 9. Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr main types of intermetallic compounds (a); small dispersoids (b); large particles (c); result
the EDS investigation of chemical composition of the intermetallic compounds (d).
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Table 2. Size and amount of dispersoids in the investigated alloys.

Alloy Area Share, %
Average Amount per

500 Microns2 Average Size, μm

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc 0.14 21 0.05

Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc 0.87 3 0.59

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr 0.2 16 0.08

Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr 0.11 21 0.03

Table 3. Size and amount of intermetallic compounds in the investigated alloys.

Alloy Area Share, %
Average Amount per

500 Microns2 Average Size, μm

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc 2.15 90 12.4
Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc 1.5 71 10.6

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr 1.8 78 11.6
Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr 1.7 69 12.8

Table 4. Chemical composition of intermetallic particles in the studied alloys.

Alloy Phase
At. %

Al Fe Si Mg Sc Zr

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc
Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 58.54 4.1 13.91 22.44

Al9Fe2Si2 76.69 9.7 10.01
Solid solution 98.23 0.48 0.27 0.11

Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc

Al9Fe2Si2 66.17 14.46 16.02
Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 53.99 5.35 15.43 23.6

(Al, Si)3(Sc) 51.65 27.02 11.93
Solid solution 98.7 0.79 0.4 0.12

Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr

Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 66.04 3.14 9.94 19.95
Al9Fe2Si2 60.11 7.08 22.66

(Al, Si)3(Sc) 61.83 24 7.06
Al3(Sc0.6Zr0.4) 82.88 11.44 4.61
Solid solution 98.72 0.82 0.28 0.14 0.04

Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr
Fe2Mg7Si10Al18 54.08 5.3 15 24.11

(Al, Si)3(Sc) 66.9 16.94 8.33
Solid solution 99.32 0.21 0.32 0.1 0.05

It must be mentioned that most of the phases listed in Tables 2–4 are non-equilibrium,
as result they cannot be predicted by the diagram. The reason for this is the non-equilibrium
conditions of solidification and the inevitable presence of iron even in the high frequency
batch. However, the diagram on Figure 6 can be very useful for predicting phase transfor-
mations after homogenization annealing (for example, combined with quenching) when
the composition is close to equilibrium.

3.5. Investigation of the Despersoid by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Method

A sufficiently large number of Al3Sc particles is observed in the alloy Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc.
The size of these particles is 20 nm on average (Figure 10a,b). Particles of a given size
are at the coherence loss thresholds. Therefore, some of them are completely coherent
(Figure 10d), while others only partially (Figure 10d). The presented data are in good
agreement with the data of scanning microscopy, according to which most of the scandium
is not in a supersaturated solid solution, and at the same time, it is not observed in large
particles of eutectic origin, such as Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr. In addition, it is the particles of this
type that serve as the main reason for the growth of microhardness (see Figure 4a). It should
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also be noted that these particles contain unwanted silicon. However, considering that
these particles are fully or partially coherent and considering the increase in microhardness,
it is possible with a high degree of probability that they are metastable (AlSi)3Sc, rather
than equilibrium harmful AlSc2Si2. The appearance of such particles during solidification
in the 6XXX series alloys with small additions of scandium and zirconium as a result of
discontinuous precipitation has already been described in many investigations [40,41].
However, it has been described mainly in alloys that do not have such a high excess of
silicon. The presence of metastable coherent and semi-coherent particles which precipitate
during the cooling process after casting of the Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc alloy indicates that they can
also be obtained as a result of multistage heat treatment. Thus, the cooling rate achieved
in a steel chill mold without zirconium is insufficient so that (AlSi)3Sc-type particles are
not precipitated during cooling. It should be noted that in spite the short cooling time of
the ingot, a large number of (AlSi)3ScZr dispersoids precipitate in this and other alloys
investigated by TEM. This can be explained by the fact that silicon accelerates the kinetics
of the precipitation of (AlSi)3ScZr [42].

A different picture of the distribution and chemical composition of fine particles is
observed in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc alloy. It also contains the (AlSi)3Sc-type particles but
their number is somewhat less than in the Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc alloy (Figure 11a). However,
in general, they have the same size and the same chemical composition. In addition,
needle-shaped particles similar to β” (Mg5Si6) appear (Figure 11b,c).

It should be noted that in spite of the rather short cooling time of the ingot, a large
number of Al3ScZr particles precipitate in this (and other alloys investigated by TEM).
This can be explained by the fact that silicon accelerates the kinetics of the precipitation of
these particles.

Note that emerging of β” actually became possible due to the fact that additional
magnesium appeared for the reaction with silicon. Thus, an increase in the Mg/Si ratio
will contribute to obtaining an additional synergistic effect between the (AlSi)3Sc and β”
(Mg5Si6) particles. In general, the cooling rates after casting in a steel chill mold are also
insufficient in this alloy to contain the main elements in a solid solution, and they form
hardening phases (AlSi)3Sc and β” (Mg5Si6).

The Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr alloy contains a fairly large number of fine coherent or semi-
coherent (AlSi)3ScZr particles with the L12-structure (Figure 12b–d). At the same time,
there is a second type of elongated particles (Figure 12a,c), which can be confused with β”
(Mg5Si6), given the rather high content of magnesium as well as silicon in the surrounding
solid solution. However, these particles are much longer than β” (Mg5Si6) (from 0.5 to
1 μm). Therefore, a chemical analysis (Figure 12e) shows that they are also discontinu-
ous precipitation of (AlSi)3ScZr particles. This fact is also confirmed by the comparison
with the literature data [43], in which discontinuous Al3Sc precipitates are practically
identical in shape, size and location of relatively high-angle boundaries compared to the
dispersoids observed in this work. It should be noted that, as in Ref. [44], high-angle bound-
aries serve as a source of discontinuous precipitation of the (AlSi)3ScZr-type dispersoids.
When these particles are precipitated, energy is released and the high-angle boundaries
begin to move, leaving behind a large number of the (AlSi)3ScZr-type dispersoids. It is
noteworthy that dendritic grains, in which intermittent precipitates are found, do not
contain L12-nanoparticles (Figure 12c) and vice versa. A possible explanation for this
is that in discontinuous precipitation, as in recrystallization [45], there are orientations
more favorable for the motion of high-angle boundaries. In grains with an intermittent
release of (AlSi)3ScZr, scandium and zirconium become insufficient for the appearance of
more coherent particles which have L12-structure. It should be noted that, in the case of
the Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc alloy, β” (Mg5Si6) particles can be observed together with (AlSi)3Sc
particles, in contrast to the L12 and needle shape (AlSi)3ScZr dispersoids. It can also
be noted that for the discontinuous and simultaneous precipitation both needle-shaped
and L1-structured dispersoids the concentration of scandium in the Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc and
Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc alloys is insufficient.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

  
(d) 

Figure 10. (a) (AlSi)3Sc coherent and semi coherent particles, (b) EDS profile line scan; (c,d) direct resolution of the crystal
lattice with (AlSi)3Sc particles of various sizes.
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(a) (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. (a) Al3Sc coherent and semi coherent particles particles; (b) Al3Sc coherent and semi coherent particles + Mg2Si
(rod-like) particles (c) EDS profile line scan.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

(e) 

Figure 12. (a,c,d) Discontinuous precipitation of (AlSi)3ScZr needle-shaped particles; (b) (AlSi)3ScZr particles with the
L12-structure, (c) discontinuous precipitation of (AlSi)3ScZr needle-shaped particles near high-angle boundaries. (e) EDS
profile line scan.
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Mainly coherent or semi-coherent (AlSi)3ScZr-particles, which have the L12-structure
(Figure 13a,b), are formed during discontinuous precipitation and are observed in the
Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr alloy. The lack of needle-shape precipitates is most likely due to the
limitations of TEM associated with the small area observed. The average grain size in this
alloy is 260 μm, while the survey area is 4 μm2, at best. For the alloy Al0.3Mg1.3Si0.3Sc0.15Zr,
where the grain is finer, it is easier to find grain boundaries around which intermittent
precipitates are concentrated. In the case of Al0.3Mg1Si0.3Sc0.15Zr, the β” (Mg5Si6)-phase is
not detected in the alloy. Its absence can be explained by the fact that the bulk of magnesium
and silicon form primary Mg2Si-particles at this concentration of zirconium and scandium
(see Figure 6).

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 13. (a,b) (AlSi)3ScZr particles with the L12 structure, (c) EDS profile line scan.
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4. Conclusions

Variations of Mg within 0.3 ÷ 0.5%; Si within 1 ÷ 1.3%; Sc within 0.0 ÷ 0.3%; Zr in the
range of 0.0 ÷ 0.15% have a complex effect on the microstructure formed during casting
of these alloys. The most significant effect on the size of the grain structure is exerted by
micro-additives of Sc and Zr. In Al0.3Mg1Si alloys, the complex additive 0.3Sc0.15Zr is able
to refine the grain size by seven times. The refinement of the grain structure is influenced by
two main factors: supercooling at the boundaries of the nucleus and the liquid phase, and
the formation of Al3Sc particles in the liquid. The latter takes place at a concentration of
0.15% zirconium and 0.24% scandium in Al0.3Mg1Si alloys and 0.15% zirconium and 0.28%
scandium in Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloys. The refinement of the grain structure by supercooling is
more efficient in the Al0.5Mg1.3Si alloys, and with the primary Al3Sc phase in the alloys of
the Al0.3Mg1Si type, where the scandium concentration required for the formation of this
phase is reached earlier.

These alloys have a complex phase composition. After casting, it can be represented
by both equilibrium and non-equilibrium phases; in addition, iron impurities have a
significant effect. With regards to maximum binding of scandium to other elements,
the preferable alloys are Al0.5Mg1.3Si. However, the Al0.3Mg1Si alloy is better for the
effective dissolution of the Mg2Si phase, which occurs already at 450 ◦C. In general,
compositions with combined alloying by small additions of Sc and Zr and mono additions
of Zr seem to be most promising. Alloying Sc compositions with such an excess of silicon
is practically unpromising.

The cooling time after solidification of the ingot is sufficient for the precipitation of fine
particles. These particles are practically not tracked using scanning electron microscope
SEM even at high magnification. However, they are very clearly identified using TEM,
as well as by an increase in microhardness. The main type of particles is (AlSi)3Sc or
(AlSi)3ScZr, depending on the presence or absence of zirconium. These particles appear
during discontinuous precipitates in form of the L12-structure with dimensions of 15–20 nm
and are semi- and completely coherent or in needle shape form (observed only in alloys
with zirconium). The formation of coherent and semi-coherent particles in these alloys
opens the possibility for their further production during heat treatment. β” (Mg5Si6)-
particles are formed only in the alloy Al0.5Mg1.3Si0.3Sc, where there is enough magnesium
for their precipitation. The addition of zirconium changes the phase composition and
promotes the precipitation of large Mg2Si-type particles.
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Abstract: In the present paper, Natural Metal-Matrix Composites (NMMC) based on multicomponent
hypereutectic Al-Ca-(Mn)-(Ni) alloys were studied in as-cast, annealed and rolled conditions. Thermo-
Calc software and microstructural observations were utilised for analysing the equilibrium and actual
phase composition of the alloys including correction of the Al-Ca-Mn system liquidus projection and
the solid phase distribution in the Al-Ca-Mn-Ni system. A previously unknown Al10CaMn2 was
discovered by both electron microprobe analysis and X-ray studies. The Al-6Ca-3Mn, Al-8Ca-2Mn,
Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloys with representative NMMC structure included ultrafine Ca-rich eutectic and
various small-sized primary crystals were found to have excellent feasibility of rolling as compared
to its hypereutectic Al-Si counterpart. What is more, Al-Ca alloys showed comparable Coefficient
of Thermal Expansion values due to enormous volume fraction of Al-based eutectic and primary
intermetallics. Analysis of tensile samples’ fracture surfaces revealed that primary intermetallics
may act either as stress raisers or malleable particles depending on their stiffness under deformation.
It is shown that a compact morphology can be achieved by conventional casting without using
any refining agents. Novel hypereutectic Al-Ca NMMC materials solidifying with the formation of
Al10Mn2Ca primary compound have the best ductility and strength. We reasonably propose these
materials for high-load pistons.

Keywords: hypereutectic aluminium alloys; Al-Ca alloys; phase composition; structure; inter-
metallics; rolling; physical and mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Currently, light materials with a given set of mechanical and physical properties are
extremely in demand for manufacturing engineering parts [1–3]. Specifically, high-load
pistons operated at up to 300 ◦C require not only specific mechanical properties (e.g.,
strength, hardness and ductility) but also low Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
and high thermal conductivity. Among numerous materials, hypereutectic Al-Si alloys
(e.g., A390.0 and FM180 alloys), have been established due to acceptable performance in
the aforementioned properties [1,4,5]. In reality, they are natural metal matrix composites
(NMMC) consisting of hard (Si) crystals distributed throughout a eutectic matrix. However,
they show some pivotal drawbacks such as brittleness and the need for modification
operation for refining primary and eutectic (Si) phase [1,5].

In the present study, alternative Al-Ca alloys are proposed which were recently re-
ported with excellent processability through shape casting and metal forming [6–10]. When
considering hypoeutectic Al-Ca alloys, they have low density, an appropriate combination
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of mechanical properties and corrosion resistance [6,8]. Meanwhile, their phase compo-
sition is complicated and available thermodynamic data are relatively poor. Specifically,
there is a lack in the ternary Al-Ca-X phase diagrams not to mention the quaternary sys-
tems Al-Ca-X-Y. In our previous studies, many ternary Ca-rich compounds were found
including those previously unknown [7,9,11,12]. Their primary crystallisation depending
on the composition matters for the design of the hypereutectic alloys. Initially, we find it
expedient to develop the multicomponent phase diagrams in the regions for hypereutectic
alloys is of profound scientific importance for designing novel materials.

It should be noted that a remarkably fine as-cast eutectic structure in the Al-Ca
alloys can be achieved without any refining agents. Moreover, multicomponent eutectic
can appear to be even thinner in comparison to a binary [(Al) + Al4Ca] eutectic. The
work [13] reported Al-Ca-Mn-Fe alloys with a set of superfine multiphase eutectics (ternary
and quaternary) that provides a high-tech performance in casting and metal forming.
It should be noted that the best metal forming processability was shown for Al-Ca-Mn
alloys [14]. Moreover, Mn acts both as a eutectic-forming element and a solid-solution
strengthening agent [1,15]. As for Al-Ca-Ni alloys, an appearance of the ternary Al9NiCa
phase together with Al4Ca and Al3Ni phases was found in equilibrium with (Al) solid
solution [9]. Being a part of the eutectic mixture [(Al) + Al4Ca + Al9NiCa], the ternary
compound has a submicron size and demonstrates a response to spheroidising annealing.
Primary Al9NiCa crystals exhibit a polyhedron shape that is similar to the primary (Si)
phase in the hypereutectic Al-Si alloys [4]. When considering a detailed investigation of
the primary crystals’ shape in the multicomponent Al-Ca alloys, there has been virtually
no relevant research so far. Within the range of various compounds, some may primarily
solidify acquiring a compact shape without compromising the ductility but increasing both
strength and the CTE value. It is known that hypereutectic Al-Si alloys are manufactured by
either squeeze casting or isothermal hot stamping or hot extrusion [4]. However, massive
(Si) primary crystals deteriorate the plasticity of alloys. For this reason, special approaches
are being developed for refining primary crystals [1,4,5]. For ensuring processability
of hypereutectic alloys through deformation, small size (50–70 μm) and uniformity in
distribution of primary crystals must be maintained as well as a globular shape of eutectic-
origin intermetallics as illustrated in Figure 1. Based on the preliminary results, we
reasonably find hypereutectic multicomponent Al-Ca alloys very appropriate for designing
NMMC materials with special physical and mechanical properties competitive to those of
the Al-Si piston alloys.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the target NMMC microstructure: (a) as-cast condition; (b) after
spheroidising annealing.

The aim of this work is to explore promising hypereutectic Al-Ca alloys and study
their structure and properties with Mn and Ni alloying.
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2. Materials and Methods

The experimental alloys (Table 1) were prepared in an electric resistance furnace LAC
(LAC, s.r.o., Židlochovice, Czech Republic) using pure aluminium (99.99% Al), calcium
(99.99% Ca), silicon (99.99% Si) and Al—20% Ni and Al—20% Mn master alloys. For the
sake of comparison, a commercial AlSi18Cu1Mg1Ni1 (FM180) piston alloy was prepared.
The molten alloys were poured at 730–750 ◦C into a graphite mould (without preheating)
with an inner size of 15 mm × 30 mm × 180 mm. The cooling rate under that conditions
was about 10 K/s.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the experimental alloy.

Designation
Concentrations, wt. %

Ca Mn Ni Al

Al-3Ca-2Mn 3 2 - Balance
Al-6Ca-1.5Mn 6 1.5 - Balance
Al-6Ca-2Mn 6 2 - Balance
Al-6Ca-3Mn 6 3 - Balance

Al-8Ca-0.5Mn 8 0.5 - Balance
Al-8Ca-2Mn 8 2 - Balance
Al-8Ca-3Mn 8 3 - Balance

Al-10Ca 10 0 - Balance
Al-10Ca-1.5Mn 10 1.5 - Balance
Al-10Ca-2.5Mn 10 2.5 - Balance

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni 8 2 1 Balance
Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni 8 2 2 Balance
Al-8Ca-2Mn-3Ni 8 2 3 Balance
Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni 8 2 4 Balance
Al-6Ca-3Mn-2Ni 6 3 2 Balance

AlSi18Cu1Mg1Ni1 (FM180) 1Cu 0.2 1Ni + 1Mg Balance

Heat treatment of ingots was carried out at 500 ◦C in a muffle electric furnace SNOL
8.2/1100 (Umega Group, AB, Utena, Lithuania) with a temperature deviation of about 3 ◦C.
This procedure is necessary for increasing the plasticity of ingots by fragmentation and
spheroidisation of eutectic intermetallics. Hot rolling of ingots was carried out at a speed
of 0.2 m/s on a reversible laboratory duo-mill with a maximum rolling width of 250 mm.
An initial ingot’s thickness was 15 mm. We conducted rolling with a 10% reduction for
each pass and an average total reduction ratio of 80%.

The microstructure was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TESCAN
VEGA3, Tescan Orsay Holding, Brno, Czech Republic) equipped with an electron micro-
probe analysis (EMPA, Oxford Instruments plc, Abingdon, UK), and the Aztec software
(Oxford Instruments plc, Abingdon, UK). Thermo-Calc software (TTAL5 database) was
used to calculate the phase composition of the alloys [16]. Actual phase transformation
temperatures were determined using a DSC 404 F1 Pegasus differential scanning calorime-
ter (Netzsch Group, Selb, Germany). X-ray analysis was carried out on a Bede D1 System
(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm) and treated by soft-
ware package [17]. Electrical conductivity (EC) was determined using the eddy current
method with a VE-26NP eddy structures instrument (CJSC Research institute of introscopy
SPEKTR, Moscow, Russia). A high purity Al was employed for comparison purposes.
Vickers hardness (HV) was determined using a Wilson Wolpert 930 N setup (Wilson Instru-
ments, Instron Company, Norwood, MA, USA) at 50 N load and 10 s dwell time. Room
temperature tensile tests for the sheet samples of 150 mm × 12 mm in dimensions were
carried out using a Zwick/Z 250 setup (Zwick Roell AG, Ulm, Germany).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Al-Ca-Mn Alloys

Liquidus projection of the Al-Ca-Mn system (Figure 2) was calculated for substanti-
ating the choice of the experimental hypereutectic alloys solidified under different phase
fields. Experimental investigations were next conducted for revision of the isothermal
boundaries. Since Al4Ca primary crystals were reported with coarse platelet shape [7],
most of the selected compositions encountering crystallisation of the primary Al6Mn phase.
Approximately 30–40 wt.% intermetallics in the structure are expected to provide essential
physical and mechanical properties.

Figure 2. The predicted view of the Al-Ca-Mn phase diagram in the Al-rich region (solid line—
calculation, dotted line—experiment).

Al-3Ca-2Mn, Al-6Ca-1.5Mn, Al-8Ca-0.5Mn and Al-10Ca-1.5Mn alloys are the closest
to the phase-field boundaries. Microstructural observations and EMPA analysis of these
alloys showed that Al-3Ca-2Mn alloy (Figure 3a) almost totally includes the colonies of
the binary eutectic [(Al) + Al4Ca]. Some insufficient Al6Mn particles (including some
calcium as solute) are also observed in the structure, while according to the equilibrium
conditions their amount should have been far larger. A very fine eutectic structure in the
Al-6Ca-1.5Mn alloy is decorated by equiaxed crystals of the ternary compounds (Figure 3b),
namely Al11CaMn2, as the latter was determined according to EMPA. It should be noted
that this ternary compound is not counted in the Thermo-Calc calculation but its existence
indicates one more phase field in the phase diagram. Furthermore, the Al-6Ca-1.5Mn
alloy displays some primary crystals of the Al6Mn phase. The structure of the Al-8Ca-
0.5Mn alloy (Figure 3c) includes eutectic [(Al) + Al4Ca] and the primary (Al) dendrites of
a small fraction. The Al-10Ca-1.5Mn alloy exhibits primary Al4Ca crystals and a minor
amount of the Al11CaMn2 phase. When considering the Al-10Ca-2.5Mn alloy (Figure 3e),
primary Al4Ca and Al11CaMn2 phases co-exist in equal fractions due to apparent phase-
field boundary composition. Ultimately, primary Al4Ca crystals and [(Al) + Al4Ca] fine
binary eutectic are observed in the structure of the Al-10Ca alloy (Figure 3f).
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 3. SEM images showing the microstructure of the experimental Al-Ca-Mn alloys in the as-cast condition: (a) Al-3Ca-
2Mn; (b) Al-6Ca-1.5Mn; (c) Al-8Ca-0.5Mn; (d) Al-10Ca-1.5Mn; (e) Al-10Ca-2.5Mn; (f) Al-10Ca.

According to the aforementioned investigations, we can reasonably propose a shift
of isothermal lines and extension in the (Al) existence region as it is shown in Figure 2
(dotted line). Thus, an Al-rich angle liquidus projection has been predicted. In this regard,
two nonvariant reactions including peritectic L + Al6Mn→(Al) + Al10Mn2Ca (point P) and
eutectic L→(Al) + Al4Ca + Al10Mn2Ca (point E) are expected.

The Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn alloys appeared to have the most favourable NMMC
microstructure. Their solidification starts with the formation of the Al10CaMn2 phase
(Figure 1a). In the Al-8Ca-2Mn alloy, a few compact angular crystals of Al6(Mn, Fe)
appeared likely due to the presence of Fe impurity. According to the calculation and
structural observations, these alloys manufactured under graphite mould gravity casting
(cooling rate 10 K/s) exhibit approximately 40% intermetallics (Table 2). They consist of
fine eutectic (containing approximately 8%Ca and 1%Mn) and the Al10CaMn2 primary
crystals ranged between 10 and 20 μm in linear size (Figure 4a,b). The FM180 alloy
counterpart prepared under the same conditions contains less than 20% (Si) crystals of
more than 40–50 μm (Figure 4c). As the eutectic structure of the Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-
2Mn alloys is sufficiently thinner as compared to the FM180 alloy, spheroidising annealing
may be utilised for improving ductility [1,10]. Some physical and mechanical properties
are presented in Table 2.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. SEM images showing the microstructure of the experimental as-cast alloys showing a natural composite structure
and FM180 alloy: (a) Al-6Ca-3Mn; (b) Al-8Ca-2Mn; (c) FM180.

Table 2. Calculated phase transformation temperatures, hardness and electrical conductivity of the
as-cast Al-Ca-Mn alloys.

Alloy TL TS ΔT HV * Ω, MSm/m

Al-6Ca-1.5Mn 665 611 54 70 ± 2 10.64 ± 0.01

Al-6Ca-2Mn 686 611 75 77 ± 3 9.45 ± 0.02

Al-6Ca-3Mn 721 611 110 72 ± 4 10.98 ± 0.01

Al-8Ca-2Mn 700 611 89 82 ± 2 9.43 ± 0.03

Al-8Ca-0.5Mn 622 611 11 63 ± 3 13.46 ± 0.01

Al-8Ca-3Mn 735 611 124 78 ± 4 9.60 ± 0.01

Al-10Ca-1.5Mn 689 611 77 93 ± 3 6.72 ± 0.12

Al-10Ca-2.5Mn 730 611 119 114 ± 10 8.37 ± 0.02

* hereinafter electrical conductivity is designated as Ω.

Instead of the Al11CaMn2 compound roughly estimated by EMPA, the Al10Mn2Ca
compound with a precise atomic composition was determined by X-ray analysis. The latter
was utilised for the Al-6Ca-3Mn alloy solidified in furnace ambience as it shows a far larger
fraction (12.4 vol.%) of the large ternary phase in the structure (Figure 5a). While the X-ray
database does not contain the foregoing phase, the latter is known for the related systems
CaCr2Al10 and YMn2Al10 [18,19]. A crystal lattice belongs to the tP52/2 space group and
has the parameters a = 1.2845 nm, c = 0.5134 nm (Figure 5b).

  

Figure 5. SEM images showing the Al10Mn2Ca crystals appeared in the Al-6Ca-3Mn alloy after furnace cooling (a) and
X-ray analysis data identified the Al10Mn2Ca compound (b).
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3.2. Al-Ca-Mn-Ni Alloys

In a prior study [12], Al-Ca-Ni alloys were reported with a ternary Al9CaNi compound
primary, crystals of which have a compact shape. It was assumed that nickel could
improve the complex physical and mechanical properties of Al-Ca-Mn ternary alloys.
Accordingly, Al-8Ca-2Mn-(1-4)Ni alloys were studied in detail (Table 1). The calculated
liquidus projection of the Al-Ca-Mn-Ni system at 8% Ca is shown in Figure 6. Some
physical and mechanical properties of the as-cast alloys are presented in Table 3.

Figure 6. Calculated liquidus projection of the Al-Ca-Mn-Ni system at 8% Ca.

Table 3. Calculated phase transformation temperatures, hardness and electrical conductivity of the
as-cast Al-Ca-Mn-Ni alloys.

Alloy TL TS ΔT HV Ω, MSm/m

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni 699 592 107 97 ± 3 9.51 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni 699 607 92 98 ± 3 9.18 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-3Ni 700 607 93 100 ± 3 9.12 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni 700 607 93 103 ± 3 7.00 ± 0.02

AlSi18Cu1Mg1Ni1 (FM180) 567 534 123 109 ± 3 13,7 ± 0,02

The Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy solidified in the furnace ambience exhibits two types of
primary crystals including grey-coloured Al4Ca platelets and compact bright Al10CaMn2
crystals (Figure 7a). The latter contains a minor amount of nickel which likely substitutes
manganese. In addition, ternary [(Al)+Al4Ca+Al8Ca(Ni,Mn)2] and binary [(Al)+Al4Ca]
eutectics are observed in the structure. Due to the increase in the mean atomic number the
Ni-rich phase is brighter in the BSE image as compared to other phases. EMPA revealed
that some Mn dissolves in the Al8CaNi2 phase. In the furnace cooled Al-6Ca-3Mn-1Ni
alloy, the primary Al8Ca(Ni, Mn)2 crystals have a compact shape and linear size of less than
10 μm (Figure 7b). Apart from the primary crystals, the presence of two binary eutectics
[(Al)+Al4Ca] and [(Al)+Al8Ca(Ni,Mn)2] is detected.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 7. SEM images showing the primary crystals appeared in the as-cast Al-Ca-Mn-Ni alloys:
(a) Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni (slow cooled); (b) Al-6Ca-3Mn-2Ni (slow cooled); (c) Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni (10 K/s);
(d) Al-6Ca-3Mn-2Ni (10 K/s); (e) Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni (slow cooled); (f) Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni (10 K/s).
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The structure of the Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy formed at a cooling rate of 10 K/s (Figure 7c)
represents a perfect natural composite and therein equiaxed small (no more than 10–15 μm)
Al10Ca(Mn,Ni)2 ternary compound particles are evenly distributed on the superfine eutectic
background. The latter contains about 8% Ca and 0.8% Mn. Similarly, the Al-6Ca-3Mn-
2Ni alloy structure consists of the eutectic and two types of primary crystals established to
be Al10Ca(Mn, Ni)2 of compact angular shape and Al6(Mn,Ca,Ni) of coarse acicular shape
(Figure 7d and Table 4). It is apparent that if comparing two alloys, the Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy
has the most favourable structure as it contains fine primary crystals of less than 10–12 μm
uniformly distributed in the ultrafine eutectic matrix. In the alloy Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni, the
Al10Ca(Mn, Ni)2 primary crystals appeared along with bright Al8Ca(Ni, Mn)2 equiaxed
crystals, having visible facets (Figure 7e). Their amount increases with Ni content. In Al-8Ca-
2Mn-3Ni and Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni alloys manufactured at a cooling rate of 10 K/s (Figure 7f),
the structure consists of dispersed eutectic and uniformly distributed compact crystals of two
types including grey Al10Ca(Mn, Ni)2 and light Al8Ca(Ni, Mn) (Table 4).

Table 4. Composition of primary crystals according to EMPA analysis.

Alloy Morphology Phase
Concentration, Mass % (at.%)

Ca Ni Fe Mn Al

Al-6Ca-3Mn
Compact angular Al10CaMn2

9.5
(7.5) - - 24.4

(14.2)
66.1

(78.3)

Coarse acicular Al6(Mn,Ca) 7.8
(5.9) - - 15.8

(8.7)
76.4

(85.4)

Al-8Ca-2Mn
Compact angular Al10CaMn2

9.7
(7.7) - - 22.9

(13.3)
67.4
(79)

Coarse acicular Al6(Mn,Fe) - - 5.6(3.1) 18.8
(10.4)

75.6
(86.5)

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni Compact angular Al10Ca(Mn,Ni)2
9.3

(7.4)
2.2

(1.2) - 20.1
(11.6)

68.4
(79.8)

Al-6Ca-3Mn-2Ni
Compact angular Al10Ca(Mn,Ni) 7.8

(5.9)
0.8

(0.4) - 18.0
(10.1)

73.4
(83.6)

Coarse acicular Al6(Mn,Ca,Ni) 6.9
(5.1)

2.6
(1.3) - 10.8

(5.9)
79.7

(87.7)

Al-8Ca-2Mn-(2-4)Ni
Compact angular Al10Ca(Mn, Ni)2

9.4
(7.5)

3.1
(1.7) - 20.4

(11.9)
67.1

(78.9)

Coarse acicular Al8Ca(Ni,Mn)2
10.5
(8.8)

26.4
(15.2) - 4.5

(2.8)
58.6

(73.2)

For assessing processability at deformation the experimental Al-6Ca-3Mn, Al-8Ca-
2Mn, Al-8Ca-2Mn-(1-4)Ni alloys were chosen as their microstructure best fits the NMMC.
Before hot rolling, the ingots of all selected alloys, as well as the FM180 ingot, were annealed
at a temperature of 500 ◦C for 3 h to improve ductility. While the FM180 alloy has been
established as a casting alloy, some research reported its wrought processing. Novel Al-Ca
hypereutectic alloys are expected to be uni-materials, a good choice either for casting or
rolling. After annealing a substantial decrease in hardness and an increase in EC value are
both due to sufficient change in eutectic particles shape.

During annealing, the fine eutectic-origin intermetallics acquire a rounded shape,
the hardness of the alloys reasonably decreases and the electrical conductivity increases
(Table 5). It is prominent that the FM180 alloy showed less response to spheroidisation due
to the coarser eutectic structure.
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Table 5. Hardness and electrical conductivity of the alloys in the annealed condition.

Alloy HV Ω, MSm/m

Al-6Ca-3Mn 62 ± 1 13.8 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn 73 ± 3 12.9 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni 72 ± 2 13.2 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni 73 ± 2 11.5 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-3Ni 78 ± 2 10.9 ± 0.02

Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni 80 ± 2 10.1 ± 0.02

AlSi18Cu1Mg1Ni1 (FM180) 85 ± 3 14.5 ± 0.13

Furthermore, the Al-6Ca-3Mn, Al-8Ca-2Mn and FM180 ingots of 15 mm in thickness
were rolled at 480 ◦C on a duo-mill 260. The rolling was carried out at a 10% reduction
for each pass. In 11 passes, the Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn alloys reached 2.06 and
2.22 mm in thickness without any breaks and other defects (Figure 8a). The FM180 was
rolled down to 3.3 mm after 10 passes and broke down during the 11th pass (Figure 8b).
While the FM180 alloy is a foundry alloy, hot stamping is also applied for manufacturing
pistons [20,21]. Nevertheless, the ductility of this material appeared to be insufficient for
obtaining quality hot-rolled sheet products. The Al-8Ca-2Mn-(1-4)Ni alloys were rolled
at 500 ◦C. As for the Al-8Ca-2Mn-(2-4)Ni samples, they showed transverse cracks after
the first two passes. Conversely, the Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy was rolled down to 3 mm
in thickness without any visible cracks including those on the edge surfaces (Figure 8c).
The primary intermetallics in all Ca-bearing alloys do not change their size and shape
after deformation but become redistributed and aligned in the rolling direction. When it
comes to the FM180 alloy, multiple cracks appeared in the silicon particles (Figure 9). The
Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn hot-rolled sheets were annealed at 500 ◦C for 1 h and next
subjected to cold rolling down to a thickness of 0.5 mm.

 

 

 

Figure 8. Hot-rolled sheets: (a) Al-6Ca-3Mn; (b) Al-8Ca-2Mn; (c) Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni; (d) FM180.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 9. SEM images showing the microstructures of the hot-rolled sheets (arrows indicate the rolling direction): (a)—Al-
6Ca-3Mn (longitudinal direction); (b)—Al-8Ca-2Mn (longitudinal direction); (c)—Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni (transversal direction);
(d)—FM180 (longitudinal direction).

Then, the tensile test specimens were cut from Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn hot-rolled
and cold-rolled sheets and a Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni hot-rolled sheet. Additionally, unbroken
parts of the FM180 hot-rolled sheet were taken for testing. Mechanical and some physical
properties of the sheets are given in Table 6. In terms of mechanical properties in the
hot-rolled state, the quaternary Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy is superior as compared to others.

Table 6. Physical and mechanical properties of the hot-rolled and cold-rolled sheets.

Alloy

Hot-Rolled Sheets Cold-Rolled Sheets + 500,1 h, Air

YS,
MPa

UTS,
MPa

El,
%

HV
Ω,

MSm/m
YS,

MPa
UTS,
MPa

El,
%

HV
Ω,

MSm/m

Al-6Ca-3Mn 158 250 4.3 73 17.42 145 160 2.2 65 11.68

Al-8Ca-2Mn 162 260 3.3 82 17.10 164 166 0.25 71 15.00

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni 321 428 3.2 98 15.75 - - - - -

FM180 264 315 0.7 111 18.2 - 328 0.1 131 9.52
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3.3. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of the Ternary and Quaternary Alloys

The alloys with the most favourable microstructure were selected for thermal ex-
pansion studying at 25–500 ◦C. According to [22], the CTE value of a binary hypereu-
tectic Al—18%Ca alloy in the temperature range of 20–100 ◦C is 13.8 × 10−6 1/◦C. It is
known from the literature that in the temperature range of 30–200 ◦C, the CTE value of
the permanent mould cast hypereutectic Al alloys containing 17–19%Si is in the range
20·10−6–22 × 10−6 1/◦C [23]. As is shown in Table 7, Ni alloying slightly changes CTE
value in the temperature range 20–100 ◦C. Meanwhile, the Al-8Ca-2Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn-
1Ni alloys after 400 ◦C exhibit a decrease in CTE down to (19–20) × 10−6 1/◦C.

Table 7. The CTE values of the alloys exhibited the most favourable microstructure.

Alloy

CTE, 10−6 1/◦C

Temperature Range, ◦C

25–100 25–200 25–300 25–400 25–500

Al-6Ca-3Mn 22.72 22.76 23.24 23.31 22.18

Al-8Ca-2Mn 21.58 21.7 21.57 19.12 19.35

Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni 21.24 21.48 21.3 20.29 18.19

Al-8Ca-2Mn-4Ni 20.44 21.01 21.61 21.98 22.19

4. Discussion

Summing up the results, the Al-6Ca-3Mn, Al-8Ca-2Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloys
may be reasonably considered as a promising basis for developing novel alloys for special
applications as an alternative to the hypereutectic Al-Si alloys. Al-Ca alloys show the same
fraction of primary crystals as those in the FM180 alloy (~5 vol.%) but have more favourable
phase transformation temperatures. As follows from the thermal analysis (Figure 10), the
Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn alloys have a higher solidus temperature as compared to the
FM180 alloy. This feature implies the opportunity for conducting the annealing of the ingots
at a higher temperature and higher thermal stability in the exploiting conditions. The results
obtained by direct and differential thermal analysis appeared to be virtually similar.

 

Figure 10. Results of the differential thermal analysis and direct thermal analysis on the: (a) Al-6Ca-3Mn; (b) Al-8Ca-2Mn;
(c) FM180 alloys.
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Since the Thermo-Calc software does not take into account the formation of ternary
compounds in the Al-rich angle, the experimental Al-Ca-Mn-Ni liquidus projection should
be different from the calculated one. Hence, in addition to the ternary Al10Ca(Mn,Ni)2
phase which appeared in the alloys containing more than 1%Ni, there is a ternary com-
pound Al8Ca(Ni, Mn)2 based on the Al8CaNi2 phase. However, the Al9CaNi compound
formed in the Al-Ca-Ni-La alloys is indicated in [12]. In the handbook [24], the presence
of both Al8CaNi2 and Al9CaNi phases is alleged in the Al-rich angle of the Al-Ca-Ni
ternary system. Having conducted the current study, we can propose the appearance of
the Al-Ca-Mn-Ni diagram in the Al-rich angle (Figure 11). Nevertheless, the existence
of two ternary compounds Al8CaNi2 and Al9CaNi requires experimental verification.
According to the hypothetical view of the phase diagram, there are five primary crystalli-
sation regions: Al4Ca+L; Al3Ni+L; Al6Mn+L; Al10CaMn2+L; Al8CaNi2+L. As is shown
in the work [25,26], the T (Al16Mn3Ni) compound indicated in the diagram is present in
the ternary Al-Mn-Ni system. Moreover, three invariant reactions including two peritec-
tic L+Al3Ni→(Al)+Al6Mn+Al8CaNi2 (point P1); L+ Al6Mn→(Al)+Al10Mn2Ca+Al8CaNi2
(point P2) and one eutectic L→(Al)+Al4Ca+Al10Mn2Ca+Al8CaNi2 (point E) are drawn.

Figure 11. Hypothetical distribution of the solid phase fields in the Al-Ca-Mn-Ni system.

The Ca-bearing alloys are better in deformation than the Al-Si piston alloy due to
the remarkable fineness of the eutectic structure. Poor processability of the Al-8Ca-2Mn-
(2-4)Ni may be associated with a high number of the Al8CaNi2 phase. The latter, despite
having a compact shape and small size of 40 μm, appears to act as a stress raiser causing
brittle interfacial fracture (Figure 12). In contrast, the Al10Ca (Mn, Ni)2 crystals, likely
less strong, break in a fragile manner simultaneously with the matrix that ensures fewer
stresses. Notwithstanding the cracks that appeared at the very beginning of the rolling,
the Al-8Ca-2Mn-(2-4)Ni alloys were successful in a way similar to the FM180 alloy. That is
stipulated by the superfine ductile matrix surrounding the brittle Al8CaNi2 crystals.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Fracture surfaces of the hot-rolled samples: (a) Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni; (b) Al-8Ca-2Mn-2Ni.

Thus, we can reasonably conclude that, despite the promising natural composite
structure of the Al-8Ca-2Mn-(2-4)Ni alloys, they are not feasible in hot deformation due to
the presence of the high fraction of brittle compound. Therefore, the stiffness of the primary
crystals should be comparable to that of the matrix (surrounding eutectic structure) that
may be noted as a requirement to the structure of the new Al-Ca hypereutectic natural
composites. With a noticeable difference in strength between matrix and primary crystals,
even if the latter has a small size and uniform distribution within the bulk, they appear
to become places where brittle deformation occurs. Summing up, the Al10Mn2Ca crystals
mostly meet the foregoing requirements.

5. Conclusions

(1) The composition and morphology of the primary crystals that appeared in the hy-
pereutectic Al-(3-10)Ca-(0-3)Mn-(0-4)Ni alloys were studied using experimental and
computational methods including the construction of the liquidus projections. As a
result, the hypothetic Al-Ca-Mn иAl-Ca-Mn-Ni phase diagrams were proposed in an
Al-rich angle.

(2) An appearance of the Al10CaMn2 compound, unknown in the X-ray databases, was
established in the Al-Ca-Mn system. It was found that the crystal lattice belongs to the
tP52/2 space group and has the parameters a = 1.2845 nm and c = 0.5134 nm. The new
compound was observed with a relatively compact shape and medium size of 20 μm.

(3) The ternary Al-6Ca-3Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn alloys were found to have high processabil-
ity at hot and cold rolling. A crack-free hot-rolled sheet was manufactured from the
quaternary Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni alloy. High plasticity at the rolling of the hypereutectic
Al-Ca alloys was substantiated.

(4) A comparison of the physical and mechanical properties along with processability of
the Al-6Ca-3Mn, Al-8Ca-2Mn and Al-8Ca-2Mn-1Ni experimental alloys and the com-
mercial FM180 piston alloy with FM180 grade silumin was performed. The Al-8Ca-
2Mn-1Ni was found to be an effective basis for the development of new-generation
natural metal matrix composite alternatives to the Al-Si counterparts. What is more,
experimental alloy exhibit microstructure characterised both by small-sized primary
crystals and fine eutectic structure. In this respect, no special modification operation
during melting and casting is required.

(5) It is shown that several features of the primary crystals must be maintained for
achieving the appropriate performance of the Al-Ca hypereutectic alloys. While
some primary crystals with equiaxed shape and uniform distribution cannot act as a
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structural component in the new alloys, the Al10Mn2Ca compound was revealed to
be most appropriate.
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Abstract: The study addresses the effect of magnesium and other alloying elements on rolling “β-
fiber” texture formation during hot deformation of aluminum alloys. For the study, flat cast ingots
from three aluminum alloys with variable magnesium content were deformed in a Gleeble testing
unit with different parameters of thermomechanical treatment. Immediately after completion of
deformation, the samples were quenched using an automatic cooling system and the microstructure
and crystalline texture was analyzed by optical microscopy and X-ray analysis. The analysis demon-
strated that an increase in alloying components, magnesium in particular, leads to an increase in
brass-type texture and a decrease in S and copper-type texture. The reason was that the simulation of
the deformation texture development revealed a great contribution of impurity atoms rather than the
decrease in stacking fault energy.

Keywords: aluminum alloys; deformation; magnesium content; texture; simulation

1. Introduction

The improvement of casting and thermomechanical treatment practices is one of the
most demanding aspect of modern material science [1–6]. Combination of high plastic-
ity, fairly low density and reasonable strength makes aluminum alloys indispensable in
multiple present-day industries [7–10]. Still, one of the main problems associated with the
processing of aluminum alloys is the anisotropy of their physical and mechanical properties.
Anisotropy is caused by the crystallographic texture formed during thermomechanical
processing [11]. Significant reduction of anisotropy can be achieved by a careful selection
of specific texture components, e.g., balancing the cube texture, giving high plasticity at
0◦/90◦ to the rolling direction with the ”β-fiber” texture of plane strain deformation (i.e.,
rolling) causing high plasticity at 45◦ [11]. The β-fiber itself is composed of three texture
components (see Table 1 below), with the central S component giving maximum plasticity
at 45◦ to the rolling direction.

Metals 2021, 11, 865. https://doi.org/10.3390/met11060865 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/metals
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Table 1. Euler angles of ideal texture components including “β-fiber” [12].

Component
Miller Indices

{hkl}〈uvw〉
Euler Angles

ϕ1 Φ ϕ2

Cube {001}〈100〉 0◦ 0◦ 0◦/90◦
Cube RD {013}〈100〉 0◦ 22◦ 0◦/90
Cube ND {001}〈310〉 22◦ 0◦ 0◦/90◦

Goss {011}〈100〉 0◦ 45◦ 0◦/90◦
Bs {011}〈211〉 35◦ 45◦ 0◦/90◦
Cu {112}〈111〉 90◦ 30◦ 45◦
S {123}〈634〉 60◦ 35◦ 65◦

The effect of the remaining two components on anisotropy has a more complicated
nature. It can be illustrated by the earing profile, i.e., the non-uniform height and thickness
of the wall after deep drawing of a cup from a cylindrical workpiece. Peaks are formed in
the areas with higher plasticity along the rolling direction, while valleys form in the areas
with lower plasticity. The authors of [13] showed that the earing profile and, as a result,
anisotropy for each of the three β-fiber components is individual. Therefore, it is obvious
that efficient anisotropy reduction will be possible by an individual texture component
management, rather than controlling the overall volume of deformation texture.

Besides adequate control of the deformation process and the resulting distribution of β-
fiber components, it is the management of the corresponding recrystallization processes that
defines the quality of aluminum semi-products, based on final grain size and orientations
and resulting mechanical properties. Here, the rolling texture component “S” has a high
influence on the cube recrystallization texture formation via oriented growth due to its
preferred 40◦ orientation relationship along the crystallographic direction <111> relative to
the cube texture [14]. Therefore, the generation of an exact S texture component quantity
is critical.

One of the factors influencing the distribution of texture components within the β-fiber
is the stacking fault energy. For example, pure copper with medium stacking fault energy
level develops as pronounced “β-fiber” rolling texture—named “copper texture” [12]. The
main texture in low stacking fault energy FCC metals such as α-brass formed during
plain-strain (e.g., rolling) deformation is also called “brass texture” [12,15,16].

Some of the recent studies [17] established a more continuous transition path from Cu-
type texture to Bs-type texture and an orientation distribution “balance center” is identified,
depending on SFE. High SFE values cause its shift towards the copper-type texture, while
low values shift it towards the brass-type texture. The effect of a high value in SFE on
deformation strengthening is caused by stimulating transverse and double transverse
dislocations to glide, enabling dislocations to bypass obstacles. Such an effect reduces the
intensity of deformation strengthening (strain hardening). During the simulation of plastic
deformation by shear along slip planes, such a drop in strength intensity means a drop in
critical shear stress as a function of shear strain between slip planes. In Reference [17], it is
suggested that the intensification of strain hardening results in the activation of a larger
number of slip planes for the same type of crystal deformation. Some slip systems may be
favorably oriented, while others are less favorable for glide initiation, a behavior that is
numerically expressed by the Taylor factor.

If there is no strain hardening, the glide pattern would follow the most favorably
oriented slip systems with minimum shear stress action. In this case, the crystal would
reach the theoretically stable position at relatively low strain. However, due to deformation
strengthening, slip on the systems, which are favorably oriented with respect to the applied
external force, can be less energetically favorable compared to slip on other slip systems
with less strain hardening. A larger number of slip systems is activated and some orienta-
tion dispersion advances at the same strain level, resulting in less pronounced copper-type
texture and relatively larger fraction of α-fiber textures, including the brass-type texture,
which is attributed to both the α- and β-fiber. As mentioned in several studies [15–17],
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the evolution of the deformation texture starts with the development of an α-fiber tex-
ture, which consists of multiple texture components in the Euler angle space between
the Goss texture and Bs texture, followed by the development of the β-fiber texture as
deformation progresses.

As far as aluminum is concerned, there are various options for the distribution of
texture components. This strongly depends on the content of alloy elements, specifically
magnesium. In industrially pure aluminum alloy Al 99.5 (AA1050) the β-fiber intensity is
higher on the copper side {112}<111> (ϕ2 = 45◦) and shifts at higher strains towards the
S texture {123}<634> (ϕ2 = 65◦), whereas the brass component {110}<112> (ϕ2 = 0◦/90◦)
develops relatively low [18]. On the contrary, the Al-Mg alloy AA5182, having high (up to
5%) magnesium content, reveals a shift of the texture towards the brass component [19].
This texture pattern change is mainly associated with the effect of magnesium to maximally
decrease the stacking fault energy. In pure aluminum, it reaches 174 mJ/m2, and in the
alloy with 6.28% magnesium content, it reaches 151.6 mJ/m2 [20].

Thus, magnesium content increase has a strong effect on texture composition during
plane hot deformation and subsequent recrystallization (due to oriented growth mecha-
nism influence). Therefore, accounting for magnesium effect on texture evolution during
aluminum alloys’ thermomechanical treatment presents one of the key factors of the prod-
uct anisotropy reduction. It should be noted that the listed above papers on aluminum just
state the significant effect of magnesium on texture composition emerging during defor-
mation. However, there are no detailed studies of quantitative evaluation of magnesium
effect on β-fiber texture distribution. At the same time, there are studies providing detailed
quantitative evaluation of Zn effect on deformation texture distribution in silver [21] and
copper [22] alloys. The authors of [23] evaluated the Mn effect on deformation texture
composition. Likewise, there are no studies accounting for magnesium effect during
deformation textures’ modeling. However, similar studies were conducted for copper
alloys with Mn additions [24]. Adequate texture composition control during materials’
thermodynamic processing is not possible without proper understanding of the quantified
magnesium effect on aluminum alloys’ deformation texture composition as well as specific
features of this factor modeling.

The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of magnesium content on the
development of the key β-fiber texture components during hot deformation. In addition,
effective methods of this factor accounting during deformation texture modeling shall
be demonstrated.

2. Experiment Description

To study the effect of magnesium content on texture formation during thermome-
chanical treatment, plain-strain deformation tests were performed on three representative
aluminum alloys: Al95, AlMg1 and AlMg4. The exact alloy compositions are presented in
Table 2 below.

Table 2. Chemical composition of the studied alloys.

Alloy
Element

Fe Si Mn Cr Ti Al Cu Be Mg Zn Impurities

Al95 Below
0.03

Below
0.03 - - Below

0.02 99.95 Below
0.015 - - - -

Al-Mg1 Up to 0.7 Up to 0.3 Up to 0.2 Up to 0.1 - 97.15–99.5 Up to 0.2 - 1 Up to 0.2 others, each
0.05; total 0.15

Al-Mg4 Up to 0.5 Up to 0.4 0.2–0.7 0.05–0.25 Up to 0.15 93.15–96.23 Up to 0.1 0.0002–0.005 4.4 Up to 0.25 others, each
0.05; total 0.15

Al95 has no magnesium, Al-Mg1 has about 1%, and Al-Mg4 has 4.4% magnesium
content. The samples were cast and homogenized at:

• 600–615 ◦C during 6 h for Al95;
• 595–610 ◦C during 6 h for Al-Mg1;
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• 485–500 ◦C during 8 h for Al-Mg4.

Prior to deformation, the dimensions of the initial samples were as follows: length a =
30 mm, width b = 35 mm, thickness h = 10 mm.

Table 3 lists plain-strain deformation temperatures and rates for the different alloys
Al-95, Al-Mg1 and Al-Mg4. The degree of rolling strain was 80% for all modes.

Table 3. Plain-strain deformation temperature and rate modes for the studied alloys.

Alloy Mode ID
Plain-Strain Deformation Mode

Temperature, ◦C Strain Rate, s−1

Al95

91 300 1
92 450 1
93 300 10
94 450 10

AlMg1

11 300 1
12 450 1
13 300 10
14 450 10

AlMg4

41 300 1
42 450 1
43 300 10
44 450 10

Figure 1 illustrates the test device for the deformation which was close to plain strain.
TC are thermocouples—their locations in the sample and in the tool are indicated with
arrows. Trapezoidal hammers are located at right angles to the rolling direction (see
Figure 1). The hammer head part’s width (w) is 10 mm.

 
Figure 1. Test device for the deformation by trapezoidal hammers (TC are thermocouples).

The samples were heated in low vacuum up to deformation temperatures, listed
in Table 3, at 3 ◦C/s heating rate. Slight compression (<5 kN) during heating ensured
uniform contact between hammers and samples along the entire contact area. After the
preset temperature was reached, followed by 3 min isothermal holding time, the sample
was compressed to the defined strain degree with the preset strain rate. One second after
deformation completion, the sample was cooled to room temperature by water flushing.
Specimens were cut out from the workpiece middle section and prepared for grain structure
and texture examination by optical microscopy and X-ray texture analysis.

The microstructure was examined using optical microscope Axiovert 40 MAT (Carl
Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). Microsections of specimens were prepared by cutting
out, mechanical grinding, polishing and electrolytic polishing in fluoroboric acid electrolyte,
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having the following composition: boric acid—11 g; fluorhydric acid—30 mL; distilled
water—2200 mL.

Deformed samples cut out from the middle sections were used for texture determi-
nation by direct pole figure measurement with the survey plane perpendicular to the
direction of compression, exerted by the hammers. The textures were measured by four
incomplete pole figures {111}, {200}, {220} and {311}, obtained by the “diffraction” method,
using X-ray diffractometer DRON-7 (Bourevestnik JSC, Saint-Petersburg, Russia) in Cokα-
radiation. The incline angle range α was 0◦ to 70◦ and the rotation angle range β was 0◦
to 360◦ with 5◦ increments each. The intensity drop in the pole figure periphery due to
defocusing effect was compensated by correction factors, calculated by accounting for the
pole figures’ X-ray photography conditions. The orientation distribution function (ODF)
was calculated from the measured pole figures, presented as a superposition of a large
number (2000) of standard distributions with identical low scattering. The same orientation
distribution function (ODF) was used to calculate complete pole figures and inverse pole
figures for three mutually perpendicular sample directions: normal to the rolling plane,
rolling direction and transverse direction.

In addition, the chemical composition of the aluminum matrix and large intermetallic
particles after treatment according to modes 91, 11 and 41 shown in Table 3 was investigated
by electron microscopy. The JEOL 6390 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) was used for this purpose. The sample preparation technique consisted of
mechanical grinding, polishing and electropolishing. Electropolishing of the specimen
was carried out at 85–110 ◦C and the voltage of 10–30 V in electrolyte of the following
composition: 500 mL of H3PO4, 300 mL of H2SO4, 50 g of CrO3 and 50 mL of H2O.

As mentioned earlier, rolled FCC lattice metals develop both copper (Cu) and brass
(Bs)-type orientations. Rolling textures of high SFE metals and alloys show pronounced Cu
orientations, while low SFE materials form strong Bs textures [24].

The deformation texture simulation model, described in [25], was applied for modeling
the texture evolution during hot deformation. The incorporated modifications enabled
to consider the effect of magnesium content on the evolution of the major β-fiber texture
components due to the decrease in stacking fault energy. As stated in the Introduction, the
evolution of texture intensity depends on the nature of deformation strengthening, thus
requiring some modifications, introduced in the model in reference [25]. The model in
reference [25] accounts only for the ratio, relating critical shear stress and shear strain rate,
and is written as:

γα = γα
0

(
τα

r
τα

c

)m
, (1)

where γα is actual shear strain rate, γ∝
0 is basis shear strain rate value, τ∝

r is actual critical
shear stress value, τα

c —basis critical shear stress value.
This study offers the following ratio for τα

r calculation:

τ∝
r = τ∝

c εα
ac

n, (2)

where εα
ac is the parameter, characterizing deformation strengthening, (measure of crys-

talline structure imperfections (dislocations) accumulated in α-type slip system).

n = n0

(
ln
( .
ε
)
+

Q
RT

)
(3)

where
.
ε is macroscopic sample strain rate, n0 is basis n factor value within 0.3–0.5 range, Q

is plastic deformation activation energy, taken as 140,000 J/m3 for Al-95, 165,000 J/m3 for
AlMg1, 175,000 J/m3 for AlMg4, R is absolute gas constant.

The parameter εα
ac is of generalized nature, accounting for various strengthening com-

ponents: an SFE-specific ability of dislocations to bypass obstacles, dislocations’ damping
in solid solution, dislocations’ retardation by forest dislocations and impurity atmosphere.
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The parameter εα
ac is calculated using shear strain increments dε∝ = γαdt, where dt is

a time increment:

⎡
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dε1
ac

dε2
ac
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Considering 12 slip systems, vector dεα α = 1.12 was converted to vector dεα
ac

α = 1.12 using ratio (3). In ratio (3), q is the factor accounting for an increase in dislocation
density in this particular slip system, dislocations’ damping and dislocations’ retardation
by impurities atmosphere. p is the factor accounting for slip system dislocation interactions
in intersecting planes. This factor is responsible for dislocations’ retardation due to the
intersection with other dislocations and the formation of Lomer-Cottrell jogs.

3. Results and Discussion

The as-cast Al-95 has a coarse dendritic columnar structure with elongated grains up
to 2 mm with 300 μm thickness, as shown in Figure 2a. However, more equiaxed grains
with up to 1 mm size are located in the center. In the area of the deformed sample adjacent
to the die, a retained dendritic structure zone is observed, which is due to locally impeded
deformation, obstructing structure workover, as shown in Figure 2b [26]. It should be noted,
however, that both columnar and equiaxed grains align in the horizontal direction and are
in line with their plastic strain. At the same time, severely directionally elongated grains
are observed in the center. With an increase in the deformation temperature to 450 ◦C in the
alloy Al-95, the presence of fine newly recrystallized grains, with the size of several tens of
microns are observed as shown in Figure 2c. The higher the deformation temperature, the
greater the number of such formations. This can be explained by the inability to generate
the microstructure instantly, since it takes several seconds to develop it after the onset of
deformation. Due to the high temperature of the sample and therefore, high migration
rate of large-angle boundaries [23], this is sufficient for the growth of the most desired
texture components. In AlMg1 alloy, the dendritic structure has much smaller sizes and
ranges, from 600 μm to 800 μm on average; besides, it is far more equiaxed, as shown in
Figure 2d. Such conditions can be explained by a high content of impurities, maximizing
undercooling between the liquid and the surface of nuclei, formed during crystallization,
thus facilitating recrystallization [27]. During upsetting, an impeded deformation zone is
also observed along the workpiece boundaries with elongated grains in the center, as shown
in Figure 2e. Additionally, effective methods of this factor accounting during deformation
texture modeling shall be demonstrated.
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 2. Grain structure of three alloys, 80% hot deformed in plain-strain condition at different strain rates and temperatures:
(a–c) Al-95 alloy: (a) as-cast state, (b) 80%, strain rate 1 s−1, 300 ◦C (c) 80%, strain rate 1 s−1, 450 ◦C; (d–f) AlMg1 alloy: (d)
as-cast state, (e) 80%, strain rate 1 s−1, 300 ◦C, (f) 80% strain rate 1 s−1, 450 ◦C; (g–i) AlMg4 alloy: (g) as-cast state, (h) 80%,
strain rate 1 s−1, 450 ◦C, (i) 80%, strain rate 10 s–1, 450 ◦C.

With Al-Mg1 temperature increase, as shown in Figure 2f, much more new grains’
nuclei are observed, which is associated with aluminum alloys’ recrystallization kinetics
boost, caused by magnesium content increase [28].

Compared to the Al-Mg1 alloy, Al-Mg4 has a finer as-cast structure with average
grain size ranging from 200 μm to 300 μm, as shown in Figure 2h, which is explained
by even higher content of Mg as well as the presence of Mn, Cr, Ti and other elements.
After thermomechanical treatment using a Gleeble unit, an impeded deformation zone is
also observed, and elongated grains occur in the center. It should be noted that none of
the alloys change the pattern of grain structure distribution over the deformation center
thickness under the variation of temperature-rate parameters of the deformation, as shown
in Figure 4h. In all cases, an impeded deformation zone with retained dendritic structures
and elongated grains are observed in the workpiece center. At 450 ◦C, significantly larger
amount of recrystallization nuclei is observed in this alloy, compared to A-95 and Al-Mg4,
which is illustrated in Figure 2i.

Electron microscopy results demonstrated a negligible amount of intermetallic parti-
cles in Al-95 alloy, as shown in Figure 3a. Aluminum matrix chemical analyses revealed
that it is almost completely composed of aluminum with a small fraction of silicon (within
margin of error). This is explained by high purity of this aluminum alloy. Therefore, it
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is rather difficult to detect the locations with other dissolved elements using chemical
analysis by electron microscopy method. The results of the analysis enable the conclusion
that the presence of such elements does not produce notable effect on texture evolution.
Al-Mg1, as shown in Figure 3b, has a specific for such alloys’ ALFe6-type particles, and
others contained in this alloy’s transition elements, e.g., Cu, dissolve in them. The latter
attract Mg, which can be traced in such particles. However, main Mg content is observed
in aluminum matrix, while other elements’ content lies within determination error margin.
Thus, it may be concluded that it is magnesium which plays the key role in strengthening,
hence texture evolution. AlFe6 particles with magnesium traces are observed in Al-Mg4,
as shown in Figure 3c. Magnesium in similar Al(FeSi)6 particles was also observed in
magnesium-rich 5454 alloy, which was explained by examination method imperfections
(i.e., aluminum matrix portion trapping in addition to particles for analysis). In addition,
Al3Mg2 particles are observed, they partially withdraw magnesium from solid solution and
its content is slightly over 3%, while the content of other impurity elements in solid solution
is within measurement error margin. Thus, it is not the other elements, but magnesium
will produce the major effect on crystalline texture development during hot deformation.

  
(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3. Electron microscopy results for the following alloys: (a) Al-95; (b) Al-Mg1; (c) Al-Mg4.

It may be caused by Al3Mg2-type particles forming due to nonequilibrium crystal-
lization conditions and magnesium concentration exceeding 1 (it is proven by electron
microscopy results). The higher the magnesium content is, the less effect will its further
build-up have on its increasing content in the solid solution (hence strengthening), it will
be more represented by Al3Mg2-, Mg2Si-type intermetallic particles. Besides, it may be
assumed that until 1% concentration is reached, texture formation behavior changes due to
Cu and S abundance decrease and Bs increase, followed by equalization of slipping along
all planes. However, fine studies, deploying scanning microscopy methods, are required
for this aspect of the investigation.

In Figure 4 the location of the specific for aluminum alloys texture components are
shown in the Euler space (for ϕ2 = 90◦, ϕ2 = 45◦ and ϕ2 = 45◦ sections). The values of the
Euler angles for Figure 4 is taken from Table 1.
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Figure 4. Ideal texture orientations on ODF.

The deformation of commercially pure aluminum with a deformation rate of 1 s−1

and at 300 ◦C, results in the development of a strong pronounced Cu and S deformation
texture (Figure 5a). This perfectly matches the microstructure analysis, namely the presence
of severely elongated (i.e., deformed) grains. Besides, a moderately pronounced brass
deformation texture, as well as a small number of Goss textured grains are also present. The
latter can develop both during deformation and recrystallization. Deformation with 1 s−1

rate and at 450 ◦C (Figure 5b) results in a moderately pronounced Cu deformation texture,
with the Bs component being totally absent. This is associated with the temperature rise
causing a reduction in strengthening (strain hardening) in all main slip planes specific
to face-centered cubic lattice metals [29]. At a strain rate increase to 10 s−1 at 300 ◦C
(Figure 5c), the Goss texture is better pronounced, the volume of Cu and S also increases,
while the Bs texture is greatly diminished at such thermomechanical treatment modes.
This is explained by the fact that strengthening increases with strain rate, resulting in a
maximal deployment of slip systems, specific to Cu and S texture components. At a rise in
temperature to 450 ◦C at 10 s−1 (Figure 5d), the strain rate decreases the volume of Cu and S
and, in some way, boosts the brass texture (Bs) volume, while Goss disappears completely.

Such a pattern is explained by a decrease in strain hardening with temperature rise,
while the brass-type texture-associated slip systems once again become favorable. In
addition, a small volume of cube texture appears, as the result of a small number of fine
recrystallized grains. The general feature, specific for this alloy, consists in the deployment
of slip systems, associated with Cu and S texture components and—to a lesser degree—
with the brass texture component Bs. It should be noted that commercially pure aluminum
features a high stacking fault energy, which brings it closer to copper with respect to
texture formation.

During AMg1 hot deformation at 1 s−1 strain rate and 300 ◦C temperature (Figure 6a),
all three β-fiber texture specific components, i.e., Cu, S and Bs, are observed. At the same
time, unlike the previous alloy, it shows a strongly pronounced Bs texture component,
while the other two rolling texture components are less pronounced. A temperature rise
causes some dissipation of the Bs texture volume, while the amount of Cu and S slightly
increases (Figure 6b). A strain rate increase (Figure 6c) to 10 s−1 causes an increasing in
volume of S and especially Cu rolling texture components. At 10 s−1 strain rate and 450 ◦C
(Figure 6d), no clearly defined deformation textures are observed, and all three rolling
texture components are very weak.

Such conditions can be explained by a stronger effect of temperature on strength in
such alloys, causing far more rapid strength decrease with temperature rise, compared to
Al-95 alloy. In addition, due to the high temperature and high strain rate, a large number
of recrystallized grains is also present. Some of them will contribute to cube texture, and
others to a random texture constituent. Thus, the majority of elements, occurring in this
alloy, will stimulate the development of multiple second-phase particles with the tendency
of forming new recrystallized nuclei by particle-stimulated nucleation (PSN), having a
mostly random texture constituent [30,31].
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A strain rate increase leads to an increase in the Zener-Hollomon value, hence an
increase of energy, required for the recrystallization process. Therefore, a rate increase to
450 ◦C temperature will facilitate the dispersion of textures’ components, rather than their
strengthening, as might be expected. At the same time, the grain boundary mobility in
this alloy at 300 ◦C temperature is not sufficient for significant grain growth during the
metal cooling period. Thus, regardless of the high Zener-Hollomon parameter value in all
thermomechanical treatment modes, recrystallization at 300 ◦C temperature does not have
significant effect on the texture’s composition. It should be pointed out, unlike commercially
pure aluminum, that mainly brass texture-associated slip systems are deployed in Al-Mg1
alloy. Strengthening, stimulated by the strain rate increase, starts deploying slip systems,
associated with the Cu and S components. Strengthening related to temperature, strain
rate and many impurity elements, especially, magnesium, will have a different influence
on the activation of various slip systems.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. ODF, aluminum 99.95% (for composition refer to Table 1) compressed under plain strain to 80% engineering strain
(a) strain rate 1 s−1, temperature 300 ◦C, (b) strain rate 1 s−1, temperature 450 ◦C, (c) strain rate 10 s−1, temperature 300 ◦C
(d) strain rate 10 s−1, temperature 450 ◦C.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. ODF, Al + 1% Mg (composition, see Table 2) compressed under plain strain to 80% engineering strain (a) strain
rate 1 s−1, temperature 300 ◦C, (b) strain rate 1 s−1, temperature 450 ◦C, (c) strain rate 10 s−1, temperature 300 ◦C (d) strain
rate 10 s−1, temperature 450 ◦C.

At 1 s−1 strain rate and 300 ◦C, three well-formed major β-fiber components are
observed in Al-Mg4 alloy (Figure 7a). As the temperature rises to 450 ◦C (Figure 7b), the
volume of all three deformation texture components slightly decreases, which is explained
by strain hardening. As the strain rate rises to 10 s−1 (Figure 7c), the volume of the three
major rolling texture (β-fiber) components also increases. At 10 s−1 strain rate and 450 ◦C
(Figure 7d), the total amount of β-fiber texture decreases compared to the mode, illustrated
in Figure 3c. This can be also attributed to the initiation of the recrystallization process.
Note that all deformation texture components are less pronounced in this alloy, compared
to Al-Mg1. This is explained by the high Mg content of Al-Mg4, which is close to AA5182
alloy. The latter alloy fully recrystallizes within 10 s under these temperature-rate strain
modes, but in all major cases, recrystallization duration varies from 50 to 100 s−1. Due to
a larger amount of newly formed 10–30 μm grains, observed in Al-Mg4 (Figure 4i), the
deformation texture is weaker. At the same time, like in Al-Mg1, this alloy has a clearly
defined Bs texture.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. ODF, Al + 4% Mg (composition, see Table 3) compressed under plain strain to 80% engineering strain, material
initially as cast, strain rate (a,b) 1 s−1; (c,d) 10 s−1; temperatures (a,c) 300 ◦C; (b,d) 450 ◦C.

For clarity, the various β-fiber textures’ distribution within 45◦ < ϕ2 < 90◦ interval is
illustrated in Figure 8.

It is obvious, from Figure 8a, that the copper-type texture and similar components are
abundant in Al-95 under all processing modes. Their intensity gradually declines to 60◦,
i.e., to the S texture. It is followed by a sharp decline in texture intensity until, finally, the
same values at ϕ2 = 90◦ are reached, which is also characteristic for the Bs component. In
the Al-Mg1 alloy, the texture intensity declines within 45◦ < ϕ2 < 60◦ interval, i.e., around
the C and S components; at the same time, brass-type orientation intensity builds up.
As mentioned earlier, this is due to strain hardening, which impairs the advantage of
gliding on the slip systems, attributed to copper- and S-type textures. At the same time,
the building up of the brass-type textures is observed, as gliding on its systems makes such
strengthening level more favorable.

All texture intensities decline in the Al-Mg4 alloy, which is explained not only by better
recrystallization capability of this alloy, but by strengthening reaching the values, which
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disable gliding in slip systems, associated both with S and Cu components, preferring
the brass-type textures related slip systems. It should be stressed that increase in strain
hardening is caused not only by an increase in SFE, but also by an increase in magnesium
impurity atoms, dissolved in solid solution [32]. It should also be considered that the SFE
of pure aluminum (annealed) is equal to 174 mJ/m2, while the SFE of the alloy with 6.28%
magnesium content is 151.6 mJ/m2. In other words, even deformed alloys with extremely
high magnesium content maintain a high level of SFE, compared to other materials [20].
Considering the data, presented by this source, it may be assumed that Al-95 alloy (with
account for its high purity) energy will be equal to 177 mJ/m2, Al-Mg1—168.0 mJ/m2,
Al-Mg4—154.7 mJ/m2, thus SFE difference for two extreme alloys will be slightly above 22
mJ/m2.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8. Texture components’ intensities along the β-fiber: (a) Aluminum Al-99.5 (AA1050); (b) Al-Mg1; (c) Al-Mg4.

Therefore, opposite to copper and copper-based alloys, SFE cannot be considered as a
prevailing factor in shifting towards Bs-type textures when referred to aluminum alloys.

The calculations with variable values: q = 0.25–1.5, p = 0.1–0.5 and r = 0.25–0.7 demon-
strate a greater effect of impurity atoms. The calculations show the best agreement for
Al-95 alloy at q = 0.32, p = 0.19, r = 0,32; for Al-Mg1 alloy at q = 0.51, p = 0.24, r = 0.43; for
Al-Mg4 at q = 1.1, p = 0.36, r = 0.54, thus, the impurity atoms-related factor q has a greater
effect than the SFE-related factors p and r.

Figure 9 shows the results of ODF simulations of thermomechanical treatment for the
three studied alloys at strain rate of 10 s−1 and 300 ◦C. For Al95 alloy, as shown in Figure 3a,
the calculated and the observed ODF demonstrate a high convergence for the S and Cu
components. At the same time, the Bs texture components are slightly overestimated, while
Goss texture values are underestimated. The AlMg1 alloy has less pronounced Cu and S
textures, while a minor Bs texture fraction is observed.

Note that in the model, unlike in the actual process, all deformation texture compo-
nents are less clearly developed. Al-Mg4 has three sufficiently clearly defined components
with a dominating cube texture, which accurately agrees with the observed pattern.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 9. Example of calculated ODF: (a) Aluminum 1050; (b) AlMg1; (c) AlMg4, strain rate 10 s−1, temperature 300 ◦C.

For the calculations, n0 = 0.46 was assumed and τα
c to be the same in all slip systems.

For aluminum, it was taken as 1, based on the data in ref. [33], for the Al 1% Mg alloy
τα

c = 2.5 and for 4% magnesium alloy τα
c = 4.0. The results are shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen in Figure 8, the calculation matches the conditions, under which
the data in Figure 7 were obtained; in general, the calculation adequately reflects the
transformation of texture components in case of modifications in alloy composition and
deformation parameters. However, it underestimates the intensity values of the copper
and S-type texture components as well as of the brass-type texture; some inaccuracies
manifest themselves clearly at 300 ◦C temperature. For Al-Mg1, inaccuracies consist
in a slightly overestimated brass texture and underestimated copper texture. The best
match is observed in Al-Mg4 alloy, emphasizing a greater effect of magnesium atoms and
other components, dissolved in the aluminum matrix, on strain hardening (crystalline
strengthening), compared to an increase in SFE. To further improve the calculation accuracy
requires a further in-depth investigation of physical effects on matrix components (1),
various dislocation movements and crystalline strengthening due to their interactions with
various obstacles, represented by dislocation forest and Lomer-Cottrell jogs.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. Model-based calculation of texture components’ re-distribution with increasing deformation strengthening: (a)
Aluminum Al 99.5 (AA1050); (b) Al-Mg1; (c) Al-Mg4.

Magnesium content effect on the main texture components during different thermo-
mechanical treatment modes is illustrated in Figure 11. At 300 ◦C, temperature and strain
rate of 10 s−1 Cu and S textures abundance drops from 27 f(g) and 15 f(g) to 7 f(g) and 7.3
f(g) respectively with magnesium content increase. With increasing magnesium content, Bs
component abundance grows from 0.7 f(g) to 9.5 f(g). At lower temperature, all orientations’
abundance decreases, which is related to recrystallization effect and strengthening decrease.
However, overall nature of magnesium effect on major texture components stays the same:
with magnesium increase from 0% to 4% S and Bs abundance drops from 13 f(g) and 7 f(g)
to 3.4 f(g) and 4.6 f(g) respectively. It shall be pointed out that the sharpest Cu and S orien-
tations decrease and Bs abundance increase are observed with magnesium content ranging
from 0% to 1%. It is followed by further texture components’ abundance change; however,
it has steadier behavior. The main cause could be incomplete magnesium solubility in
aluminum matrix due to nonequilibrium crystallization conditions and magnesium content
over 1%; in this case, Al3Mg2-type intermetallic compounds will be formed. The latter will
be preserved during homogenization, though they will become smaller in size. Besides,
it may be assumed that until 1% concentration is reached, texture formation behavior
changes due to Cu and S abundance decreases and Bs increase, followed by equalization of
slipping along all planes. However, fine studies, deploying scanning microscopy methods,
are required for this aspect of the investigation.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Magnesium content effect on the main β-fiber texture components’ abundance: (a) 10 s−1,
temperatures 300 ◦C; (b) 10 s−1, temperatures 450 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

The study showed that an increase in the content of magnesium and other alloying
elements has a significant effect on the development of rolling texture (β-fiber) components
during hot deformation. In commercially pure aluminum, mainly copper and S texture-
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related slip planes are deployed. As the magnesium content increases, the intensities
of these components deplete, and a pronounced brass texture appears. There are two
explanations for this fact: Firstly, the stacking fault energy (SFE) decreases. This factor
undoubtedly contributes to the stain hardening, since the SFE decreases for magnesium-
rich alloys by 10–15%. The simulation demonstrates the greater effect of impurity atoms
on crystallographic strengthening, i.e., strain hardening. To further improve the model
accuracy requires in-depth analysis of strengthening matrix components’ relationship with
physical phenomena, emerging during dislocations’ movements and interactions with
various obstacles.
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Abstract: The mechanical properties and microstructure evolution of an Al-Cu-Li alloy sheet pro-
cessed via hot rolling (HR) (at 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C) or cryorolling (CR) (at −100 ◦C and −190 ◦C) and
subsequence aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h were investigated. Before aging, the highest ultimate tensile
strength of 502 MPa was achieved when the sheets were cryorolled at −190 ◦C, while the better
ultimate tensile strength of 476 MPa and the best elongation rate of 11.1% was achieved simulta-
neously when the sheets were cryorolled at −100 ◦C. The refined grains and numerous uniform
deformation-induced dislocations microstructures were responsible for the improved strength and
enhanced ductility of the cryorolled sheets compared to that of the alloy processed by hot rolling with
a low dislocation density zone (LDDZ) and high dislocation density zone (HDDZ). After aging at
160 ◦C for 10 h, the ultimate tensile strength further improved resulted from the greater precipitation
strengthening, and the increased precipitates provided greater resistance to dislocations movement
resulting in the increased ductility although the dislocation density decreased. The uniform disloca-
tion microstructures in the cryorolled sheets provide numerous nucleation sites for the precipitates,
leading to higher strength after aging.

Keywords: Al-Cu-Li alloy; mechanical property; cryorolling; aging

1. Introduction

Aluminum-copper-lithium (Al-Cu-Li) alloys have been widely used as structural
materials for aerospace and aircraft vehicles [1–3]. A comprehensive review about the
development of the third generation Al-Li alloy was reported by Rioja et al. [4] and quanti-
tative calculations of the Al-Cu-Li alloy during the deformation process were operated [5].
The alloy is a typical precipitation strengthening alloy resulting from the T1 (Al2CuLi) or θ′
(Al2Cu) phases [6]. Zhou et al. studied the effects of creep aging parameters on mechanical
properties and found that the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength increased
to 493 MPa and 540 Mpa, respectively, after being aged at 163 ◦C for 25 h [7]. With the
increase of the Cu element, proper heat treatment can further improve the strength via
increasing precipitation strengthening [8–10].

In the past 30 years, people have developed several severe plastic deformation (SPD)
techniques to fabricate ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials, including high-pressure tor-
sion [11], equal channel angular pressing [12], accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [13], and
asymmetric cryorolling (ACR) [14]. During these techniques, rolling has been widely used
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to fabricate UFG metallic sheets. Yu et al. [15] reported that the properties of the copper
sheets subjected to ACR were better than that of the copper sheets subjected to asymmetric
rolling because of the restriction of dislocation movement. Magalhães et al. investigated
the mechanical properties and the microstructure evolution of AA6061 processed by con-
ventional rolling, CR, asymmetric rolling, ACR before and after post-deformation heat
treatments, respectively. They found that uniform elongation of the materials annealed
after ACR increased, while the alloys’ texture intensity reduced resulting from recovery
and recrystallization phenomena [16]. During CR, refined grains and accumulated disloca-
tions that resulted from the increased strain hardening were reasonable for the enhanced
mechanical properties [17].

The deformation-induced dislocation microstructures could act as nucleation sites for
precipitation, which can further improve the mechanical properties [18]. The excellent me-
chanical properties, the yield strength of 485 MPa, the ultimate tensile strength of 540 MPa,
and the ductility of 11%, were achieved for an Al–Cu alloy through CR and subsequence
aging [19]. Deng et al. reported that the mechanical properties of an Al−Cu−Li alloy could
be improved significantly via CR followed by aging at 160 ◦C for 32 h [20]. Li et al. pro-
posed that the temperature corresponding to peak hardness is negatively related to rolling
reduction and is positively related to rolling temperature [21]. However, there are few
reports about the mechanical properties and microstructure evolution of the Al−Cu−Li
alloys processed by CR under different temperatures. When the rolling temperature was
set as liquid nitrogen temperature, grains could be refined uniformly and the dislocation
network formed. If the rolling temperature was set as a middle temperature during liq-
uid nitrogen temperature and room temperature, the reports about the microstructure
evolution were rare.

In this study, the mechanical properties and microstructure evolution of Al-Cu-Li
alloy sheets fabricated by HR (at 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C) or CR (at −100 ◦C and −190 ◦C) and
subsequence aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h were investigated.

2. Materials and Methods

The original materials were Al–Cu–Li alloy sheets with an initial size of 60 mm ×
100 mm × 2 mm self-melted in the laboratory. The chemical composition listed in Table 1
has been confirmed by the Inductive Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) test. The processing schedule was shown in Figure 1. The size of the tensile
sample was shown in the lower-left corner of the figure. The alloy sheets were placed in
the furnace at 500 ◦C for 1 h for homogenization. Rolling experiments were carried out on
a multifunction 4-high rolling mill with a maximum rolling width of 300 mm and a work
roll diameter of 80 mm. The rolling speed was set as 2 m/min. For each pass during CR or
HR, the rolling reduction of each pass was 16% and the final thickness of the alloy sheet
after six passes was about 0.7 mm. After HR or CR at different temperatures, the samples
were air-cooled to room temperature. The rolling experiments were operated in a “dry
friction” condition and the work rolls surfaces were smooth after being polished. Before
each pass of rolling at 400 ◦C or 500 ◦C (HR 400 ◦C or HR 500 ◦C), the sheets were placed
in the furnace for 3 min. Before each CR pass at −100 ◦C or −190 ◦C (CR −100 ◦C or CR
−190 ◦C), the sheets were placed in the cryogenic furnace for >8 min. After rolling, the
rolled sheets were aged at 160 ◦C for 10 h in an aging furnace.

Table 1. Chemical composition of Al-Cu-Li alloy.

Composition (Wt%) Cu Mg Zn Li Ag Mn Zr Al

Al-Cu-Li alloy 3.72 0.58 0.46 0.96 0.30 0.58 0.31 91.6
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Figure 1. Processing schedule.

The tensile tests were carried out on an AGS-5/10 kN testing machine produced by
Shimadzu Company (Suzhou, China) at a strain rate of 0.03 s−1 at room temperature.
Each tensile test was repeated three times for the mean values to ensure accuracy. The
fracture surface was examined utilizing the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped
on the platform of a Phenom Prox Desktop and the accelerating voltage was set as 15 kV.
The morphology of grains after processing was studied using the optical microscope (the
platform of VHX−5000) after the samples were etched with Keller’s reagent for about 16 s
on the normal plane. A Philips CM200 transmission electron microscope, with a field-
emission gun operating at 200 kV, was used to examine the cross-section microstructures in
the rolling direction. A Thermo Fisher Helios G4 PFIB was used to prepare the transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) specimens via the in situ lift-out technique. The range from 30◦
to 110◦ was detected by X-ray on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer. The step size was
set as 0.02◦ and the Cu target was utilized in the diffraction test.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the mechanical properties of the Al–Cu–Li alloy sheets processed by
rolling at different temperatures and subsequence aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h. The ultimate
tensile strength and the ductility of the alloy after rolling and aging were summarized
in Figure 2b and Figure 2c,d respectively. After solution treatment at 500 ◦C for 1 h, the
ultimate tensile strength of 270 MPa and the elongation rate of 11.0% was obtained. When
the Al–Cu–Li alloy was hot rolled at 400 ◦C, the lowest ultimate tensile strength of 356 MPa
and the lowest elongation of 8.1% was achieved. The ultimate tensile strength increased
to 449 MPa for HR 500 ◦C, to 476 MPa for CR −100 ◦C and to 502 MPa for CR −190 ◦C.
The ductility increased to 9.5% for CR −190 ◦C, to 10.7% for HR 500 ◦C, to 11.1% for CR
−100 ◦C. The yield strength of the sheet processed by HR 400 ◦C increased when the
rolling temperature increased to 500 ◦C and it further increased with the decreasing of
the rolling temperatures. To elucidate the effects of rolling temperature on strain rate, the
mechanism of dislocation movement and interaction was considered. More slip systems
were easily activated during CR and the slip plane of screw dislocation changed to other
planes which the Burgers vector b of the dislocation is common to. One possible origin
of the screw dislocations pair was a thermal cross-slip of screw dislocations at different
stress levels and the termination of the dipoles were edge dislocations [22]. The limit of
dislocations multiplication increased when the alloy was subjected to CR in the temperature
range. Additionally, the ultrafine grains with high dense dislocations deformed during
CR facilitate the nucleation and growth of precipitates resulting from the lower activation
energy barrier and increased free energy [23].

After aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h, the ultimate tensile strength and the ductility increased
and the ultimate tensile strength sequence was similar to that before aging. The highest
ultimate tensile strength of 549 MPa and the elongation rate of 13.9% was achieved simul-
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taneously when the sheets were processed by CR at −190 ◦C and subsequence aging for
10 h.

 
Figure 2. Mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Li alloy sheets after rolling and aging. (a) Engineering
stress vs engineering strain curve of the Al-Cu-Li alloy sheets subjected to different processes; (b)
Ultimate tensile stress and elongation vs rolling temperature; (c) Ultimate tensile stress vs rolling
temperature after 10 h aging at 160 ◦C; (d) Engineering strain vs rolling temperature after aging at
160 ◦C for 10 h.

Figure 3 shows the hardness’s of the alloy sheets processed at different conditions.
After solution treatment, the hardness of 118 HV was obtained. After rolling, the hardness
increased due to the refined grains, increased dislocations, and precipitations. The highest
hardness value of 148 HV was achieved when the alloy sheet was processed by CR at
−190 ◦C. After aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h, it increased to 158 HV. The variation trend of
hardness was similar to that of ultimate tensile strength.

 

Figure 3. Hardness of Al-Cu-Li alloy sheets after rolling and aging.
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Figure 4 shows optical microscopies of the Al-Cu-Li alloy by different processes. The
grain size of the alloy after solution treatment was relatively large. After rolling, grains
were refined to an elongated shape. With the decrease of rolling temperature, the mean
grain size decreased obviously. After aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h, the grain size slightly
increased and the sequence was similar to that before aging.

 

Figure 4. Optical microscopies of Al-Cu-Li alloys subjected to CR (at (a) −190 ◦C and (b) −100 ◦C)
and HR (at (c) 400 ◦C and (d) 500 ◦C), as well as CR at (e) −190 ◦C, and (f) −100 ◦C, HR at (g) 400 ◦C,
(h) 500 ◦C and subsequent aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h.

Figure 5 shows the TEM images of microstructures of sheets rolled at different temper-
atures. After rolling, numerous dislocation lines were formed and significantly entangled
into dislocation clusters and into dislocation walls along grain boundaries and subgrain
boundaries, which were marked by yellow lines and red lines. With the decrease of rolling
temperature, more dislocations progressively accumulated and the dislocation debris, with
a size of 80 nm, gradually moved to the dislocations cluster and dislocation walls entangled
with them. Another great difference between the alloys processed by HR and CR was that
the dislocation distribution in the cryorolled sample was relatively uniform while LDDZ
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and HDDZ were obviously observed and they were distributed alternately, which have
been marked in Figure 5c,d. When the low deformation strain was applied, vacancies
and dislocations gradually formed and dislocations accumulated and entangled, forming
dislocations clusters and dislocations walls with the increase of applied strain. As the
hindering of the dislocation movement and the suppressing of the dynamic recovery, more
dislocation networks were formed in the cryorolled samples. As the deformation strain
further increased, the stress fields caused by dislocations started interacting with each other,
leading to the relaxation and rearrangement of the dislocation network. The dislocation
network gradually transformed into low angled dislocations cells, which were relatively
thick and consisted of lesser geometrical necessary dislocation density. The dislocation
cell boundaries prefer changing to subgrain boundaries leading to the formation of ul-
trafine subgrain microstructure in the alloy. Hence, a subgrain structure was observed
in alloy processed by HR 500 ◦C and the microstructure free of dislocations was due to
recovery phenomena at the relatively high temperature. HDDZ was observed because
the dislocation cell boundaries were relatively stable compared to another dislocation net-
work. Moreover, the second-phase particles have a certain pinning effect on the dislocation
movement. A similar nonuniform dislocation structure was obtained when ferritic steel
was pre-deformed at 25 ◦C by Tanaka et al. [24]. In addition to observing dislocations, the
secondary-phase particles appeared beside the dislocation walls or dislocations clusters
after HR, as shown in Figure 5c,d. With the increase of roll temperature, the fraction of the
secondary-phase particles increased due to the larger nucleation energy.

 

Figure 5. TEM images of Al-Cu-Li alloy subjected to CR at (a) −190 ◦C, and (b) −100 ◦C, HR at (c)
400 ◦C, (d) 500 ◦C.

Figure 6 shows the TEM images on a scale of 50 nm of the alloy subjected to CR
−190 ◦C and HR 500 ◦C. With the reduction of 65%, numerous stack faults were formed
in grains or at grain boundaries. When the alloy was processed by CR, the deformation-
induced stack faults arranged along more than five directions while the two directions,
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which have marked by black dotted lines, were observed in the alloy processed by HR
500 ◦C.

Figure 6. TEM images on a scale of 50 nm of Al-Cu-Li alloy subjected to (a) CR at −190 ◦C, and (b)
HR at 500 ◦C.

Figure 7 shows TEM images of the samples after aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h. θ’ was the
main strengthening phase of the alloy. With the increase of the aging time, the secondary-
phase particles gradually nucleated and grew while the dislocations decreased through
annihilation. When the alloys were processed by CR −190 ◦C, the higher dislocation
density in the alloy provided more nucleation sites for the precipitates leading to higher
precipitation strengthening. While the rolling temperature increased from 400 ◦C to 500 ◦C,
the diffusion energy of the solute atoms increased making it easy to precipitation. The
number and area fraction of the secondary-phase particles in the samples rolled by CR or
HR changes significantly.

 

Figure 7. TEM images of the alloy subjected to CR at (a) 500 ◦C, and (b) 400 ◦C, HR at (c) −100 ◦C,
(d) −190 ◦C after 10 h aging.
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Figure 8 shows XRD patterns of the alloy processed by rolling at different tempera-
tures and subsequence aging. The Williamson–Hall method was utilized to calculate the
dislocation density [25]. The dislocation density and microstrain are shown in Figure 9.
The highest dislocation density of 1.86 × 1014 m−2 was achieved when the alloy was
processed by CR −190 ◦C. With the increase of the rolling temperature, dislocation density
decreased sharply. After aging at 160 ◦C, dislocation density slightly decreased compared
to the rolled samples at the corresponding temperature.

 

Figure 8. XRD patterns of the alloy subjected to (a) rolling (b) and subsequence aging at 160 ◦C for
10 h.

 
Figure 9. Lattice microstrain and dislocation density of the alloy processed under different conditions.

Figure 10 shows the fracture morphology of the Al–Cu–Li alloy sheets after rolling.
The fracture mode is a mixture of ductile fracture and brittle fracture. The Al–Cu–Li alloy
subjected to CR at −100 ◦C and HR at 500 ◦C show more dimples on the fracture which
have been marked by yellow lines, and their ductility is good. However, for the Al–Cu–Li
alloy sheets subjected to HR at 400 ◦C, there are few shallow dimples. Moreover, there also
are a few flat areas on the fracture surface that have been marked by red lines, and the
ductility of the Al–Cu–Li alloy is the lowest.
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Figure 10. Fracture morphologies of the sheets subjected to CR at (a) −190 ◦C and (b) −100 ◦C; HR
at (c) 400 ◦C, (d) 500 ◦C.

Figure 11 shows fracture morphologies of the alloy rolled at different temperatures
and subsequence aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h. A comparison between Figures 10 and 11 shows
that the dimples turned deeper and increased, which indicated the increase of the ductility
of the sheets.

 

Figure 11. Fracture morphologies of the sheets subjected to CR at (a) −190 ◦C, and (b) −100 ◦C, HR
at (c) 400 ◦C, (d) 500 ◦C after 10 h aging.

From the above results, it is obvious that the rolling temperature plays a significant
role in the fracture surface and mechanical properties of the Al-Cu-Li alloy sheets. It can
be seen from Figure 2 that the differences of the ultimate tensile strength of 146.5 MPa are
generated between the sheets processed by SR 400 ◦C and SR −190 ◦C. The grain sizes were
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refined with the decreasing rolling temperature. The formation of small sized sub-grains
appears during CR, which can be the reason for the increase of the ultimate tensile strength
according to the Hall–Peach relationship [26]. In the processing of HR 500 ◦C, there are
some clusters and a few amounts of precipitation, which can lead to better ultimate tensile
strength compared with sheets processed by HR 400 ◦C. When the sheets were processed
by CR, the driving energy of the dislocation movement was relatively low and dislocation
movement and dynamic recovery were suppressed. Hence, new slip systems were active
resulting in the appearance of more directions of stack fault arrangement compared with
HR. When the rolling temperature increased from 400 ◦C to 500 ◦C, the size of the second-
phase particles decreased and the number increased due to the higher solubility and a
larger nucleation drive energy, which is shown in Figure 4, except the slight increase of the
grain size. The fine second phase can hinder the movement of dislocations during tensile
tests, resulting in enhanced strength and better ductility. Similar results have been obtained
by Pathak et al. on the bulk ultrafine grain Al 2014 alloy. The percentage elongation of
the alloy processed by CR + WR 170 ◦C (9.5%) was higher than that of the alloy processed
by CR + WR 100 ◦C (4.5%) due to the formation of fine metastable spherical phase Al2Cu
and solid strengthening [27]. Interestingly, the CR processed sheets present better ductility
than the sheets processed at 400 ◦C, resulting from the restrain of dynamic recovery and
dislocation movement in the cryogenic temperature. Similar results have been reported
in an Al-Mg alloy [28], high manganese steel [29], and CuZr alloy [30]. After aging at
160 ◦C for 10 h, the secondary-phase particle θ′ and θ′ ′ nucleated and grew, which has great
strengthening effects. When the sheets were processed by CR at −190 ◦C and subsequence
aging at 160 ◦C, the strengthening effects from refined grains, accumulated dislocations,
precipitation were the biggest, leading to the highest strength.

4. Conclusions

The mechanical properties and microstructure evolution of an Al-Cu-Li alloy pro-
cessed by CR and HR were investigated. The conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) CR can significantly improve the tensile strength and ductility of Al-Cu-Li alloy
sheets, the best ultimate tensile strength of 502 MPa was achieved for the specimens
subjected to CR at −190 ◦C, and the best ductility of 11.1% was obtained for the
specimens subjected to CR at −100 ◦C before aging. The highest ultimate tensile
strength of 549 MPa and the elongation rate of 13.9% was achieved simultaneously
when the sheets were processed by CR at −190 ◦C and subsequence aging for 10 h.

(2) The mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Li alloy sheets are dependent on the grain sizes,
precipitations and clusters, the dislocation microstructure, and the back stress distri-
bution during rolling. Grains in cryorolled samples were seriously refined compared
to that in the alloy processed by HR. Numerous deformation-induced dislocation
networks were observed. HDDZ and LDDZ occurred in the hot-rolled samples, while
it distributed uniformly with a more arranged direction in the cryorolled samples.
After aging at 160 ◦C for 10 h, grains size slightly increased compared to that in the
alloy rolled at the corresponding temperature. The deformation-induced dislocations
can facilitate the nucleation and growth of the main strengthening phases θ’, which
resulted in enhanced strength.
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Abstract: This study focuses on the difference in microstructural features and physical properties of
Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys subjected to large plastic straining. The difference in the intermetallic particle
morphology in the initial state is shown to be a key parameter influencing the particle and grain
fragmentation process and, as a result, the properties of these two alloys. We demonstrate that the
shape and average size of Al-Fe intermetallic particles provide stronger effect on the microstructure
evolution during high pressure torsion (HPT) than their volume fraction. The formation of Fe
supersaturated solid solution in Al in these two alloys during deformation is discussed in connection
to the morphology of the intermetallic phase. The major microstructural attributes, responsible for
the solid solution formation, are highlighted.

Keywords: Al-Fe alloys; severe plastic deformation; supersaturated solid solution; mechanical strength;
electrical conductivity

1. Introduction

Efforts to increase aluminum alloys’ strength without significant sacrifice in electrical
conductivity is a current trend in industry. At the same time, the material used as an
electrical conductor should demonstrate good thermal stability, which can be challenging
in case of aluminum alloys [1]. With this in mind, finding ways to simultaneously improve
mechanical and electrical properties is important. This combination is essential for creating
new lightweight conductive materials for the electrical industry, and it can comprise
ultrafine-grained Al-Fe alloys.

Aluminum alloys, particularly Al-Fe alloys, have several advantages as conductive
materials. First, aluminum and iron are very common and cheap metals, which make them
economically preferable. Second, the solubility of iron in aluminum for conventionally
processed alloys, at temperatures ranging from room to near-melting, is close to zero [2].
This eliminates the major contribution to electrical resistance (i.e., solid solute atoms).
The other contributions are grain boundaries, particles, and dislocation density [2].

Previous studies of Al-Fe alloys have found applications in conductive wires in
automobiles [3–6] and as household cables. However, conventional approaches have
reached the limit of increasing the mechanical strength and electrical conductivity of these
materials. This is due to the absence of iron solubility in aluminum limiting the variations
of precipitation morphology.

In conventionally produced aluminum alloys, there are usually two major intermetallic
phases: Al13Fe4 and Al6Fe [7–9]. These phases precipitate as needle- and plate-like particles
of relatively large size (microns to hundreds of microns). Conventional approaches, such as
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drawing/rolling etc., are not able to reduce these particles to the nanoscale, which would
provide increased mechanical strength. Nanoscale particles could easily be formed from
solid solution by simple heat treatment, but, as was mentioned earlier, formation of solid
solution of Fe in Al is difficult to achieve via conventional methods.

Another possibility is to obtain a supersaturated solid solution thanks to the introduc-
tion of severe plastic deformation (SPD) [10,11]. As well as leading to grain size refinement,
particle shredding, and an increase of defect density, SPD is also known for the forma-
tion of supersaturated solid solution in systems, which is considered very hard or nearly
impossible [5,10].

A number of studies were conducted involving SPD of Al-Fe alloys. The concentration
of Fe in a solid solution was increased up to 2 wt.% or more [10–25]. Such solid solutions
may give an opportunity to homogeneously precipitate Al-Fe intermetallic particles in a
way that was previously impossible.

The formation of strain-induced supersaturated solid solutions depends on a number
of parameters. It was previously demonstrated that it could be influenced not only by the
second-phase volume fraction [12], but also by the particle morphology [13]. Larger in-
terphase areas naturally give more opportunities for solute atoms to migrate into the
matrix. In addition, the second-phase morphology directly influences the fragmentation
process during deformation. This effect was demonstrated in [13], where differences in
the particle morphology before deformation affected microstructures and the mechanical
and physical properties of the alloy after SPD. However, the underlying mechanisms were
not deeply investigated, and to optimize the second-phase fragmentation process and the
solid solution formation, one needs a systematic study of the influence of the primary
as-cast microstructure (volume fraction, intermetallic phase, particle size, morphology,
and distribution). To achieve this goal, the present study focuses on two alloys (Al-2Fe and
Al-4Fe) with very different initial microstructures.

2. Materials and Methods

The samples of Al-2 wt.% Fe and Al-4 wt.% Fe alloys were prepared on the basis of A99
grade primary aluminum (GOST 11069-2001). Melting was carried out in a GRAFICARBO
GF 1100 electric resistance furnace (Graficarbo S.R.L., Zorlesco, Italy) in a graphite crucible
at 830 ◦C at Russia’s National University of Science and Technology “MISIS”. Ingots with
a diameter of 20 mm and a length of 200 mm were obtained by casting into a graphite
mold (at the 20 K/s cooling rate). The total amount of trace materials, including Si, did not
exceed 0.1 wt.% for either of the alloys.

The cylinders were then sliced into discs (1.5 mm thick) using a wire-cutting APTA-120
machine (Delta-Test, Fryazino, Russia). HPT was carried out by placing the disc-shaped
sample between two rotating anvils and applying high hydrostatic pressure to the sample,
inducing a simple shear type deformation. In this study, discs of as-cast alloy were subjected
to 20 revolutions of HPT performed at room temperature (RT) under a pressure of 6 GPa
and a speed of 1 rpm in closed anvils. Such a processing route was chosen based on primary
experiments showing that these parameters provide uniform microstructures [26,27] and,
possibly, supersaturated solid solutions.

Microstructural, mechanical, and electrical data were collected from a specific lo-
cation in the middle of the sample’s radius 5 mm, thus rendering it comparable with
other research.

Transmission electron microscopes (TEMs, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) using different anal-
ysis modes (i.e., BF bright-field analysis, SAED-selected area electron diffraction) and
STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy-JEOL ARM 200F) were employed for
the microstructure analysis. Objects for TEM were prepared by twin-jet electro-polishing
on a Struers Tenupol-5 (Copenhagen, Denmark) with 20% nitric acid in methanol below
−20 ◦C at an operating voltage of 20 V. To ensure statistically reliable results, at least three
foils were used for each state.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a ThermoFisher Helios G4
PFIB DualBeam (Waltham, MA, USA).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted with a Rigaku Ultima IV (Tokyo,
Japan) diffractometer using CuKα radiation (30 kV and 20 mA). Values of lattice parameter
a, coherent scattering domain (CSD), size D, and elastic microdistortion level <ε2>1/2 were
calculated via the Rietveld refinement method using MAUD software (v.2.97, University of
Trento, Trento, Italy) [28]. To calculate dislocation density (ρ), Equation (2) was used:

ρ =
2
√

3
〈
ε2〉1/2

D × b
(1)

where b = a
√

2/2 is the Burgers vector for FCC metals, and D is the coherent scattering
domain [29].

Tensile tests were carried out in triplicate using an Instron 5982 (Instron, Norwood,
MA, USA) machine at RT and a strain rate of 10−3 s−1. Yield stress (σ0.2), ultimate tensile
stress (σUTS), and ductility (δ), measured as elongation-to-failure, were obtained from
the small samples with gauge dimensions of 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm × 4.0 mm, prepared by
wire-cutting. The maximum error for sample dimensions was 0.02 mm.

Electrical conductivity (ω) was determined with a ±2% error, using the eddy current
method [30]. Electrical conductivity relative to annealed copper (International Annealed
Copper Standard, %IACS) was calculated according to Equation (3):

IACS =
ωAl
ωCu

× 100% (2)

where ωAl is the measured electrical conductivity of aluminum alloy, and ωCu is the
conductivity of annealed chemically pure copper (58 MS/m).

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure Evolution of the Alloys during HPT
3.1.1. SEM Analyses

Figure 1a,b shows the microstructure of the as-cast Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe samples. For the
Al-2Fe alloy (Figure 1a), the microstructure consists of the net/web of eutectic phase
particles, surrounding the dendritic aluminum phase. This could also be described as
the ellipsoidal-shape areas of the aluminum phase, divided by aluminum-intermetallic
conglomerates. The volume fraction of the intermetallic phase in the Al-2Fe alloy is 4.6%.

The microstructure of the Al-4Fe alloy is different from that of the Al-2Fe alloy.
The amount of the intermetallic phase is higher than 7.7%. It comprises very coarse
plate-like particles with a thickness/width up to 10 microns, and a length up to 50 microns
(Figure 1b). In addition to these coarse particles, the microstructure also consists of smaller
fractions of particles distributed between them. Smaller particles in the Al-4Fe alloy form a
structure, similar to Al-2Fe alloy, only these particles are larger and are located sparsely in
comparison.

The intermetallic particles in the alloys are the mix of the Al6Fe and Al13Fe4 phases [21],
formed during the crystallization [31–36].
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Figure 1. Backscattered SEM images of the samples of the Al-2Fe and Al-4FE alloys: (a) Al-2Fe
as-cast, (b) Al-4Fe as-cast, (c) Al-2Fe after HPT, (d) Al-4Fe after HPT.

It can be seen that the Al-2Fe alloy has a casting microstructure very similar to that in
Al-RE (rare earth) alloys [12,13] and other Al-Fe alloys [20–23].

Figure 1c,d show the microstructure formed in alloys during HPT. While the inter-
metallic particles in the Al-2Fe alloy are pretty small and hardly distinguishable (Figure 1c),
the size of these particles in Al-4Fe after HPT varies from a fraction to tens of microns.

Since the intermetallic particles in the Al-2Fe alloy exhibit a narrow size distribution,
we can affirm that the fragmentation of the particles occurred homogeneously. On the
contrary, the refinement of the coarse particles in the Al-4Fe alloy was incomplete, as frag-
ments of large particles are still exhibited in the microstructure (Figure 1d) and the particle
size distribution is large.

3.1.2. XRD Analyses

XRD profiles corresponding to the as-cast and HPT-processed states of Al-2Fe and
Al-4Fe alloys are presented in Figure 2, where peaks of different phases are indexed. For the
phase analysis we have used the reference crystal structures corresponding to Al (FCC,
a = b = c = 4.049 Å), Al6Fe (orthorhombic, a = 6.46 Å, b = 7.44 Å, c = 8.78 Å), and Al13Fe4
(monoclinic, a = 15.49 Å, b = 8.08 Å, c = 12.47 Å, β=107.69◦), where a, b, c are the lattice
parameters. Thanks to the analysis of the XRD profiles we have revealed the phases with
the crystal structure close to stoichiometry of the reference phases. Interestingly, the as-
cast specimen of Al-2Fe alloy mainly contains a stable Al13Fe4 phase, while in the as-cast
Al-4Fe alloy a metastable Al6Fe phase is dominant. This can be explained by the chemical
composition of the as-cast materials: it is known that, depending on the alloy composition
and cooling rate, different types of Al-Fe intermetallic phases can be formed [36].
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Figure 2. XRD profiles of the Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys in the as-cast state and after HPT.

After HPT the opposite trend is observed: Al6Fe and Al13Fe4 phases are formed in the
Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys, respectively, while the peaks of precursor particles disappear.

Revealing possible scenarios for phase transformations in Al-Fe alloys during HPT is
beyond the scope of this study and will be reported later. The results of qualitative phase
analysis and structural parameters evaluation are thus presented.

The precise quantitative phase analysis is complicated by texture effects especially
in the coarse-grained states where statistically limited number of grains are oriented in
the reflection position with respect to the scattering vector. Nevertheless, the XRD profile
of Al-4Fe in the as-cast state demonstrates visibly the highest intensity of all major peaks
related to the precipitate phase among all studied cases. It indicates that this state is
characterized with the maximal volume fraction of precipitates.

HPT resulted in a noticeable shift in the positions of Al peaks to higher diffraction
angles in both alloys. The calculated lattice parameter for Al matrix reduced by 0.078% for
the Al-2Fe alloy and 0.035% for the Al-4Fe alloy (which is well consistent with the data
reported in [36]). This indicates to a process of strain-induced dissolution of Fe in Al [36],
which is more intensive in Al-2Fe. Besides, Al-2Fe has a smaller coherent domain size and
higher dislocation density: about 90 nm and 2.2 × 1014 m−2, respectively, versus 200 nm and
2.9 × 1013 m−2 for the Al-4Fe alloy. From the presented data it follows that HPT-induced
structure refinement, defect accumulation, and Fe dissolution are more pronounced in
Al-2Fe compared to Al-4Fe despite the difference in the alloying element concentration.

3.1.3. TEM and STEM Analyses

Figure 3a,b shows the bright-field TEM images, comparing the microstructures of the
Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys samples after HPT, respectively. To the right from BF images in
Figure 3 the selected area diffraction (SAED) patterns obtained from a region of 1.5 μm size,
are presented. The number of particles, contained within the aperture area of the SAED
patterns, is quite small, thus the number of the reflections from particles is small as well.
However, the number of reflections was just enough to index phases.
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Figure 3. TEM bright-field (left) and SAED patterns (right) from the samples of the Al-2Fe (a) and
Al-4Fe (b) after HPT. Indexed reflections are highlighted for the Al and Al13Fe4 phases with the
corresponding color.

Analysis of the SAED patterns showed the presence of the Al and Al13Fe4 phase in
both Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys after HPT. Peaks that could be attributed to the Al6Fe phase
could not be observed in TEM. This is probably due to the fact, that the amount of Al6Fe
phase is quite small. Besides, overlap between the Al6Fe (131), Al6Fe (222) and Al6Fe (132)
peaks with Al (111) and Al (200) peaks makes them hardly distinguishable.

The number of reflections on the Al-4Fe SAED patterns is lower due to the larger
mean grain size.

The microstructure of the Al-2Fe alloy after HPT is composed of equiaxed, ultrafine
grains with a mean grain size ~125 ± 10 nm. Figure 3b shows that the microstructure of
the Al-4Fe alloy after HPT exhibits the equiaxed grains with a mean size ~340 ± 20 nm.
The microstructures of both alloys exhibit grains with high-angles misorientation.

Bright-field TEM does not provide sufficient information for the size, distribution, and
morphology of the intermetallic particles. Intermetallic particles in these alloys contains
a high amount of Fe, which should provide a clear contrast between the matrix and the
particles in the z-contrast mode (HAADF) of STEM [24].

Figure 4 shows STEM images of Al-2Fe (Figure 4a,b) and Al-4Fe (Figure 4c,d) alloys
after HPT. According to these data, the mean size of particles in the Al-4Fe alloy is signifi-
cantly larger than in the Al-2Fe alloy (277 ± 16 nm versus 78 ± 4 nm). The difference in
grain size of these two alloys (Figure 3a,b) is very likely to be connected with the difference
in particle size since the deformation conditions for both alloys were similar.
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Figure 4. STEM HAADF images, obtained from the samples of the Al-2Fe alloy (a,b) and Al-4Fe
alloy (c,d) HPT.

The origin of differences in the two alloys, subjected to the same deformation treat-
ment, probably lies in the particle fragmentation process. In the Al-2Fe alloy, linear arrays
of fine particles can be observed (Figure 4b). Such arrays are former intermetallic particles,
fragmented and elongated during the deformation.

The particle fragmentation in the Al-4Fe alloy after HPT is different. During the
observation, no similar arrays could be observed. Instead, “clouds” of finer particles
surrounding coarse ones were exhibited (Figure 4d). This means that the amount of
deformation induced by HPT was probably not large enough to cause cracks throughout
the whole particle. Instead, small particles are fragmented from the surface region, while the
core of the coarse particle remains intact. Thus, even after HPT, the coarse particles are still
present, and fine particles are distributed non-uniformly. All this contributes to a reduced
impact on the structure evolution during the HPT in comparison to the Al-2Fe alloy, as it
will be discussed later

3.2. Physical and Mechanical Properties

Table 1 presents the results of the study of electrical and mechanical properties of
Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys in as-cast condition and after HPT.
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Table 1. Mechanical and electrical properties of Al-Fe alloys in the as-cast state and after HPT.

Alloy State σ0.2, MPa
σUTS,
MPa

δ, % ω, MS/m IACS, %

Al-2Fe
As-cast 55 ± 6 100 ± 2 26 ± 2 32.4 ± 0.2 55.8 ± 0.3

HPT 564 ± 12 649 ± 6 5.0 ± 0.3 23.4 ± 0.7 40.4 ± 1.7

Al-4Fe
As-cast 70 ± 6 88 ± 7 18 ± 2 31.2 ± 0.2 54.2 ± 1.2

HPT 270 ± 19 340 ± 22 8.0 ± 0.5 27.8 ± 0.1 48.0 ± 0.6

Despite the difference in the iron content and the intermetallic particle morphology
in the initial state, both alloys have a comparable ultimate tensile strength (~90 MPa).
The presence of coarse intermetallic particles in the Al-4Fe alloy embrittles it Al-4Fe alloy
elongation to failure is 8% lower than that of the Al-2Fe alloy in the initial state (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Engineering stress-strain curves obtained by tensile tests of Al-Fe alloys in the as-cast state
(1: Al-2Fe, 2: Al-4Fe) and after HPT (3: Al-2Fe, 4: Al-4Fe). For the sake of clarity, only one curve is
provided for each state.

The level of the electrical conductivity is higher for the Al-2Fe alloy in the as-cast state.
This is due to the lower total amount of iron in the alloy, and due to the absence of coarse
intermetallic particles, contrary to the Al-4Fe alloy.

As a result of microstructure refinement during HPT, the level of the ultimate tensile
strength increases to ~650 MPa for the Al-2Fe alloy and to ~340 MPa for the Al-4Fe alloy.
The increase in tensile strength is not as big for the Al-4Fe alloy as for the Al-2Fe alloy
due to the larger intermetallic particle size and a nonuniform distribution of nanoscaled
particles (Section 3.1.3). HPT also leads to a decrease in the ductility of the Al-2Fe and
the Al-4Fe alloys. It should be noted, however, that after HPT both alloys still maintain
a relatively high level of elongation to failure: ~5% for the Al-2Fe alloy and ~8% for the
Al-4Fe alloy. Because the fragmentation of the intermetallic particles in the Al-4Fe alloy is
not as complete as in the Al-2Fe alloy, the Al-4Fe alloy samples still contain areas free of
the finely dispersed second phase particles. These areas improve the elongation to failure
for the Al-4Fe alloy in comparison to the Al-2Fe alloy.

The electrical conductivity after HPT decreases for both Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys.
The decrease in the electrical conductivity is 15.4 %IACS for the Al-2Fe alloy and 6.2 %IACS
for the Al-4Fe alloy (Table 1). The electrical conductivity is affected, among other things,
by the presence of the finely dispersed second phase particles and the size of the grains.
It was observed in Section 3.1.3 that Al-4Fe alloy after HPT has a higher mean grain size
and also contains areas, free of the fine intermetallic particles, while Al-2Fe alloy after HPT
is characterized by lower mean grain size and uniformly distributed fine second-phase
particles. Such difference in microstructure may explain the difference in the level of
electrical conductivity.
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The electrical conductivity is known to be particularly sensitive to the presence of the
solid solution, so the sharp decrease of it in the Al-2Fe alloy can be the indirect sign of the
solid solution formation. This will be discussed in the detail in the Discussion section.

4. Discussion

4.1. Particle Morphology

The SEM data show that the particle fragmentation process is not the same in Al-2Fe
and Al-4Fe alloys, presumably due to the morphology of the intermetallic particles in the
as-cast state. The difference in the alloys’ properties could be explained by the difference in
the fragmentation process. To evaluate this difference, we take the overall interphase area
parameter total surface of the “aluminum–particle” interface.

Corresponding calculations and measurements have been undertaken in order to find
the overall interphase area between aluminum and intermetallic particles. The following
assumption has been made: all particles have the shape of perpendicular prisms with a
base of AP (area of particle) and a height of h (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Particle morphology model describing the terms necessary for the calculations.

The area of interest (AI) is calculated via the markers on the SEM images. For statistical
purposes, acquisition of data has been performed over multiple SEM images for each of
the alloys.

The interphase area (IA) is calculated as a perimeter (P) multiplied by the h:

IA = P × h (3)

Relative interphase area (RIA) is calculated as the interphase area divided by the
studied volume (area of interest multiplied by the h):

RIA =
IA

AI × h
=

P
AI

(4)

Table 2 represents the results of the statistical analysis of the data, collected from the
Al-Fe alloys SEM images. The average particle size (area) in the as-cast state is smaller in
the Al-2Fe alloy 0.26 μm2 against 2.55 μm2 in the Al-4Fe alloy.
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Table 2. Analysis data of Al-Fe alloys’ intermetallic particles, obtained from the SEM images.

Alloy State Average Particle Area, μm2 Average Particle Perimeter,
μm

Perimeter-to-Area Ratio, μm−1 RIA, μm−1

Al-2Fe
As-cast 0.26 ± 0.002 0.26 ± 0.002 1.00 0.396

HPT 0.02 ± 0.001 0.49 ± 0.006 24.50 1.466

Al-4Fe
As-cast 2.55 ± 0.160 2.85 ± 0.180 1.10 0.234

HPT 0.25 ± 0.040 1.24 ± 0.020 4.96 0.460

HPT leads to particle refinement, and thus to a decrease of their average area of
13 times for the Al-2Fe and of 10 times for the Al-4Fe alloy.

The average perimeter of particles is bigger in the Al-4Fe alloy in both the as-cast
(0.49 μm against 0.26 μm) and HPT (1.24 μm against 0.49 μm) conditions, indicating
the presence of the coarser particles in Al-4Fe both before and after deformation. It can
be seen (Table 2) that the total perimeter of the particles increases by about two times
for the Al-2Fe alloy after HPT, and decreases by about two times for the Al-4Fe alloy.
For us, the perimeter-to-area ratio (PtA) is of greater importance, since it considers both of
these parameters.

The perimeter-to-area ratio (PtA) can be more informative, since it combines these two
parameters. The value of the PtA is the same for the alloys in the as-cast state, but changes
drastically after HPT from 1 to 24.5 μm−1 for the Al-2Fe alloy and from 1.1 to 4.96 μm−1

for the Al-4Fe alloy. The higher the value of the PtA, the smaller the particles in the studied
volume. Hence, the particle refinement in the Al-4Fe alloy is five times less intensive than
in the Al-2Fe alloy.

Figure 7 shows the area distribution of particles in Al-Fe alloys depending on their
size. In the as-cast state in the Al-2Fe alloy, the area distribution is close to normal, while the
Al-4Fe alloy plot has a plateau, pointing to the presence of coarser particles. After HPT,
both curves for the Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys become skewed left, showing the decrease
in the average area size of the particles. While the distribution of the particle size is
characterized by a single peak, for the Al-2Fe alloy, the curve for the Al-4Fe alloy exhibits a
second peak, signifying bimodal distribution.

The RIA parameter shows how many interphase boundaries are presented at a given
volume. The higher the value of RIA, the higher the density of the interphase boundaries.
In the as-cast state, RIA in the Al-2Fe alloy is higher than in the Al-4Fe alloy 0.396 μm−1

against 0.234 μm−1. The difference is even more notable after HPT—the RIA in the HPT
state in the Al-2Fe alloy is more than three times greater than in the Al-4Fe alloy.

The RIA parameter and the level of electrical conductivity in the as-cast Al-2Fe alloy are
higher than in the Al-4Fe alloy. This means that in the as-cast condition, the surface amount
of the interphase boundaries is not as significant as the total amount of the intermetallic
phase. During the HPT, however, we observe a much more intense change of properties
(Section 3.2), making the interphase area (and, thus, the morphology of the intermetallic
phase in the as-cast state) more significant for the physical properties than its total amount.
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Figure 7. Particle area distribution: (a) in as-cast state, (b) after HPT. Histogram for Al-2Fe alloy is
marked by blue color, for Al-4Fe alloy is marked by orange color. μm2.

4.2. Formation of the Solid Solution

The differences in mechanical strength and electrical conductivity are linked to dif-
ferent structural parameters, such as dislocation density, grain size, size and density of
particles and so on.

Among all, the negative effect of solid solution on the conductivity is much higher
than that of the other crystal lattice defects [1]. A sharp decrease in the electrical con-
ductivity after the HPT (Table 1) can indirectly indicate the strain-induced formation of
supersaturated solid solution of Fe in Al.

The lattice parameters of the Al-2Fe and the Al-4Fe alloys in the as-cast condition are
close to that of pure Al. It allows suggesting that nearly all Fe atoms are stored within the
intermetallic phases which is consistent with the results presented in [25,36]. After HPT,
the lattice parameter of both Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys decreases. This change can be
associated with the dissolution of Fe in Al [16,25,36]. Al-4Fe alloy, where the decrease
of the lattice parameter is smaller than in Al-2Fe alloy, exhibits a tendency to form solid
solution with a smaller concentration of Fe.

The discussion in Section 4.1 supports the HPT-induced dissolution of Fe in Al.
Since Fe could only migrate to Al from intermetallic particles, and the RIA parameter
after HPT is 3 times higher in the Al-2Fe alloy than in the Al-4Fe alloy, the microstructure
of the as-cast Al-2Fe alloy provides wider opportunities for Fe to diffuse into the Al matrix
by the higher density of interphase boundaries.
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The difference in the lattice parameter, electrical conductivity, and density of the inter-
phase boundaries before and after HPT in both alloys indicates more intensive formation
of the strain-induced solid solution of Fe in Al in Al-2Fe alloy. Since intermetallic particles
are still present after the HPT, we can safely assume that the concentration of Fe in the su-
persaturated solid solution is far less than 1 at. % (which is the total amount of Fe in Al-2Fe
alloy). The solid solution is formed due to the partial dissolution of intermetallic particles.
This observation is consistent with the previous studies, focused on the intermetallic phase
transformation in Al-Fe alloys [14,15,25,36].

Higher dissolution rate of Fe in Al matrix in Al-2Fe alloy than in Al-4Fe alloy during
HPT proves that the total amount of alloying element is not as important for the formation
of the solid solution as the morphology of the intermetallic phase in the initial state.

5. Conclusions

This study shows that in Al-Fe alloys the morphology of the intermetallic phase in
the cast-state has a notable effect on the structural evolution during 20 revolutions of
HPT. This feature can be even more important, than the concentration of Fe in the alloy.
The initial size and dispersity of the particles, formed during crystallization, their volume
fraction, and, respectively, the length of the interphase boundaries plays an important role
in forming mechanical and electrical properties by HPT. The following specific conclusions
are drawn from the results presented in this study:

1. The initial microstructure of the Al-2Fe and the Al-4Fe alloys is composed of the mix-
ture of Al and eutectic Al6Fe and Al13Fe4 phases. In the Al-2Fe alloy the intermetallic
particles are shaped as plates/needles with the length up to 150 nm, while Al-4Fe
alloy contains, among the fine plate-like particles, coarser particles with the size up to
tens of microns.

2. As a result of HPT, the intermetallic particles become fragmented and redistributed
in the bulk of the Al-2Fe and Al-4Fe alloys. Intermetallic particles in the Al-2Fe
alloy are in the comparable size range and are uniformly distributed within the Al
matrix, while in the Al-4Fe alloy the size of the particles after HPT varies from tens of
nanometers to few microns, and their distribution is bimodal.

3. Al-4Fe alloy after HPT is characterized by a larger grain size than Al-2Fe alloy. Inter-
metallic particles morphology in Al-2Fe alloy created the possibility for the solid solution
formation, thus inhibiting the grain boundary migration. In addition, in Al-4Fe alloy
intermetallic particles were distributed heterogeneously, and thus created regions in
material’s volume where the movement of the grain boundaries was not inhibited.

4. HPT processing leads to an increase of the UTS to ~650 MPa for the Al-2Fe alloy
and to the decrease of its electrical conductivity to 40.4 %IACS. The changes in the
Al-4Fe alloy have a similar character but are less pronounced due to the different
morphology of intermetallic particles in the as-cast state.

5. We show that Al-2Fe alloy has a uniform size distribution of the intermetallic particles
after HPT because of the different particle morphology in the initial state. In partic-
ularly, the uniformity of the particle size distribution is achieved due to the higher,
relative to the Al-4Fe alloy, overall interphase area in the as-cast state.

6. Supersaturated solid solution of the Fe in Al is formed by HPT in Al-2Fe alloy. Al-
4Fe alloy, due to lower density of interphase boundaries in the as-cast state, has fewer
opportunities for the Fe to diffuse into the Al matrix, so the solid solution forms it
with a significantly lower Fe concentration.

7. Predesigned morphology in low-solubility alloys, coupled with deformation tech-
niques, could be effectively used as a tool for the production of high-strength materials
with a unique set of properties.
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Abstract: This paper identifies the mechanisms of phase and structural transformations during
severe plastic deformation by shearing under pressure (high-pressure torsion) of an Al-Zn-Mg-
Fe-Ni-based aluminum alloy depending on different initial states of the material (an ingot after
homogenizing annealing and a rod produced by radial-shear rolling). Scanning and transmission
electron microscopy are used to determine the morphological and size characteristics of the structural
constituents of the alloy after high-pressure torsion. It has been found that, irrespective of the history
under high-pressure torsion, fragmentation and dynamic recrystallization results in a nanostructural
alloy with a high microhardness of 2000 to 2600 MPa. Combined deformation processing (high-
pressure torsion + radial-shear rolling) is shown to yield a nanocomposite reinforced with dispersed
intermetallic phases of different origins, namely Al9FeNi eutectic aluminides and MgZn2, Al2Mg3Zn3,
and Al3Zr secondary phases. The results of uniaxial tensile testing demonstrate good mechanical
properties of the composite (ultimate tensile strength of 640 MPa, tensile yield strength of 628 MPa,
and elongation of 5%).

Keywords: Al-Zn-Mg alloy; nanomaterials; nanocomposite; high pressure torsion; fragmentation;
dynamic recrystallization; hardening; MgZn2; Al2Mg3Zn3; Al3Zr; tensile test; transmission elec-
tron microscopy

1. Introduction

At present, Al-based composite materials are known to become increasingly impor-
tant, for they have essential advantages over conventional commercial alloys due to a
favorable combination of practical design characteristics and functional properties [1–4].
For example, aluminum-matrix composite materials reinforced with silicon carbide are
used in automobile industry, aerospace engineering and other industries owing to high
wear resistance, high specific strength, and heat conductivity [5–7]. It was shown that
silicon carbide reinforced aluminum matrix composites are effectively additionally alloyed
with the chromium [8]. The authors have found that the aluminum matrix composites
with a varying weight percent of chromium (0–3 wt%) and a fixed percentage of silicon
carbide (10%) were formed through the vortex casting. It was found that the chromium
additive in the Al-SiC composites significantly improved the hardness, friction coefficient,
and mechanical properties (strength, abrasion resistance, and wear resistance). Borides,
nitrides, and oxides of refractory metals are often used as reinforcement particles for the Al
matrix; the disperse phases of these particles reinforce the plastic Al matrix, thus creating
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barriers for the migration of dislocations and grain boundaries [1–3]. Besides artificial
composites, which are produced by mechanical alloying or by powder metallurgy, there is a
big class of natural aluminum-based eutectic composite materials. Typical examples of such
alloys are represented by Al-Si alloys (silumins). New advanced alloys based on Al-Fe,
Al-Ni, and Al-Fe-Ni eutectics have lately been developed and termed nickalins [9–11].
Well-known compositions of the 7xxx series—i.e., alloys belonging to the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
system—were proposed as the Al matrix of these alloys. Economical Al-Zn-Mg alloys with
a total Fe and Ni content of 1 wt% are highly technological due to the eutectic constituent
(Al + Al9FeNi) and have high strength characteristics resulting from a dispersion-hardened
Al matrix [10,11].

The state-of-the-art trend in improving the structure and properties of commercial
alloys is the application of methods of severe plastic deformation, the best-studied ones
being equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [12–14], equal channel angular extrusion
(ECAE) [15–18], and torsion in Bridgman anvils (HPT) [19–21]. New SPD methods have
been developed in recent years. For example, there are an accumulative roll bonding
(ARB) [22,23] and a differential velocity sideways extrusion (DVSE) [24,25]. DVSE is a
novel method for directly forming curved profiles from billets in one extrusion opera-
tion using two opposing punches. Modeling the process, authors [24] identified that
a curvature of extrudate can be controlled and varied using a difference between the
velocities of the two punches, defined by velocity ratio, as well as an extrusion ratio.
The effectiveness of the new SPD method was tested during manufacturing a curved
AA1050 bar widely used in the transport industry [25]. Due to the severe strains arising
in the DVSE process, (greater than that for conventional pass of equal channel angular
extrusion), significant grain refinement in the curved bar (grain size ~3 μm) from the
original billet (grain size ~357 μm) was achieved in one extrusion operation. On the ba-
sis of structural studies, the authors found that grain refinement in the DVSE process is
due mainly to continuous dynamic recrystallization. The refinement of the structure led
to an increase in mechanical properties. Compared with the billet, the hardness, yield
strength, and ultimate tensile strength of the formed curved bar increase by 134.8%, 354.0%,
and 116.8% respectively, although the elongation to fracture was decreased by 60.0%.
DVSE method includes hot extrusion (DVSE-HE), welding extrusion (DVSE-WE), and co-
extrusion (DVSE-CE). DVSE-CE technology used for a forming curved Al/Mg sandwich bar
was described in [26].

According to [14,17,18,27–29] submicrocrystalline and nanocrystalline alloys of 7XXX
series exhibit a good combination of strength and plastic properties resulting from thermal
deformation processing under different conditions.

The analysis of the available results on the design of high-strength Al-Zn-Mg-alloy-
based composites raises a question of how the shape, size, and amount of Al9FeNi eutectic
aluminides change and how this affects the structure, phase composition, and properties of
nickalins as a whole. The first studies along this line have been conducted in the last three
years [30–32]. The effect of thermal pretreatment on the deformation behavior of nickalin
under high-pressure torsion (HPT) was established [30], the sequence and kinetics of post-
deformation processes under heating to 400 ◦C were determined [31], and the dynamic
properties of an Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy before and after HPT in a wide range of strain rates,
103 to 105 s−1, were measured [32]. The results have shown that the principal mechanisms
of structure formation in a 7xxx series alloy under HPT remain the same, but the presence
of Al9FeNi eutectic aluminides in the composite structure affects the morphology and
kinetics of the precipitation of secondary phases and increases the thermal stability of the
composite and its strength.

It was reported in [33] that radial-shear rolling is an effective method for increasing
the mechanical properties of nickalin through creating a microscale gradient structure and
a uniform distribution of strengthening phases in it.

The purpose of this paper is to continue the study aimed at creating a composite
material based on an Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy by combining thermal and deformation pro-
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cessing techniques. Particularly, the effect of complex deformation processing including
RSR and HPT on the structural and phase transformations of the Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy
and its mechanical properties is discussed. In view of the complex chemical composition
of the alloy, it is obvious that the intermetallic phases of different origins make a great
contribution to the formation of its structure and properties; therefore, the paper focuses
on studying the evolution of their formation mechanisms under HPT with the application
of high-resolution TEM methods.

2. Materials and Methods

A high-strength Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy (nickalin) was studied. The chemical composi-
tion of the experimental alloy is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt%) of the experimental alloy.

Al Zn Mg Fe Ni Zr Cu

Base 7.22 2.95 0.52 0.57 0.2 0.002

The ingot production conditions, and the raw material composition are described in
detail in [11,33]. The melting was carried out in an electric resistance furnace in graphite
-chased crucible based on high purity Al (99.99%). Zn and Mg were introduced into Al
melt in the form of pure metals, whereas Fe, Ni and Zr in the form of binary master alloys
(Al-10% Fe, Al-20% Ni, Al-1.5% Zr). The casting was carried out in a metal mold at a
temperature of 780 ◦C (cooling rate during solidification was ~10 K/s). The ingots were
subjected to two-stage homogenizing annealing at 450 ◦C and 540 ◦C with holding for
three hours in each stage. The alloy was studied in the form of ingots, calibrated rods and
disks produced by HPT at room temperature.

The ingots were turned to a diameter of 40 mm, heated in an oven to 480 ◦C, and
subjected to two-pass radial shear rolling (RSR) in MiSiS 100 T and 14–40 mills [33]. The
total rod elongation ratio was 2.78, the diameter of the initial billet was 31 mm, and the
diameter of the resulting rod was 24 mm.

Severe plastic deformation by HPT was performed on 20-mm-diameter and 1-mm-
thick specimens cut from an ingot (nickalin 1) and a rod after RSR (nickalin 2). The number
of anvil revolutions was n = 5, 10, 15, for the true accumulated strains (with allowance for
upsetting) ε = 6.0, 6.7, and 7.1, respectively. The mechanical properties were determined on
flat microspecimens (5.7 mm long, 2 mm wide, and 1 mm thick) in a Shimadzu AGX-50
Plus (Kyoto, Japan) universal testing machine. To fix the microspecimens in the grips of the
testing machine, we used a special clamping device described in detail in [34]. The strain
rate was 5 × 10−4 s−1.

The mechanical properties were estimated from the values of tensile yield strength
YS, ultimate tensile strength UTS, and percentage elongation δ. Microhardness Hv was
determined at a load of 0.2 N in a PMT-3 device (Moscow, Russia). The measurement error
was at most 10%. Hardness was measured by the Brinell method, with a 5 mm ball, at a
load of 250 kg. The specimen structure was studied at different scale levels by means of a
Neophot-32 optical microscope (OM, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany), a Quanta 200 scanning
electron microscope (SEM, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), and a Tecnai G2 30 Twin
transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Company, Oregon, USA) with an accelerating
voltage of 300 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out using an Empyrean
diffractometer (PANanalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) at room temperature and Cu Kα

radiation. Based on the X-ray diffraction data the lattice parameter of an Al-matrix was
calculated. The specimens for aanalysis were made with the use of mechanical polishing
on a diamond suspension. Final smoothing was performed on a suspension of colloidal
silicon dioxide. The specimens for thin structure examination were made by jet polishing
in a Tenupol-5 (Struers, Denmark) in a 20% nitric acid solution and 80% methanol at a
temperature of −25 ◦C and a voltage of 15 to 20 V. The size of the structural constituents
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was quantitatively analyzed from dark-field images with the use of the SIAMS 700 image
analysis program (Russia).

3. Results

3.1. Structure and Phase Composition of the Alloy before HPT

Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy specimens of the same composition but different histories were
the initial materials for severe plastic deformation (SPD). Batch I specimens (nickalin 1)
were cut from the ingot and annealed in two stages at 450 and 540 ◦C with a 3 h holding at
each stage. Their structure and properties were described in detail in [32]. Heat treatment
forms a structure consisting of an Al matrix and Al9FeNi eutectic aluminides located on
the grain boundaries and dendritic cells. The grain size of the Al matrix is 380 μm and that
of the eutectic aluminides is 2 to 3.5 μm. Besides, inside the grains of the Al solid solution
there are precipitates of the secondary T-phase (Al2Zn3Mg3) resulting from ingot cooling
after homogenization.

A 24-mm-diameter rod produced by RSR at 480 ◦C after two passes was an object for
HPT of batch II specimens (nickalin 2). Figure 1 shows the rod cross-section structure.

 

Figure 1. Microstructure in cross-section of the nickalin 2 rod after RSR (OM).

Three zones with a gradient structure typical for this RSR pattern are clearly visible.
The width of the SPD zone on the rod periphery is ~2.5 to 3.0 mm; the middle zone at
half the radius and the central zone have a width of 4.0 to 4.5 mm each. The gradient
structure is characterized by different hardness values. The mid-radius zone has a hardness
of 105 HB (105 HV), whereas the hardness in the central zone decreases to 97 HB (97 HV).
In the peripheral zone, there is a dynamically recrystallized structure with the grain size
increasing from 3 mm at the surface to 8 mm at the boundary with the second zone formed
by the hot-deformed structure (Figure 2a). In the peripheral zone, the intermetallic particles
become fragmented due to deformation and arrange themselves along the direction of
rolling (Figure 2b). Elements of the cast structure of the matrix and eutectic conglomerates
are preserved in the central part, the shape and size of aluminides being changed only
slightly from the as-cast condition (Figure 2c,d). The EDS element analysis of these crystals
has shown that they contain Fe and Ni, i.e., they belong to the Al9FeNi phase (Figure 2e).
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 2. SEM microstructure showing the dynamically recrystallized structure (a) and the intermetallic particles (b,d) in
peripheral zone and the intermetallic particles in the center zone (c) of cross-section of the nickalin 2 rod after RSR. The EDS
element analysis of the Al9FeNi phase (e).
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The TEM results testify that, in the deformed region, the rod has a well-developed
subgrain structure resulting from polygonization. The subgrains are mainly equiaxial and
sized 2 to 6 μm. Along the subgrain boundaries there are disk- or stick-shaped (up to
1–5 μm) Al9FeNi intermetallics of the crystallization origin. Globular and stick-shaped
secondary phases have been found inside the subgrains. According to electron diffraction
pattern, equiaxial nanoparticles 30 to 75 nm in diameter are the metastable Al3Zr phase with
an ordered cubic lattice L12 (Figure 3a,b). These dispersoids result from hot deformation.
Sticks with a diameter of 5 nm and a length ranging between 50 and 100 nm (separate
large particles reach a diameter of 20 nm and a length of 250 nm (Figure 3c,d)), belong to
the MgZn2 phase precipitating from the supersaturated Al solid solution during cooling
after RSR.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. TEM dark-field images (a,c) and electron diffraction pattern (b,d) of intermetallic particles corresponding to the
Al3Zr (a,b) and MgZn2 (c,d) phases in the nickalin 2 rod after RSR.

3.2. Structure and Phase Composition after HPT

The Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy in two structural states (nickalin 1 and nickalin 2) discussed
in Section 3.1 was taken as macrocrystalline analogs for HPT specimens. The evolution
of the structural and phase transformations in nickalin 1 and nickalin 2 was studied on
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specimens after HPT with different strains by varying the number of anvil revolutions
n = 5, 10, and 15 (ε = 6.0, 6.7, and 7.1 respectively). Microhardness was measured in order to
characterize the uniformity of their structure along the specimen radius. It follows from the
measurements that microhardness variation from the edge to the center does not exceed
150 MPa. However, in order to compare correctly the structure and phase composition of
the specimens produced with different numbers of revolutions, all the TEM studies were
performed on foils cut from the mid-radius region.

As a result of deformation, coarse eutectic aluminides in nickalin 1 become fragmented,
they break into particles sized ~1–2 μm. The Al matrix for n = 5 and 10 is represented by a
fragmented structure with grain/subgrain diffusion boundaries and a nonuniform contrast
inside the grains/subgrains, which is caused by a high level of internal stresses (Figure 4a).
Fragmentation increases with the amount of strain and, according to the results of the quantitative
analysis of the EDS element analysis, the average size of the grain/subgrain ranges from 120 to
160 nm at n = 10, with only 20% of them being larger than 200 nm. At n = 15, mainly high-angle
boundaries (HABs) are formed in the structure, this being evidenced by the annular electron
diffraction pattern with numerous discretely located point-like reflections (Figure 4b). The main
array of grains/subgrains retains the strain-induced contrast, but in triple joints there are small
(20 to 30 μm) dislocation-free grains formed through dynamic recrystallization. This mixed
two-level structure decreases the average grain/subgrain size to the nanoscale (~100 nm).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. TEM microstructure showing the deformation structure of the nickalin 1 after HPT, n = 5 (a) and n = 15 (b).

The phase composition of nickalin 1 changes with the amount of strain. When n = 5
and 10, the volume fraction of the particles of the secondary T-phase decreases due to their
deformation dissolution, and when n = 15, there appears a strain-induced Al solid solution
supersaturated with zinc and magnesium.

The five-revolution deformation nickalin 2 results in significant fragmentation of the
polygonized structure of the alloy. When ε = 6.0, there appear variously sized subgrains,
irregularly shaped or elongated. Most of them (~80%) have a size ranging from 50 to
250 nm, with separate large subgrains having a size of up to 500 nm (Figure 5a,b). The
annular character of the electron diffraction patterns with diffuse reflexes and the analysis
of the dark-field images of the microstructure demonstrate that the fragments are separated
by both high- and low-angle boundaries (LABs), Figure 5c. Deformation changes the
morphology and average size of intermetallic particles. Fragmentation of Al9FeNi particles
occurs, their characteristic size decreases to 0.6–3.5 μm, and the diameter of the Al3Zr
dispersoid precipitates also decreases to 30–40 nm, possibly, due to partial dissolution
during HPT, as was noted in [30].
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 5. TEM bright-field image (a), dark-field images (b,d) and electron diffraction pattern (c)
of deformation structure (a–c) and intermetallic particles corresponding to the T (d,e) phase in the
nickalin 2 after HPT, n = 5. (e) HRTEM image of T-phase (d = 0.3229 nm) particle. (f) An enlarged
region of the particle shown in (e,f) and intensity histogram.

The analysis of the bright-field and dark-field images has shown that five-revolution
deformation causes a complete dissolution of the zinc-magnesium phases, with the ap-
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pearance of a strain-induced Al solid solution supersaturated with zinc and magnesium.
On the other hand, the HPT process causes the decomposition the supersaturated solid
solution and the formation of dispersed particles sized up to 20 nm along the boundaries
of the matrix fragments (Figure 5d). The high dispersion and low volume fraction of these
precipitates prevent them from being identified by electron microdiffraction patterns.

The calculation of the interplanar distances by the direct resolution of the particle lattice
allows us to conclude that they are T-phase precipitates (d (420)T = 0.3222 nm, Figure 5e,f).

A characteristic feature of the structural state for n = 10 is the formation of a banded
structure consisting of 40–120 nm grains/subgrains separated by low-angle and high-angle
boundaries (Figure 6a–c).

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 6. TEM bright-field image (a,d), dark-field images (b,e), and electron diffraction pattern (c) deformation structure
(a–c) and intermetallic particles corresponding to the T and η (d–g) phases in the nickalin 2 after HPT, n = 10. HRTEM
images of T (d = 0.5882 nm) (f,g) and η (d = 0.4276 nm) (h,i) phases particles. (g,i) Enlarged regions of the particle shown in
(f,h) and intensity histograms.
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According to the HRTEM data, the growing amount of strain initiates the decom-
position of the supersaturated solid solution (Figure 6d,e); besides precipitates along the
boundaries of T-phase fragments sized 15 to 40 nm (d(210)T = 0.5883 nm, Figure 6f,g),
more dispersed 10 to 20 nm equiaxial particles of the η or η’-phase (d(100)η’ = 0.4295 nm,
d(002)η = 0.4283 nm, Figure 6h,i) are detectable inside the grains/subgrains. As the amount
of strain increases, large Al9FeNi inclusions continue decreasing in size to 1–1.5 μm, with
individual fragments being nanosized; the Al3Zr distribution density remains practically
unchanged.

The maximum deformation with 15 revolutions causes results in a further refine-
ment of the submicrocrystalline structure, this being clearly visible from the dark-field
image (Figure 7a). The grains/subgrains size distribution becomes more uniform, with
the average size reaching 30 to 90 nm, i.e., a nanostructured state is formed and grain
misorientation angles increase, as follows from the annular electron diffraction pattern
with numerous discrete point-like reflections (Figure 7b). Similarly to the structure of
HPT nickalin 1, when n = 15, in the structure of HPT nickalin 2, in the triple joints and on
the matrix-intermetallics interphase boundaries, there also appear recrystallized grains,
i.e., two structure refinement processes occur simultaneously: fragmentation and in-situ
recrystallization. On the background of the nanostructured matrix, there are intermetallic
particles of different shapes and sizes, close to those found in HPT nickalin 2 after n = 10.
In follows from the results of electron diffraction patterns and direct lattice resolution, they
belong to four phases: Al9FeNi, Al3Zr, T, and η.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. TEM dark-field images (a,c) and electron diffraction pattern (b) of deformed structure in the nickalin2 after HPT, n = 15.
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Thus, complex deformation processing, namely RSR + HPT, yields an aluminum-
matrix composite reinforced with dispersed intermetallics of different natures.

3.3. Hardness and Mechanical Properties of Nickalin

The size characteristics of the alloy microstructure before and after HPT are vividly
demonstrated by hardness testing. It has been found that nanostructured HPT nickalin
2 has a microhardness of 1800 to 2000 MPa, which by a factor of 1.7–1.8 exceeds that
measured at the mid-radius of the RSR rod. Nanocrystalline nickalin 1 produced by HPT
with the same amount of strain (n = 15) also has double microhardness relative to the
macrocrystalline analog.

The procedure discussed in Section 2 was used to measure the mechanical properties
of nanocrystalline alloys that were obtained by HPT with n = 15. Typical stress–strain
diagram is shown in Figure 8. The average values obtained by measuring the mechanical
properties of two samples are shown in Table 2 in comparison with the properties of
macrocrystalline analogs. Let us compare how mechanical characteristics of the cast alloy
change depending on the type deformation processing. According to the Table 2, RSR
increases the tensile yield strength (YS) of the cast alloy from 240 to 264 MPa. The combined
treatment (RSR + HPT) causes an additional increase in YS to 628 MPa, i.e., 2.8 times relative
to YS of an ingot and 1.8 times relative to ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of an ingot. It
follows from the data that the strength properties of the nanostructured alloys after HPT
and the combined treatment (RSR + HPT), exceed those for macrocrystalline analogs (an
ingot, a rod). Tensile yield strength increases by a factor of 2.0–2.4 and ultimate tensile
strength increases by a factor of 1.3–1.5. The different mechanical characteristics of nickalin
1 and nickalin 2 after HPT are determinates by the different structure, phase composition,
and different structural strengthening mechanisms.

The higher values of the strength properties of HPT + RSR nickalin 2 (YS = 628 MPa,
UTS = 640 MPa) then the strength properties of nickalin 1 (YS = 450 MPa,
UTS = 470 MPa) are associated with a more dispersed structure and additional contri-
bution of the strengthening from the dispersed particles of the secondary phase. The
hardening mechanisms are described more detail in Section 4.

Figure 8. Stress–strain diagram of the Nickalin 2 after RSR + HP (n = 15).
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Table 2. Uniaxial tensile tests for the nickalins after different treatments.

Condition
Tensile Yield

Strength, MPa
Ultimate Tensile
Strength, MPa

Elongation, %

Ingot after
homogenization 220 350 6

Rod after RSR, two
passes, (mid-radius) 264 436 10

Nickalin 1 (ingot)
after HPT (n = 15) 450 470 7

Nickalin 2 (rod) after
RSR+ HP (n = 15) 628 640 5

4. Discussion

This study shows the evolution of structural and phase transformations in the Al-Zn-
Mg-Fe-Ni alloy with different histories during severe plastic deformation. An ingot after
homogenization annealing (nickalin 1) and a rod after RSR (nickalin 2) served as initial
specimens for HPT.

The microstructural studies, including SEM and high resolution TEM have shown
that the structure formation mechanisms in common during HPT are as follows.

HPT results in an intensive refinement of the Al matrix structure to the nanocrystalline
state. The formation of a dispersed structure follows two mechanisms: fragmentation at a
true strain ε = 6.0 to 6.7 (n = 5, 10) and in-situ low-temperature dynamic recrystallization
at ε = 7.1 (n = 15). The fragmented structure is characterized by the diffusion contrast of
HABs, high dislocation density and the presence of LABs inside the grains/subgrains. The
mixed structure consisting of deformation-induced fragments with LABs and HABs and
recrystallized grains separated by HABs is bimodal, and this provides the best combination of
strength and plastic properties. The average grain/subgrain size in HPT nickalin 1 is 100 nm,
and it is 60 nm in HPT nickalin 2. Such nanostructures exhibit high hardness HV = 2000 to
2600 MPa. The strengthening mechanisms for various materials after HPT were repeat-
edly proved in experiments reported in [19–21,35–37]; namely, according to the Hall–Petch
equation, grain-boundary strengthening increases intensely, and the abundance of structural
defects is responsible for the high value of the dislocation strengthening component.

The quantitative data obtained by TEM suggest that, during HPT, Al9FeNi eutectic
aluminides crash into fragments whose size becomes commensurate with the secondary
phases; the fragments are uniformly distributed in the matrix volume. If the Al9FeNi particles
were micron-sized (2 to 5 μm) in the macrocrystalline analogs (the ingot and the rod), their
size does not exceed 1 μm after HPT, and there appear nanoparticles when n = 15.

According to the TEM data, the phase composition of the alloy changes during HPT,
the sequence and kinetics of the phase transformations being dependent on the history of
the macrocrystalline analogs. As was noted in Section 3.2, during HPT of nickalin 1, at
ε = 7.1, a supersaturated Al solid solution is formed due to the strain-induced dissolution of the
secondary T-phase. Additional solid-solution hardening combined with grain-boundary and
dislocation components provides high hardness to the material, HV = 2500 MPa.

Additionally, the formation of a supersaturated Al solid solution during HPT can be
proved by the results obtained during subsequent post-deformation heat treatment [31,32].
According to this data, low-temperature annealing (T = 120–160 ◦C) is accompanied by the
decomposition of the supersaturated Al solid solution, which occurs simultaneously with
the thermal softening of the alloy. Dispersed particles of the T and η strengthening phases
precipitate as a result of artificial aging. Due to aging, the hardening achieved under HPT
remains high. The presence of the nanostructure significantly reduces the duration of the
maximum effect of Al solid solution decomposition from 3–6 h to 0.5–1.0 h. Consequently,
the thermal deformation processing of nickalin 1 forms a two-phase material consisting of
a nanostructured supersaturated Al solid solution and micron-sized Al9FeNi aluminides
of eutectic origin.
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The phase transformations in nickalin 2 under HPT are more diverse. Prior to RSR
deformation, the rod had a multiphase composition comprising, besides the Al matrix
and Al9FeNi aluminides, the Al3Zr and MgZn2 secondary phases. The conditions of their
formation are described in Section 3.1.

Under HPT these phases alter their morphologies and sizes owing to two opposite
processes induced by SPD, namely the strain-induced dissolution of intermetallics and
the kinetic strain aging of the Al matrix. As a result of HPT (n = 5, ε = 6.0), the MgZn2
phase dissolves with the accumulation of mobile dislocations, which, while moving, cut
the particles and transfer magnesium and zinc atoms into the Al solid solution. An increase
in true strain to ε = 6.7–7.1 (n = 10–15) intensifies the subsequent decomposition of the
supersaturated solid solution under kinetic strain aging. This inversion of the matrix
composition results in that the stick-shaped particles of the η phase disappear and that
dispersed (40 nm) globular precipitates of the T-phase appear along the grain/subgrain
boundaries of the Al matrix.

One of the possible reasons for the heterogeneous nucleation of secondary phases
at the grain/subgrain boundaries is the appearance of abnormal grain-boundary seg-
regations of the atoms of alloying elements under HPT, whose formation was proved
theoretically [38] and experimentally [37,39]. In this connection, the precipitation of the
secondary phases along the grain boundaries is easier, and they become dominant. Be-
sides, the size of the particles and their discrete arrangement along the boundaries of the
nanocrystalline structure does not decrease the alloy plasticity. Note that a distinctive
feature of the morphology of the zinc-magnesium phases precipitating at low temperature
under SPD is their globular shape.

As deformation with n = 10 increases (ε = 6.7), strain aging further develops, inside
the grains/subgrains of the Al matrix there appear nanosized precipitates of the η’ phase,
the quantity of which increases with the amount of strain, ε = 7.1 (n = 15). The reasons for
the alternation and competition of the T and η’ phase precipitations under dynamic aging
can be explained by referring to the results reported in [40], where it was found by atom
probe tomography that, at an early stage of aging, clusters form in the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy,
with different Zn/Mg atomic ratios depending on Zn content in the supersaturated solid
solution. With the atomic ratio Zn/Mg < 1.3, the clusters transform into the T-phase, and
when Zn/Mg > 1.3 they turn into the η’-phase. As a result of the nonuniform deformation
of the specimen volumes during HPT, the local regions of the strain-induced supersatu-
rated Al solid solution have different combinations of alloying element concentrations.
Accordingly, clusters appear with different Zn/Mg atomic ratios, which serve as centers
for heterogeneous nucleation of strengthening phase precipitates.

The possibility of the occurrence of the above phase transformations during low-
temperature SPD stems from a several orders of magnitude increase in the atomic diffusion
coefficients of the alloying elements in the Al matrix due to excess vacancy concentra-
tion [41,42]. Besides, the formation of a strain-induced supersaturated solid solution
may be due to the pinning and transfer of alloying element atoms on dislocations during
their migration.

The XRD analysis confirms the TEM results and based on the change in the matrix
lattice parameter before and after HPT from a = 0.4064 ± 0.0001 nm (n = 0) to a = 0.4067 ±
0.0002 nm (n = 15).

The analysis of the structural and strength characteristics of the Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy
after HPT shows their interrelation. The difference between the phase compositions of
nickalin 1 and nickalin 2 causes the different mechanical characteristics of these materials
due to the action of different structural strengthening mechanisms. The total strength of
nickalin 1 (YS = 450 MPa, UTS = 470 MPa) is the sum of grain-boundary strengthening
by the Hall–Petch mechanism, dislocation strengthening resulting from high dislocation
density, and solid-solution strengthening. The higher values of the strength properties of
HPT nickalin 2 (YS = 628 MPa, UTS = 640 MPa), which is a multiphase nanocomposite,
are caused by the additional contribution of dispersion strengthening from the dispersed
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particles of the secondary phase through the Orowan mechanism, as well as by the greatest
contribution of the grain-boundary mechanism to the total strength due to the formation of
smaller (half-size) grains. The comparison of the obtained strength characteristics with the
corresponding properties of the Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloy after four RSR cycles (YS = 410 MPa,
UTS = 430 MPa) [33] shows the advantage of using combined deformation processing.
Besides, the mechanical properties are comparable with those of other 7xxx series alloys
after SPD and aging. For example, YS = 525 MPa, UTS = 547 MPa in the 7050 alloy after
six ECAP passes (route Bc) [27] and YS = 520 MPa in the Al-Zn-Mg alloy after ECAP
and aging [28].

5. Conclusions

1. The effect of combined deformation processing (RSR + HPT) on the structural and
phase transformations and mechanical properties of the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Ni eutectic
alloy has been studied. It has been found that severe plastic deformation is accompa-
nied by the formation of a high-strength (Hv = 2000 to 2600 MPa) aluminum-matrix
composite reinforced with dispersed intermetallic compounds of different origins.

2. With the application of high-resolution TEM methods, the morphological and size
characteristics of the Al matrix, Al9FeNi eutectic aluminides, and secondary phases
has been determined. The mixed nanostructure of the matrix is formed by two
mechanisms: fragmentation and continuous dynamic recrystallization; the average
grain/subgrain size changes from 60 to 100 nm depending on the alloy history.
Eutectic aluminides break down into micron-sized fragments and become uniformly
distributed in the volume; the strengthening phases precipitate in the form of globules
on the grain boundaries and inside the matrix grains.

3. The sequence of phase transformations induced by HPT, namely strain-induced dis-
solution of secondary phases and kinetic strain aging of the Al matrix, has been
identified, as well as their evolution at different amounts of strain. The phase transfor-
mations induced by HPT are an additional channel of elastic energy relaxation. It has
been demonstrated that the strain-induced dissolution of the initial Mg2Zn phase and
the formation of a supersaturated Al solid solution occur at n = 5. At n = 10–15 it is
replaced by the decomposition of Al solid solution and the appearance of nanosized
strengthening metastable T and η’ phases.

4. The mechanical properties of the nanostructured composite (YS = 628 MPa,
UTS = 640 MPa) have been determined; their comparison with the properties of
7xxx series alloys after SPD proves the expediency of using combined deformation
processing for Al-Zn-Mg-Fe-Ni alloys.
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Abstract: An experimental and theoretical investigation of the strength properties of aluminum
alloys strengthened by dispersed nanoparticles, as well as the determination of the significance
of various mechanisms responsible for the strengthening of the material, was carried out. Results
of experimental investigation demonstrate that the hardening of aluminum alloy A356 by Al2O3

and ScF3 nanoparticles leads to an increase in the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and
plasticity. Despite the similar size of Al2O3 and ScF3 nanoparticles, the physicomechanical properties
of nanoparticles significantly affect the possibility of increasing the mechanical properties of the
A356 aluminum alloy. A physicomathematical model of the occurrence of thermal stresses was
developed caused by the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) of the matrix
and strengthening particles on the basis of the fundamental principles of mechanics of a deformable
solid and taking into account the elastic properties of not only the matrix, but also the particle. The
forming of thermal stresses induced due to the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion of
the matrix and the strengthening particle in aluminum-based composites was investigated. In the
case of thermal deformation of dispersion-hardened alloys, when the CTE of the matrix and particles
noticeably differ, an additional stress field is created in the vicinity of the strengthening particle.
Thermal stresses increase the effective particle size. This phenomenon can significantly affect the
result of the assessment of the yield strength. The strengthening caused by thermal mismatch makes
the largest contribution to the yield strength improvement. The yield strength increments due to
Nardon×Prewo and Orowan mechanisms are much lower.

Keywords: deformation; dispersion-hardening; nanoparticles; stress; strain; plastic deformation;
thermal stresses; aluminum

1. Introduction

Aluminum-based alloys are widely used in the automobile industry not only because
they are easily castable in complex forms but also because of their excellent wear resistance,
light weight, and good strength, which make them widely used in the manufacture of
numerous automotive parts, such as engine blocks and wheels. Additionally, aluminum-
based alloys alloy are used as a matrix for obtaining composites [1,2], which have an
enhanced wear resistance, favorable mechanical properties, and higher strength, Young’s
modulus, and fatigue resistance [3,4] at room and elevated temperatures. Dispersion-
hardened alloys are characterized by isotropic mechanical properties, high plasticity, and
high strength [5,6]. The physical theory of plasticity and strain hardening was developed
by Orowan [7], Ashby [8], Hirsch, and Humphreys [9,10].
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According to continuum linear elastic dislocation theory, Orowan [7] proposed that
the interaction between dislocation and hardening particles leads to the formation of shear
loops around the particles. This dislocation interaction scenario leads to what is known as
Orowan strain hardening. Humphreys and Hirsch [11] proposed an alternative mechanism
in which, if all dislocations are edge-oriented, each dislocation/particle interaction leads
to two pairs of prismatic loops, one on each side of the particle. This multi-dislocation
interaction, which involves the cross-slip of screw components of dislocations, is known as
Hirsch looping. The material hardening depends on the types of particles, their volume
fraction and homogeneous distribution in the matrix, and the interaction between matrix
and strengthening particles.

The stress–strain curves at room temperature and at 400 ◦C for various types of
dispersion-hardened aluminum alloys were determined in [12]. The results of investi-
gations demonstrated that the effect of particles on the flow stress is in agreement with
Orowan’s theory [7]. A model to describe the creep of FCC metals has been used [13] for
alloys and composites strengthened by the dispersion of nanosized particles. According to
investigation results, the volume fraction and size of the nanosized particulate assumes a
key role in determining the creep response of these materials. The results of investigations
of the mechanical properties of aluminum alloys indicate that the hardness, yield strength,
and ultimate tensile strength of the Al–2 vol.% C60 nanocomposites are higher than those
of the monolithic Al samples.

The investigation in [14] dealt with aspects of the deformation behavior of dispersion-
hardened aluminum materials during uniaxial creep in a broad temperature range. Results
of the investigation demonstrated that the threshold stress decreases considerably with
increasing temperature.

The authors of [15] focused on the examination of materials of submicron matrix grain
size strengthened with nanosized particles. The results obtained within the scope of this
work showed the possibility for significant improvement of the microcomposite properties.

The results of the studies of the effect of nanodiamond addition on the physicome-
chanical properties of the drilling tool metal matrix were discussed in [16]. The optimal
concentration of nanodiamond powder additives in the composition of a hard alloy mixture
was defined. The addition of 1–2 wt.% nanodispersed diamonds was shown to contribute
to binding oxygen in the thermo-oxidation of diamond in the course of the tool manufac-
ture, which makes it possible to reduce the number of pores in the matrix material structure
and to increase its density by 1.7% and hardness by 24.3%.

In [17], the effect of the aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on strengthening
aluminum metal matrix composites (Al MMCs) was investigated. The tensile results
showed that the CNTs exhibited a strong strengthening effect in the composites regardless
of their aspect ratios. However, the post-loading examination and quantitative analysis
indicated that there was a strengthening mechanism transition for CNTs, which was closely
associated with the aspect ratio or length of CNTs. The origin of such a transition was
explored from the viewpoint of the dislocation–CNT interaction under loading.

The effect of Al4C3 formation on the tensile properties of multiwalled carbon nan-
otubes which reinforce an Al metal matrix was investigated in [18]. It was concluded that
the formation of Al4C3 could effectively enhance the load transfer in composites.

Mathematical modeling of composites hardened by nanoparticles with a metal matrix
was considered in [19]. The authors covered in detail the effect of the bulk content, distri-
bution, and morphology of nanoparticles per average path length of a dislocation in the
alloy (L). The authors revealed that the uniform distribution of grains in the matrix gave
the smallest value of L. An increase in the bulk content of nanoparticles from 1 to 7 vol.%
decreased the average path length of the dislocation by 50%, and, if their fraction exceeded
7 vol.%, the value of L was almost invariable.

In [20–23], a physical model of plastic deformation was suggested. The modeling of
plastic deformation and strain hardening is based on the concept that the plastic slip in
FCC alloys with incoherent nanoparticles leads to the formation of a defect structure with
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shear-forming dislocations, prismatic dislocation loops of vacancy and interstitial types,
dislocation dipoles of vacancy and interstitial types, and interstitial atoms, monovacancies,
and bivacancies.

An approach which combines methods of plasticity physics and mechanics of de-
formable solid was used in [24–26] to explore the limits of elastic and plastic resistance of the
tube from dispersion-hardened aluminum alloy subjected to internal and external pressure.

It is known that, in composites, there is a large difference in the coefficients of thermal
expansion between the matrix and the strengthening particles [27–29]. Thermally induced
stresses could be generated as the result of a global heating and cooling of constructions, as
well as local heating and cooling effects when a temperature gradient develops.

Therefore, the problem of thermally induced stresses due to a mismatch of the coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion between the matrix and strengthening particles has implications
for the determination of mechanical properties of composite materials. The stress–strain
state in plastic area around an oversized spherical particle which was introduced into a
spherical hole in the matrix was analyzed in [30]. The analysis of stress–strain state must
consider the contribution of thermally induced stresses in addition to the mechanically
induced stresses [31]. These thermal stresses may be higher than the yield strength of the
matrix and induce either debonding between particles and matrix or crack propagation
leading to damage accumulation in the matrix [32,33].

The thermal stresses may be sufficient to generate new dislocations at the interfaces be-
tween the matrix and the reinforcement. In [29,34], the authors proposed that the increased
strength observed in Al–SiC composites could be accounted for by a high dislocation
density in the aluminum matrix, as observed in transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
An increase in the density of newly created dislocations near reinforcement fibers was
calculated in [24,35]. According to [36], when the composite is heated or cooled, misfit
strains which are sufficient to generate dislocations occur because of differential thermal
contraction at the Al–SiC interface. The investigations of the elastic and plastic stresses
and strains generated about an inclusion, which has a coefficient of thermal expansion
different from that of the matrix as a result of heating or cooling, was carried out in [34].
Furthermore, an in situ transmission electron microscopy investigation was undertaken
into dislocation generation at the composite due to the differential thermal contraction.
A simple model based on results of experimental investigation was developed to account
for the relative dislocation density due to the differential thermal contraction.

Thus, it is very important to analyze the thermal stresses on the particle–matrix
interface in order to predict a possible modification of the composite properties [37].

The purpose of this work was to experimentally and theoretically investigate the
strength properties of aluminum alloys strengthened by nanoparticles, as well as to deter-
mine the significance of various mechanisms responsible for strengthening the material.
Particular attention is paid to the development of a physicomathematical model of the
occurrence of thermal stresses caused by a mismatch between the coefficients of thermal
expansion (CTEs) of the matrix and strengthening particles, according to the fundamental
principles of solid mechanics and taking into account, in contrast to previously existing
models, the elastic properties of not only the matrix, but also the particle.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental Procedure

As initial materials, we used nanopowders of ScF3 (~80 nm), obtained via the sol–gel
method [38], and alumina (~80 nm), obtained via the method of electric explosion of a
conductor (EEW) [39], aluminum micropowder (<20 μm) [39], and A356 aluminum alloy.
Figure 1 shows TEM images of the initial powders.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of initial powders: ScF3 (a); Al2O3 (b); Al (c).

As initial components for the synthesis of ScF3 nanoparticles, scandium oxide, hy-
drofluoric acid, and hydrochloric acid were used, which makes the process safer, without
the use of poisonous fluorine, which is used in the direct synthesis of ScF3 from metallic
scandium.

For the introduction of nanoparticles, a powder mixture of Al–5 wt.% nanoparticles
was prepared. For deagglomeration and distribution of nanoparticles in the powder
mixture, stearic acid was used as a surfactant. First, 200 mL of petroleum ether and 1.5 wt.%
stearic acid were added to the powder mixture. Then, for 20 min, the powder mixture
was mechanically mixed. After mechanical mixing, the aluminum–nanoparticle powder
mixture was air-dried (90 ◦C) and sieved. The resulting powder mixture was introduced
into the melt using ultrasonic treatment, which allows degassing and refining the melt,
preventing deagglomeration, and evenly distributing nanoparticles in the volume [40].

Aluminum alloy A356 was melted in a graphite crucible with a total melt volume of
500 g. Ultrasonic treatment was carried out using a water-cooled magnetostrictive trans-
ducer (power—5 kW, frequency—17.5 kHz, RELTECH, Saint-Petersburg, Russia). The
waveguide of the ultrasonic equipment was made in the form of a niobium alloy (VN2AE)
cone, the working amplitude of which was 30 μm. At a melt temperature of 730 ◦C, ultra-
sonic degassing was carried out for 1 min. After degassing, an aluminum–nanoparticle
master alloy (5 wt.%) was introduced into the melt with ultrasonic treatment. After disso-
lution of the master alloy in the melt, ultrasonic treatment lasted for 2 min (temperature,
730 ◦C). The melt obtained at a temperature of 710 ◦C was poured into a steel chill mold.
The amount of ScF3 and Al2O3 nanoparticles in the A356 aluminum alloy ranged from 0
to 1 wt.%. The A356 alloy without particles was obtained with similar melt processing
parameters. Mechanical tests were performed on a universal testing machine (Instron
Europian Headquarters, High Wycombe, UK), Instron 3369, at a speed of 0.2 mm/min.
The samples were tensioned at room temperature (25 ◦C), and the number of samples
for each composition was at least four pieces. The structures of the obtained materials
were investigated through optical microscopy, Olympus GX71 (Olympus Scientific Solu-
tions Americas, Waltham, MA, USA). Samples were subjected to preliminary mechanical
polishing, electrolytical etching, and anodization. The electrochemical oxidation of the
metallographic specimen surface in a 5% solution of hydrofluoric acid (HBF4) at a voltage
of 20 V and a current of 2 A was carried out to identify grain boundaries.

2.2. Strengthening Mechanism

It is generally accepted that nanocomposite hardening occurs due to the load transfer,
Orowan mechanism, and CTE mismatch mechanism [41]. The total strengthening can be
calculated as a superposition of the individual strengthening mechanisms.

σY = σYm + σNP + σHP + σOr + σCTE, (1)
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where σYm is the yield strength of the matrix, σNP is the stress caused by the transfer of the
load from the matrix to the particles, σOr is the Orowan stress, σCTE is the thermal stress
arising from the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, and
shear modulus of the matrix and the particle.

The load transfer mechanism is the most accepted strengthening mechanism. The
transfer of the load from the soft matrix to the hard particles when an external load is
applied helps to harden the material, as proposed by Nardon and Prewo [42].

σNP = 0.5 fpσYm, (2)

where fp is the volume fraction of particles.
The grain size has an influence on the strength of the alloy, since the grain boundaries

can impede the movement of dislocations. This is due to the different orientations of adja-
cent grains and to the high lattice disorder characteristic of these regions, which prevents
the glide of dislocations in a continuous slip plane. The Hall–Petch equation relates stress
to average grain size. There are empirical models available for predicting the yield strength
change due to the change in the grain size in metal matrix composites by extending the
Hall–Petch [43,44] relationship as follows:

σHP = kY

⎛
⎝ 1√

dgr
− 1√

dgr0

⎞
⎠, (3)

where σHP is the change in tensile strength due to the contribution of the Hall–Petch law,
kY is the hardening coefficient (constant for each material), and dgr and dgr0 are the average
grain sizes of the obtained alloys. This equation assumes that the Hall–Petch parameters
kY ≈ 68 MPa·(μm)1/2 for Al alloys [45].

Particles perform a fundamental role in the final grain size of the matrix of composites
as they can interact with grain boundaries and act as nuclei of crystallization, slowing
or stopping grain growth. An increase in the volume fraction fp and a decrease in the
particle diameter δp lead to a finer-grained structure, which is theoretically modeled by the
Zener–Smith equation [46].

dgr = kz
δ

fp
, (4)

where kz coefficient values are in the range 0.1 < kz < 1. Equation (5) is theoretically
derived to describe the deceleration of migrating grain boundaries by particles.

The Orowan mechanism is based on the interaction of nanoparticles with dislocations.
Solid “noncutting” particles impede the movement of dislocations, which leads to bending
of the dislocation line around the particles (Orowan loops) under the action of an external
load [47]. The Orowan mechanism is very important in metal matrix composites, hardening
by fine particles when the interparticle distance is not large. An increase in the composite
yield strength by Orowan stress may be expressed as follows [47]:

σOr = Gm
b

Λp − 2Rp
, (5)

where Gm is the matrix shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector of the matrix (b = 0.202 nm),
and Λp is the distance between particles.

When a composite is subjected to heating or cooling, the difference in the coefficients of
thermal expansion, elastic modulus, and shear modulus between the matrix and hardening
particles produce internal stress state changes. The improvement in yield strength from
thermal mismatch can be calculated using the equation suggested in [48–50].

σCTE = 6Gm

√(
αm − αp

)
ΔT

b
δp

fp

1 − fp
. (6)
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Equation (6) was obtained on the basis of the simplest geometric estimates under the
assumption that the volume mismatch between the matrix and the reinforcing particles,
arising from the difference in thermal expansion coefficients, leads to the appearance of
geometrically necessary dislocations around the reinforcing particles. The disadvantages
of the above approach include the fact that the stresses in Equation (6) do not depend on
the elastic properties of the strengthening particles.

A more rigorous assessment of the thermal stresses arising from the difference in the
coefficients of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, and shear modulus of the matrix and
particle can be carried out using the methods of solid mechanics.

2.3. Mathematical Model of the Stresses Caused by the Thermal Expansion Mismatch between the
Matrix and Strengthening Particles

Let us consider the stress–strain state that arises as a result of a change in the tempera-
ture of a spherical particle with a radius Rp surrounded by a matrix. The coefficients of
linear thermal expansion of materials are assumed to be different.

The equation of equilibrium of an elastic medium in spherical coordinates under the
assumption of spherical symmetry can be written in the following form:

∂σrr

∂r
+

2σrr − σϕϕ − σθθ

r
= 0 (7)

The relationship between stresses σij and strains εij, expressing the generalized Hooke’s
law, under nonisothermal conditions, according to the von Neumann hypothesis, has the
following form:

σij = λεkkδij + 2Gεij − 3KαΔTδij, (8)

where λ is the the Lame coefficient, G is the shear modulus, K is the bulk strain modulus,
α is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, ΔT = Ttest − Troom is the temperature
difference between the testing temperature Ttest and room temperature Troom, and δij is the
Kronecker symbol.

The components of the strain tensor under spherical symmetry are

εrr =
∂u
∂r

, εϕϕ =
u
r

, εθθ =
u
r

, εrϕ = 0, εrθ = 0, εϕθ = 0. (9)

Substituting into the equilibrium equation stresses expressed in terms of displace-
ments, we obtain

∂

∂r

[
1
r2

∂

∂r
(ur2)

]
= 0. (10)

First, we integrate Equation (11) for a spherical particle for the following boundary
conditions:

r = 0 : u = 0; r = Rp : u = U . (11)

As a result of simple calculations, we obtain the displacement field in the particle.

u = U
r

Rp
. (12)

The stress field in a particle using the generalized Hooke’s law has the following form:

σrr =
(
3λp + 2Gp

) U
Rp

− 3KpαpΔT, (13)

σϕϕ =
(
3λp + 2Gp

) U
Rp

− 3KpαpΔT, (14)

σθθ =
(
3λp + 2Gp

) U
Rp

− 3KpαpΔT. (15)
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The displacement of the matrix material can be defined as

u = αmΔTr +
UR2

p − αmΔTR3
p

r2 . (16)

The parameter U is determined from the condition of continuity of the radial stresses
at the boundary between the particle and the matrix: σrr|− = σrr|+ . As a result, we obtain

U =
3Kpαp + 4Gmαm

3Kp + 4Gm
ΔTRp. (17)

Using the generalized Hooke’s law, one can determine the stress field in the matrix.

σrr = −12
KpGm

3Kp + 4Gm

(
αp − αm

)
ΔT

R3
p

r3 , (18)

σϕϕ = 6
KpGm

3Kp + 4Gm

(
αp − αm

)
ΔT

R3
p

r3 , (19)

σθθ = 6
KpGm

3Kp + 4Gm

(
αp − αm

)
ΔT

R3
p

r3 . (20)

We now turn from considering the stresses created by a single particle to the stresses
caused by an ensemble of particles. The stress intensity characterizing the stress state of
the material is determined by the following equation:

σint =

√
1
2

(
σ2

rr + σ2
ϕϕ

+ σ2
θθ − 3

(
σrr + σϕϕ + σθθ

)2
)

. (21)

Taking into account Equations (13)–(15) and (18)–(20), the intensity of stresses caused
by the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the strengthening particles and
the matrix is equal to

σint = 6
√

3
KpGm

3Kp + 4Gm

∣∣αp − αm
∣∣ΔTmin

[
1,

R3
p

r3

]
. (22)

The average value of the thermal stress arising from the difference in the coefficients
of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, and shear modulus of the matrix and the particle is
determined using the traditional procedure of averaging over a spherical volume with a
radius Λp/2.

σCTE =
24
Λ3

p

Λp/2∫
0

σintr2dr. (23)

Thus, the average value of thermal stresses can be estimated as

σCTE = 6
√

3
KpGm

3Kp + 4Gm
fp
∣∣αp − αm

∣∣ΔT
(
1 − ln fp

)
. (24)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows SEM images of the microstructure of A356 aluminum alloys. The
structure of the initial A356 alloy does not differ significantly from the alloys with ScF3
nanoparticles. Silicon inclusions are present in the structure of all alloys (Figure 2a,b). At the
same time, ScF3 nanoparticles are concentrated in the A356 aluminum alloy around the
silicon inclusions (Figure 2c,d) and along the grain boundaries. The nonregular distribution
of nanoparticles in the structure of the A356 alloy occurs due to the force of attraction
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between nanosized inclusions, as well as under the influence of the solidification front,
which displaces them to the boundaries when the melt is cooled.

 
                    ( ) 

 
(b) 

 
                     (c) 

  

 
(d) 

Figure 2. SEM images of the structure A356 alloys (a,b) and A356–1% ScF3 (c,d).

The microstructures of the initial aluminum alloy A356, A356 + 0.2% ScF3, and
A356 + 1% ScF3 are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the introduction of 0.2% ScF3
nanoparticles into the aluminum alloy led to a decrease in the average grain size from 310
to 190 μm. An increase in the amount of nanoparticles in the A356 alloy to 1% led to a
decrease in the grain size to 100 μm.

Figure 4 shows tensile diagrams, and Table 1 shows data on the mechanical properties
of aluminum alloys strengthened with ScF3 and Al2O3 nanoparticles. The results were
obtained at room temperature (Troom = 293 K).
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( ) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Microstructure of A356 alloy without treatment (a), A356 after ultrasonic treatment (b), A356–0.2% ScF3 (c), and
A356–1% ScF3 (d).

 
Figure 4. Loading diagrams of aluminum alloys: 1—A356; 2—A356–0.2% Al2O3; 3—A356–0.2% ScF3;
4—A356–1% Al2O3; 5—A356–1% ScF3.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of aluminum alloys.

Alloy σ0.2 (MPa) σB (MPa) Plasticity (%)

A356 85 ± 8 130 ± 7 3.5 ± 0.1

A356–0.2% ScF3 98 ± 6 190 ± 11 4.3 ± 0.3

A356–1% ScF3 109 ± 8 250 ± 9 4.2 ± 0.1

A356–0.2% Al2O3 100 ± 4 180 ± 7 4.4 ± 0.2

A356–1% Al2O3 113 ± 6 195 ± 4 4.1 ± 0.3

Figure 4 and Table 1 demonstrate that the hardening of aluminum alloy A356 by
Al2O3 and ScF3 nanoparticles led to an increase in the yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength, and plasticity. The introduction of 0.2 wt.% Al2O3 nanoparticles made it possible
to increase the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and plasticity from 85 to 100 MPa,
from 130 to 180 MPa, and from 3.5% to 4.1%, respectively, and an increase in the content of
Al2O3 nanoparticles allowed an increase in the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength
of the alloy to 113 MPa and 195 MPa, respectively.

The use of 0.2 wt.% ScF3 nanoparticles increased the yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength, and ductility of the A356 aluminum alloy to 98, 190 MPa, and 4.3%, respectively,
and an increase in the content of ScF3 nanoparticles made it possible to increase the yield
strength and ultimate tensile strength of the alloy to 109 MPa and 250 MPa, respectively.
Despite the similar size of Al2O3 and ScF3 nanoparticles (~80 nm), the physicomechanical
properties of nanoparticles significantly affected the possibility of increasing the mechanical
properties of the A356 aluminum alloy.

The approximation of the obtained experimental stress–strain curve allowed us to
obtain the function of σ(ε) with an error not exceeding 0.1%.

σ =

⎧⎨
⎩

Gε, if ε ≤ τ0/G

τ0 + τ1
ε − τ0/G

ε∗ + ε
, if τ0/G < ε

, (25)

where τ0 is the yield strength, τ1 = τ∞ − τ0 is the hardening stress, which characterizes the
maximum increase of the flow stress during the plastic deformation, and ε∗ is an empirical
parameter that determines the rate at which the flow curve reaches the asymptote.

The values of the material constants: τ0∗, τ1∗, and ε∗ for various volume fractions of
scandium fluoride particles are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The material constants τ0∗, τ1∗, and ε∗.

Alloy τ0∗ (MPa) τ1∗ (MPa) ε∗
A356–0.2% ScF3 98 92 0.011

A356–1% ScF3 109 141 0.013

A356–0.2% Al2O3 102 78 0.012

A356–1% Al2O3 114 81 0.013

3.2. Results of Theoretical Investigation

The theoretical investigations were conducted for a matrix of aluminum Al 5083
alloy hardened by reinforcement particles. The main calculations were performed for the
following parameters [51]: αm = 2.3 × 10−5 K−1, Young modulus of 73 GPa, matrix shear
modulus of Gm = 28.08 GPa, and yield strength of σYm = 85 MPa.

A variety of oxides, carbides, borides, and fluorides were utilized as the reinforcement
phase in aluminum alloys. Some selected physical and mechanical properties of commonly
used reinforcements are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Characteristics of reinforcement particles.

Reinforcement Density (g/cm3)
Young

Modulus (GPa)
Shear

Modulus (GPa)

Coefficient
Thermal Expansion

(10−6 K)

SiC 3.15–3.20 450–480 90–131 3.9–4.3

B4C 2.35–2.55 440–472 180–195 3.2–3.4

ScF3 2.51–2.54 98–101 37–39 −(1.4–1.2)

TiB2 4.43–4.52 500–545 182–191 4.6–4.7

Al2O3 3.94–3.96 450–460 88–162 7.7–8.5

TiO2 3.97–4.05 276–288 108–114 8.4–11.8

Let us consider the contribution of various mechanisms to material hardening.
The intensity of the stresses caused by the transfer of the load from the matrix to

the particles σNP is determined by the volume fraction of the hardening particles and, at
fp = 0.01, is 0.5% of the yield strength of the matrix material. For σYm = 85 MPa, the
calculated value of σNP = 0.425 MPa, which indicates an insignificant contribution of this
mechanism to the hardening of the material.

The influence of the average grain size on the stress intensity is be rated by the
Hall–Petch law, which describes the hardening of a material through the retardation of
dislocations by grain boundaries in a polycrystal. The values were calculated (Equation (4))
taking into account the average grain size dgr obtained from optical images of the structure
(Figure 3). The calculated values σHP for the alloys were as follows: A356—2.5 MPa, A356–
0.2%—3.2 MPa, and A356–1%—3.7 MPa. Despite a significant decrease in the average
grain size, this mechanism had little effect on the increase in the mechanical properties
of the A356 alloy. Taking this into account, the effect of the difference in CTE should be
considered.

Let us proceed to the analysis of the effect of Orowan stress on the material hardening
process. For convenience of analysis, we rewrite Equation (5) in the following form:

σOr = Gm
b

Λp − 2Rp
= Gm

b
δp

3
√

fp

1 − 3
√

fp
. (26)

Figure 5 shows the dependence of Orowan stresses on the volume fraction of harden-
ing particles, calculated according to Equation (26).

Figure 5. Dependence of Orowan stresses σOr in alloy A356 strengthened by ScF3 particles on the
volume fraction of hardening particles, calculated for ΔT = 100 K. Particle size: 1—δp = 20 nm;
2—δp = 40 nm; 3—δp = 80 nm.
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that an increase in the volume fraction of hardening
particles at the same size led to an increase in Orowan stresses. A similar effect was
observed with an increase in the size of particles at the same volume fraction. This effect was
associated with a decrease in the minimum distance between particles Λp − δp. Dislocations
under the influence of the applied external influence bypass the particles, leaving rings
around them (“Orowan rings”). If this process occurs when the amount of bend is small,
then the required increase in energy will be less than in the case when the dislocation line
must completely loop around the particles before it is released. As the distance between
the particles decreases, the length of the dislocation line increases significantly. As a result,
the efficiency of particles as obstacles to the movement of dislocations increases, and the
Orowan stresses increase.

Let us proceed to the analysis of the effect of thermal stresses arising from the differ-
ence in the coefficients of thermal expansion, elastic modulus, and shear modulus of the
matrix and the particle on the hardening of the material.

In Figure 6, the dependence of the radial stresses σrr in the particle and matrix on the
radial coordinate is shown when the composite was heated from room temperature (293 K).
A region of tensile stresses is formed due to the difference in elastic properties. The radial
stresses in the particle material have constant values. In the matrix material, these stresses
decrease quite sharply with increasing distance from the particle and matrix interface and
become negligible at a distance on the order of 5Rp.

 

Figure 6. The distribution of the radial stresses σrr in the particle ScF3 and matrix for various values
of the temperature difference: 1—ΔT = 10 K; 2—50 K; 3—100 K; 4—200 K.

Figure 7 shows the radial distribution of tangential stresses when the composite was
heated from room temperature (293 K). In a particle, these stresses have constant positive
values, which are associated with stretching due to the impact of the matrix. A sharp jump
in tangential stress occurs at the boundary between the particle and the matrix. In this case,
tangential stresses become compressive. The tangential stresses decrease sharply with an
increase in the distance from the interface and become negligible at a distance on the order
of 5Rp.
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Figure 7. The distribution of the tangential stresses σrr in the particle and matrix for various values
of the temperature difference: 1—ΔT = 10 K; 2—50 K; 3—100 K; 4—200 K.

Note that, due to spherical symmetry, tangential and meridional stresses are equal:
σϕϕ = σθθ .

An analysis of the effect of the temperature difference ΔT on the stress state allows
us to conclude that, with growth, there is an increase in stresses in the particle and the
adjacent part of the matrix. In this case, to a first approximation, the magnitude of the
arising stresses is proportional to ΔT.

Let us determine the maximum shear stresses τmax =
1
2

∣∣σrr − σϕϕ

∣∣ arising in a
dispersion-strengthened material as a result of the temperature change. Figure 8 shows the
dependence of maximal shear stresses on the radial coordinate. In the hardened particle,
τmax = 0. A sharp increase in τmax = 0 occurs at the interface between the particle and
the matrix. Then, as the distance from the particle boundary increases, the value of the
maximum shear stresses τmax = 0 monotonously decreases and becomes vanishingly small.

According to the condition of Saint Venant and Tresca, the plastic deformation begins
when the maximal shear stress reaches half of the yield strength. The mathematical
formulation of this condition has the following form [52]:

τmax =
1
2

τ0. (27)

It is very critical for an engineer to locate and evaluate the maximum shear stress in a
material in order to design the construction in such a way to resist failure.

On the basis of the dependences in Equations (11) and (12), it is possible to deter-
mine the magnitude of the temperature difference leading to the occurrence of plastic
deformation.

ΔTpl =
3Kp + 4μm

9Kpμm
(
αp − αm

)τ0. (28)

According to Equation (22), the plastic deformation due to thermal stresses of the alu-
minum matrix with strengthening scandium fluoride particles occurs when the temperature
difference is approximately equal to 72 K. Therefore, above thermal stress, consideration
should be given when designing technological constructions for a considerable tempera-
ture range.

Figure 9 shows the dimensionless stress intensity τ∗ = τint/τscale in the vicinity of
nine particles. The scale used here is the stress intensity at the particle–matrix interface.
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τscale = 6
√

3
Kpμm

3Kp + 4μm

(
αp − αm

)
ΔT. (29)

 

Figure 8. The distribution of the maximal shear stresses σrr in the particle and matrix for various
values of the temperature difference: 1—ΔT = 10 K; 2—50 K; 3—100 K; 4—200 K.

Figure 9. Dimensionless intensity of thermal stresses. Distance between hardening particles Λp = 100 nm: (a) Rp = 5 nm;
(b) Rp = 20 nm.

The highest stress values were observed in particles. With distance from the particles,
the stress intensity sharply decreased. With an increase in the size Rp of particles at the
same distance between them Λp, the region in which thermal stresses were observed
caused by the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the matrix and the
particle increased. The influence of neighboring particles at Rp < 0.2Λp was insignificant.
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Thus, with a small volume fraction f =
(
2Rp/Λp

)3
< 0.06, the analysis of the stress–strain

state of the dispersion-hardened material caused by the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients could be carried out without taking up to the effects of the collective interaction
of particles and the matrix.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of σCTE on the volume fraction of hardening particles,
calculated for different values of ΔT.

Figure 10. Dependence of thermal stresses σCTE in the A356 alloy hardened by ScF3 particles on the
volume fraction of hardening particles, calculated for various values of ΔT. Particle size δp = 80 nm:
1—ΔT = 50 K; 2—ΔT = 100 K; 3—ΔT = 200 K.

Figure 10 shows that, with an increase in the volume fraction of hardening particles,
an increase in thermal stresses occurred σCTE. This fact was associated with an increase in
the number of hardening particles in the alloy and, accordingly, with an increase in their
contribution to the hardening of the material. When the material was heated or cooled, as a
result of the mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients and the elastic constants
of the matrix and the particles, thermal stresses increased. The calculation results show
that an increase in the volume fraction of the strengthening ScF3 particles in the A356 alloy
from 0.1% to 5% at ΔT = 50 K led to an increase in σCTE from 0.46 MPa to 11.8 MPa, and,
at ΔT = 200 K, it led to an increase in σCTE from 1.84 MPa to 46.538 MPa.

Figure 11 shows the dependence σCTE on the volume fraction of particles in alloys,
hardened by particles from different materials with a temperature change ΔT = 100 K.

The qualitative behavior of all curves in Figure 11 coincides with an increase in the
volume fraction of the hardening phase, while an increase in stresses occurs σCTE. However,
the intensity of the stresses depends on the material of the hardening particles. Thus, with
a volume fraction fp = 5% and a temperature difference ΔT = 100 in alloys hardened
with ScF3 particles, the thermal stresses are σCTE = 23.61 MPa; when hardened with
Al2O3 particles, the magnitude of thermal stresses is σCTE = 37.64 MPa; when hardened
with TiO2, it is σCTE = 40.53 MPa. A comparison of calculations performed according to
Equation (25) with calculations performed according to Equation (7) shows that, for small
volume fractions of the hardening phase, Equation (7) underestimates σCTE, and, for large
values of fp in predicting σCTE using Equation (7), one can consider an average estimate
for particles of different composition.
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Figure 11. Dependence of thermal stresses σCTE in the A356 alloy on the volume fraction of hardening
particles; particle size δp = 80 nm, ΔT = 100 K. Curves 1–3 correspond to the calculation using
Equation (25), while curve 4 corresponds to the calculation using Equation (7): 1—ScF3; 2 —TiO2;
3—Al2O3.

The contributions of the described mechanisms to the yield strength of the com-
posite calculated from Equations (3), (4), (6), and (25) are presented in Figure 12. The
results demonstrate that theoretical values are very close to the experimental data. The
strengthening caused by thermal mismatch makes the largest contribution to the yield
strength improvement. The yield strength increments due to Nardon–Prewo and Orowan
mechanisms are much lower.

Figure 12. Dependence of different strengthening mechanisms on the mass fraction of the hardening
particles: 1—Hall–Petch stresses; 2—Nardon and Prewo stresses; 3—Orowan stresses; 4—thermal
stresses; 5—strengthening stresses σStr = σNP + σHP + σOr + σCTE; �—Orowan stresses [53]; �—
thermal stresses [53]; �—strengthening stresses [53].
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The predicted values of the total improvement in yield strength due to various
strengthening mechanisms were 31 MPa and 61 MPa for the alloys with 2% and 5%
mass fraction of Al2O3. Experimental results [53] showed that the strengthening stresses
are equal to 30 MPa and 45 MPa, respectively. The difference between the experimental
and theoretical results for the alloy with the 5% mass fraction of Al2O3 may be explained
by the agglomeration of the hardening particles in the composite.

Figure 13 shows the dependence of the yield strength on the mass fraction of the
second phase in alloys reinforced with particles of different materials with a change in
temperature ΔT = 100. An increase in the mass fraction of particles led to an increase in
the limiting shear stress for all considered cases. The smallest values τ0 were observed for
alloys hardened with titanium oxide. At low values of the mass fraction (less than 2%),
the highest values τ0 were achieved in alloys hardened with scandium fluoride; at large
values of the mass fraction of the second phase, the highest values were achieved in alloys
hardened with alumina.

Figure 13. Dependence of the yield stress on the mass fraction of the second phase in alloys strength-
ened by particles of different materials with temperature difference ΔT = 100 K: 1—SiC; 2 —B4C;
3—ScF3; 4—TiB2; 5—Al2O3; 6—TiO2.

3.3. Verification of the Results

Verification of the modeling results was carried out by comparison with experimen-
tal data. Table 4 presents the mechanical properties of the A356 alloy and A356-based
composites.

Table 4 shows both experimental results and theoretical predictions of the yield
strength σY for different temperatures. The yield strength of composites was greatly en-
hanced with an increase in reinforcement ratio for all tested conditions. A considerable
improvement in yield strength of the composite was recorded with integration into the
matrix of the 1% Al2O3 and 1% ScF3 disperse phase. The enhancement in strain hardening
capacity of a composite at elevated temperature led to decreased variations in the yield
strength of composites compared with aluminum alloy A356.
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Table 4. Yield strength of A356 alloy and A356-based composites.

Alloy

Room Temperature, ΔT = 0 ΔT = 50 K ΔT = 100 K

σY, MPA,
Experiment

σY, MPA, Results
of Modeling

σY, MPA,
Experiment

σY, MPA, Results
of Modeling

σY, MPA,
Experiment

σY, MPA, Results
of Modeling

A356 85 ± 8 - 74 ± 4 - 61 ± 6 -

A356–1%Al2O3 113 ± 6 107 106 ± 5 101 100 ± 6 97

A356–1%ScF3 109 ± 8 114 107 ± 4 111 98 ± 6 102

Upon comparing the experimental and theoretical values, one can see that, in general,
the results of the predictions were fairly close to the experimental data. The good correlation
between the experimental measurements and simulation results validates the correct
methods and approaches for the simulation of processes of plastic deformation.

4. Conclusions

An experimental and theoretical investigation of the strength properties of aluminum
alloys strengthened by nanoparticles, as well as a determination of the significance of
various mechanisms responsible for the strengthening of the material, was carried out.

Results of experimental investigation demonstrated that the hardening of aluminum
alloy A356 by Al2O3 and ScF3 nanoparticles led to an increase in the yield strength, ultimate
tensile strength, and plasticity. The introduction of 0.2 wt.% Al2O3 nanoparticles made
it possible to increase the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and plasticity from 85
to 100 MPa, from 130 to 180 MPa, and from 3.5% to 4.1%, respectively, and an increase in
the content of Al2O3 nanoparticles allowed an increase in the yield strength and ultimate
tensile strength of the alloy to 113 MPa and 195 MPa, respectively.

The use of 0.2 wt.% ScF3 nanoparticles increased the yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength, and ductility of the A356 aluminum alloy to 98, 190 MPa, and 4.3%, respectively,
and an increase in the content of ScF3 nanoparticles made it possible to increase the yield
strength and ultimate tensile strength of the alloy to 109 MPa and 250 MPa, respectively.
Despite the similar size of Al2O3 and ScF3 nanoparticles (~80 nm), the physicomechanical
properties of nanoparticles significantly affected the possibility of increasing the mechanical
properties of the A356 aluminum alloy.

A physicomathematical model of the occurrence of thermal stresses was developed
caused by the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion of the matrix and strength-
ening particles, on the basis of the fundamental principles of mechanics of a deformable
solid, and in contrast to existing models, taking into account the elastic properties of not
only the matrix, but also the particle.

In the case of thermal deformation of dispersion-hardened alloys, when the CTE of
the matrix and particles noticeably differ, an additional stress field is created in the vicinity
of the strengthening particle. Thermal stresses increase the effective particle size. This
phenomenon can significantly affect the result of the assessment of the yield strength.

In the particle, the stresses are constant. In the matrix material, these stresses decrease
quite sharply. As the distance from the particle increases, the value of the shear stresses
monotonously decreases and becomes vanishingly small, when the distance from the
particle boundary exceeds five particle diameters.

The growth of temperature difference leads to an increase in contact pressure be-
tween the matrix and the particle. On the inner surface of the matrix, plastic flow begins
when the maximum shear stresses exceed the yield strength of the material at a given
temperature. The plastic deformation due to thermal stresses of the aluminum matrix with
strengthening scandium fluoride particles occurs when the temperature difference is equal
to approximately 72 K.

The strengthening caused by thermal mismatch makes the largest contribution to the
yield strength improvement. The yield strength increments due to Nardon–Prewo and
Orowan mechanisms are much lower.
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Abstract: Experimental aluminum alloy containing 0.8% Ca, 0.5% Zr, 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si (wt.%),
in the form of a long-length rod 12 mm in diameter was manufactured using an electromagnetic
casting (EMC) technique. The extremely high cooling rate during alloy solidification (≈104 K/s)
caused the formation of a favorable microstructure in the ingot characterized by a small size of the
dendritic cells, fine eutectic particles of Ca-containing phases and full dissolution of Zr in Al the solid
solution. Due to the microstructure obtained the ingots possess high manufacturability during cold
forming (both drawing and rolling). Analysis of the electrical conductivity (EC) and microhardness
of the cold rolled strip and cold drawn wire revealed that their temperature dependences are very
close. The best combination of hardness and EC in the cold rolled strip was reached after annealing
at 450 ◦C. TEM study of structure evolution revealed that the annealing mode used leads to the
formation of L12 type Al3Zr phase precipitates with an average diameter of 10 nm and a high number
density. Experimental wire alloy has the best combination of ultimate tensile strength (UTS), electrical
conductivity (EC) (200 MPa and 54.8% IACS, respectively) and thermal stability (up to 450 ◦C) as
compared with alloys based on the Al–Zr and Al– rare-earth metal (REM) systems. In addition, it is
shown that the presence of calcium in the model alloy increases the electrical conductivity after cold
forming operations (both drawing and rolling).

Keywords: aluminum–zirconium wire alloys; electromagnetic casting (EMC); drawing; electrical
conductivity (EC); phase composition; nanoparticles

1. Introduction

For many years, electrical engineering applications have been recognized as one of the
main uses of aluminum in terms of industry economics, which is constantly developing
under the current widespread tendency for replacing copper conductors [1]. Most con-
ductive Al alloys are related to 1xxx (Al-Fe-Si), 6xxx (Al-Mg-Si) and 8xxx (Al-Fe) families.
For manufacturing electrical parts with appropriate parameters, continuous casting and
rolling are currently used for shaping and deformation strengthening. However, the latter
is highly reduced after heating to above ~250 ◦C due to recrystallization.

For the sake of both improving heat resistance and operating temperature, Al-Zr alloys
have been developed for particular applications, like overhead cables for long-distance
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power transmission [2–7]. Transition element Zr provides a far higher recrystallization
temperature (up to 400 ◦C) due to the formation of the nanoscale metastable Al3Zr phase
with a L12 crystal lattice [8–13] while heating to above 350 ◦C and decay of solid solution
(Al) [14–19]. However, if not controlling the foregoing parameters of melting and casting,
the unfavorable Al3Zr phase with a D023 structure may appear. According to the binary Al-
Zr diagram [6], the liquidus temperature rises dramatically with Zr, hence, the temperature
of the melt must be considered depending on the concentration. Additionally, for achieving
metastable solubility, a relatively high cooling rate must be provided. The latter may be
achieved by techniques like electromagnetic casting (EMC) that is superior to direct chill
casting (DC). EMC allows producing long rod billets with far higher surface quality and
an exceptionally fine microstructure due to support of the liquid pool by electromagnetic
forces, continuous stirring, and increased cooling rates up to 104 K/s [20]. Based on the
cooling rates, close to rapid solidification techniques [1,21], it may be argued that EMC is
a very appropriate method for obtaining high-solute alloys, include those alloyed with
transition elements. It was recently demonstrated [22] that Al alloy containing 0.6% Zr,
0.4% Fe and 0.4% Si (wt.%) may be successfully manufactured by EMC to long-length
12 mm circular cross-section rods with a microstructure containing Zr-rich solid solution.
This structure provided excellent processability in cold drawing down to 3 mm, and the
wire product showed a remarkable combination of strength (ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
~230 MPa) and electrical conductivity (55.6% IACS), both remaining stable after heating up
to 400 ◦C.

In addition to Fe and Si used, subsequent development can be considered in alloying
by rare-earth metal (REM) [21,23] and calcium [24,25]. They are both recognized to be
very efficient for improving the heat resistance of Al alloys. However, while rare earth
metals (REM) are more established for Al alloys, unconventional calcium may bring far
higher cost efficiency combined with favoring the physical and mechanical properties.
Particularly, it was shown that the Al wire alloy containing Al-4% Ca-1% Fe-0.6% Si-0.2%
Zr-0.1% Sc manufactured from DC cast 150 mm billet has an improved combination of
properties compared with Al–REM alloys [24]. This is due to its structure combining
an Al matrix strengthened by Al3(Zr,Sc)-L12 phase particles and uniformly distributed
submicron particles of Ca-bearing phases. Simulation of DC casting and flat rolling for the
Al-0.5% Ca-0.5% Fe-0.25% Si-0.2% Zr-0.1% Sc alloy also showed the possibility for achieving
such a combination of basic characteristics [25]. In respect to the foregoing compositions,
scandium alloying may bring excessive costs of products. Using EMC technology, it is
possible to introduce up to 0.6% Zr, that can be as efficient as the combination of Zr and
Sc. Hence, we find it expedient to consider the Al–Ca–Zr–Fe–Si system as the base one.
According to our earlier results [5,22,24–26], the target structure can be achieved in the
alloy containing ~1% Ca, 0.5% Zr, 0.5% Fe, 0.25% Si (wt.%). Based on above, the goal of the
present work is to study the structure, mechanical properties and electrical conductivity
of the aluminum wire alloy of the foregoing composition manufactured by direct cold
drawing from an as-cast 12 mm circular cross-section EMC rod and subjected to various
heat treatment routes.

2. Experimental Methods

Experimental aluminum alloy in the form of a long-length rod 12 mm in diameter and
≈20 m in length was manufactured using electromagnetic casting (EMC) technique (equip-
ment of the Research and Production Centre of Magnetic Hydrodynamics (Krasnoyarsk,
Russia) [27]). The alloy was prepared from commercial aluminum (99.5 wt.%). Calcium,
zirconium, iron and silicon were introduced into the aluminum melt at 880–900 ◦C in the
form of master alloys. The casting was carried out at a temperature of ≈830 ◦C which was
higher than the alloy liquidus (810 ◦C). The fragment of long rod billet (Figure 1a) was used
for experimental study. According to spectral analysis made using Oxford Instruments, the
actual chemical composition of the experimental alloy (hereinafter referred to as ACZ) was
close to the target one (Table 1). For a more detailed analysis of the quaternary Al-Ca-Fe-Si
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system, additional studies of the microstructure of the ACZ alloy obtained during slow
solidification (melt cooling rate is ~0.01 K/min) were carried out. From this, we can expect
the formation of the phase composition close to the equilibrium one.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. As-cast wire rod (12 mm) and cold rolled strip (a), and (b) cold drawn wire of ACZ alloy.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of experimental alloys.

Designation
Concentration, wt.% (at.%)

Ca Fe Si Zr Al

ACZ 0.81 ± 0.02 (0.55) 0.48 ± 0.03 (0.23) 0.24 ± 0.02 (0.23) 0.46 ± 0.05 (0.14) balance
0 Ca 1 – 0.68 ± 0.04 (0.40) 0.23 ± 0.03 (0.22) – balance

0.1 Ca 1 0.13 ± 0.02 (0.09) 0.67 ± 0.03 (0.33) 0.22 ± 0.03 (0.21) – balance
0.2 Ca 1 0.19 ± 0.02 (0.10) 0.65 ± 0.04 (0.33) 0.21 ± 0.03 (0.20) – balance

0.75 Ca 1 0.73 ± 0.03 (0.42) 0.41 ± 0.04 (0.20) 0.15 ± 0.03 (0.14) – balance
1 Ca 1 1.03 ± 0.04 (0.69) 0.41 ± 0.05 (0.20) 0.16 ± 0.04 (0.16) – balance

1 Zr-free alloys (0–1 wt.% Ca) were prepared in a resistance furnace (GRAFICARBO) in a form of flat ingots (10 mm × 40 mm × 180 mm in
size) and considered in section “Discussion”.

The as-cast EMC rod was processed using drawing (the reduction ratio was 94%) to
obtain the wire (3 mm diameter, see in Figure 1b). The obtained wire was subjected to
annealing at 350–450 ◦C together with the 2 mm strip (Figure 1a) made additionally from
the as-cast EMC rod by cold rolling (using a Chinetti LM160 laboratory-scale rolling mill
machine). This strip was prepped for the analysis of the influence of deformation on the
decomposition of (Al) during annealing. The stepwise annealing modes (Table 2) used for
all experimental samples (EMC rod, wire and strip) were previously substantiated [22].
The Vickers hardness and electrical conductivity (EC) of the samples were measured at
each annealing step. The measurement was carried out at room temperature.

Besides, the ternary and 4 quaternary alloys containing 0.5% Fe, 0.25% Si and up to
1% Ca were prepared to estimate the effect of calcium on the electrical conductivity. These
alloys were poured at 750 ◦C into a flat graphite mold (of 10 mm × 40 mm × 180 mm in
size). The cold rolled sheet products of 2 mm thickness were prepared from as-cast ingots.

The microstructure was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TESCAN
VEGA 3, Tescan Orsay Holding, Brno, Czech Republic), electron microprobe analysis
(EMPA, OXFORD Aztec, Oxford Instruments, Oxford shire, UK), and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEM 2100, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). Mechanical polishing was used together
with electrolytic polishing, which was carried out at a voltage of 15 V at a temperature of
−25 ◦C in an electrolyte containing 20% nitric acid and 80% methanol. The thin foils for
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TEM were prepared by ion thinning with a PIPS (Precision Ion Polishing System, Gatan,
Pleasanton, CA, USA) machine and studied at 160 kV.

Tensile tests for as-processed wire specimens were conducted by using a universal test-
ing machine, model Zwick Z250 (Zwick Roell AG, Ulm, Germany). The Vickers hardness
(HV) was measured using a MetkonDuroline MH-6 (METKON Instruments Inc., Bursa,
Turkey) universal tester. A load of 1 kg and a holding time of 10 s were used to determine
the Vickers hardness. The hardness was measured at least five times at each point.

The specific electrical conductivity (EC) of the EMC rod and the cold rolled strip was
determined using the eddy current method with a VE-26NP eddy structures instrument
(CJSC Research institute of introscopy SPEKTR, Moscow, Russia). The electrical resistivity
of the cold drawn wire was measured for straightened samples of at least 1 m in length in
the rectified part (in accordance with IEC 60468:1974 standard [28]).

Table 2. Annealing regimes for electromagnetic casting (EMC) rod, strip and wire.

Designation Regime Treatment

R-EMC casting rod (diameter 12 mm)/S-cold rolled strip (thickness 2 mm)
R/S As-cast/as-cold rolled

R300/S300 Annealing at 300 ◦C, 3 h
R350/S350 R300/S300 + annealing at 350 ◦C, 3 h
R400/S400 R350/S350 + annealing at 400 ◦C, 3 h
R450/S450 R400/S400 + annealing at 450 ◦C, 3 h
R500/S500 R450/S450 + annealing at 500 ◦C, 3 h
R550/S550 R500/S500 + annealing at 550 ◦C, 3 h
R600/S600 R550/S550 + annealing at 600 ◦C, 3 h

W–Wire (diameter 3 mm) manufactured by cold drawing of as-cast EMC rod
W As-drawn

W350 W300 + annealing at 350 ◦C, 3 h
W400 W350 + annealing at 400 ◦C, 3 h
W450 W450 + annealing at 450 ◦C, 3 h

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of as-Cast Structure

The extremely high cooling rate during ACZ alloy solidification caused the formation
of a favorable microstructure (Figure 2a) characterized by small size of dendritic cells, fine
eutectic particles of Ca-containing phases and full dissolution of Zr in Al solid solution. The
measured average size of the dendritic cells is ~4 μm (Figure 2b) which, according to other
studies [22,29,30], corresponds to a cooling rate of ~104 K/s. Calcium-bearing eutectic par-
ticles corresponding to the quaternary eutectic (Al) + Al4Ca + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 [26]
are detected in the form of thin veins located along the boundaries of the aluminum den-
dritic cells. It should be noted that the as-cast structure does not contain needle-shaped
inclusions, for example, iron-containing ones.

Remelting of EMC rod followed by pouring into a graphite mold (cooling velocity
about 20 K/s) leads to coarsening of structure and the formation of some needle-like
particles (Figure 2c). On the other hand, the structure of the alloy after slow solidification
(in a furnace) differs considerably from that of the initial EMC rod. Along with the
expected general coarsening of the structure, the phase composition of the alloy changes. In
particular, needle-shaped Al3Fe phase inclusions and segregation of primary Al3Zr phase
crystals (Figure 2d) that are absent in the EMC rod structure can be identified (Figure 2a,b)
after slow solidification.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 2. As-cast microstructure of alloy ACZ after various cooling velocities, SEM: (a,b) ~104 (12 mm
EMC rod, R in Table 2), (c) ~20 K/s (10 mm × 40 mm × 200 mm ingot), (d) ~0.1 K/s (cooling in furnace).

3.2. Effect of Cold Deformation and Annealing on Structure, Hardness and Electrical Conductivity

Due to the fine structure of the eutectic, the as-cast EMC rod possesses high ductility,
even during cold forming. During both rolling and drawing, apart from the formation
of a fibrous grain structure, fragmentation of Ca-containing eutectic particles can also be
observed. Their size is not greater than 1 micron and they are uniformly distributed in the
aluminum matrix (Figure 3a,b). Annealing at up to 450 ◦C inclusively does not lead to a
significant change in the size of Ca-containing eutectic particles. However, the structure
remains non-recrystallized. Coarsening of particles is observed at higher temperatures
(Figure 3c,d).

As expected, cold deformation leads to a hardening of the ACZ alloy—the hardness
increases up to 65HV for strip and up to 70 HV for wire (states R and W, respectively, see
Table 3). A surprising result is a significant increase in the electrical conductivity—up to
~ 25 MS/m (both for strip and wire). In an earlier study for a Ca-free Al-0.6% Zr-0.4%
Fe-0.4% Si alloy obtained by a similar process, this effect was not observed [22].

According to EMC rod hardness data obtained during annealing (Figure 4a), hard-
ening reaches the highest level at 450 ◦C annealing stage temperature (the R450 state).
Further increase in the annealing temperature leads to a significant decrease in HV, which
is mainly due to the coarsening of the Al3Zr precipitates [5–11,16]. Deformation hardening
was retained upon strip annealing to 450 ◦C. At this temperature, the hardness of the EMC
rod is the same as for the cold rolled strip (Figure 4a). Further increase in the annealing tem-
perature leads to a significant softening due to the formation of a recrystallized structure.
At the maximum annealing temperature used, 600 ◦C, they had approximately the same
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hardness (32–33 HV) due to the coarsening and transformation of the Al3Zr precipitates to
the equilibrium D023 phase [6,15].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. Microstructure of wire alloy ACZ in (a,c) 3 mm wire and (b,d) 2 mm strip: (a), as-drawn, (b) as-rolled, (c,d)
annealed at 600 ◦C, SEM, (a) W, (b) S, (c) W600, (d) S600, designations see Table 2.

Table 3. Mechanical and electrical properties of ACZ wire alloy.

State

Mechanical Properties Electrical Properties

YS,
MPa

UTS,
MPa

El,
%

HV,
MPa

ER,
nΩm

EC,
MS/m

EC,
%IACS

W 246 ± 12 282 ± 7 4.1 ± 0.4 70 ± 3 40.26 24.8 42.9
W350 – – – – 36.10 27.7 47.8
W400 197 ± 2 218 ± 1 8.9 ± 2.5 64 ± 3 34.24 29.2 50.4
W450 181 ± 6 202 ± 1 11.9 ± 1.3 60 ± 2 31.54 31.7 54.7
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Decomposition of the aluminum solid solution with the formation of L12 (Al3Zr)
nanoparticles during annealing promotes the increase in electrical conductivity (EC), as
shown in Figure 4b. At the same time, the difference between the EC values for the EMC
rod and for the 2 mm strip remains approximately the same at all annealing temperatures
up to 500 ◦C inclusively (2.5–3.0 MS/m). At this temperature, the maximum EC for a 2 mm
strip is reached, but it corresponds to the softening stage (Figure 4a). Considering the
maximum hardness and high electrical conductivity in the cold rolled strip after annealing
at 450 ◦C, we used the same heat treatment for the prepared wire.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. (a) Hardness (HV) and (b) electrical conductivity (EC) curves for EMC rod (R) and cold rolled strip (S) subjected
to stepwise annealing in accordance with the processing route shown in Table 2 (see R (temperature)/S (temperature)
designation).

TEM microstructure of the ACZ alloy was examined for cold rolled strip in the
S350 ◦C (Figure 5a,b) and S450 ◦C (Figure 5c,d) states to confirm the main structure changes
described. According to obtained data for the both states, the fine individual particles of the
eutectic Ca-containing intermetallics (dark in appearance) with a less than 1 μm size can be
detected at sub-grain boundaries confirming their high pinning ability. However, detailed
analysis revealed very few subtle particles in the S350 ◦C state (Figure 5b) which can be
attributed to the initial stage of L12-Al3Zr phase formation. This assumption meets well
with the electrical conductivity data presented in Figure 4b. In contrast, for the S450 ◦C state
an exceptionally high number density and uniform distribution of the L12-Al3Zr phase
nanoparticles are detected (Figure 5d,e). The result obtained suggests almost complete
decomposition of the aluminum solid solution which converges well with data on the
maximum electrical conductivity (Figure 4b) and hardness of the EMC rod (Figure 4a).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 5. TEM structure of wire alloy ACZ (strip) and after annealing according to (a,b) S350 ◦C and (c–e) S450 ◦C regimes,
(a–d) bright field, (e) dark field and diffraction patterns.

3.3. Properties of Wire

Mechanical and electrical properties of the wire ACZ alloy in as-drawn and annealed
states are given in Table 3. In the initial state, the alloy has a good combination of strength
(UTS ~ 280 MPa and YS ~ 250 MPa) and ductility (El ~ 4%), however, the electrical
conductivity is small (~43% IACS). Annealing of the 3 mm wire according to the modes
given in Table 2 allows one to increase the EC value significantly. In this case, the EC
values are approximately the same as for the cold rolled strip (Figure 4b). This suggests
that the decomposition of (Al) proceeds in a similar way. As can be seen from Table 3, the
experimental alloy in the W450 state has the best combination of strength (UTS ~ 200 MPa
and YS ~ 180 MPa), elongation (El ~ 12%) and electrical conductivity (54.7% IACS).

Fractography of wire samples after a tensile test revealed a fine-dimpled ductile
structure of the fracture surface (Figure 6). Calcium-bearing particles found inside the
dimples (Figure 6a,b, BSE mode) are much smaller than the average diameter of the
dimples. It should also be noted that no oxides or nonmetallic inclusions were observed
which meets well with a previous study [22] confirming melt refining tendency when using
EMC technology.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Fracture surfaces of experimental wire alloy (a) in initial (W) and (b) annealed (W450)
states, SEM, left—backscattered electron image, right—secondary electron image, SEM.

4. Discussion

When comparing the basic characteristics of the new ACZ alloy and the previously
studied Al-0.6% Zr-0.4% Fe-0.4% Si alloy [22] obtained under the same conditions, it can
be seen that at close values of strength and electrical conductivity, the heat resistance of
the Ca-containing alloy is significantly higher (450 vs. 400 ◦C) despite a smaller content
of Zr (0.5 vs. 0.6 wt.%). Indeed, the hardness of the Ca-free alloy decreases down to
40 HV after annealing at 450 ◦C, which is significantly lower than that for the new alloy
with calcium (Table 3). Obviously, the reason for the increase in the heat resistance is that
the ACZ alloy contains calcium. Therefore, study of the effect of this element deserves
special consideration. Considering that zirconium forms only the Al3Zr phase (stable
and metastable modifications), to understand the distribution of calcium, iron and silicon
between phases, it is necessary to consider the Al–Ca–Fe–Si system. Earlier [26], the
structure of this phase diagram in the range of Al-Ca alloys (concentration of Ca much
higher than Fe and Si) was reviewed but other fields (with small Ca content) were not
studied. Using the calculation in the Thermo-Calc software [31], as well as the results of
previously published works [22,24–26,30,32] and additional experiments, we proposed
structures of the Al–Ca–Fe–Si system in the aluminum corner including distribution of
phases in the solid state (Figure 7a) and polythermal projection (Figure 7b). According
to the proposed version, this system contains five four-phase regions: I—(Al) + Al4Ca +
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Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2, II—(Al) + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 + Al3Fe, III—(Al) + Al2CaSi2 +
Al3Fe + Al8Fe2Si, IV—(Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al8Fe2Si + Al5FeSi, V—(Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al5FeSi
+ (Si). From the distribution shown in Figure 7a it follows that the Al2CaSi2 phase is
present in all regions of this quaternary system. Considering the low solubility of Ca in
(Al), this means that even at a small amount of calcium in Fe and Si containing alloys,
the formation of this particular ternary compound is inevitable. Excess calcium should
lead to the formation of the Al4Ca and Al10CaFe2 phases. The influence of calcium on
the equilibrium phase composition of the Al-0.5% Fe-0.25% Si alloy (i.e., with the same
concentrations as in the ACZ alloy) is reflected in Table 4. The calculation results show
that the phase composition of the base ternary alloy has a very high sensitivity to the
calcium content. In this case, the ACZ alloy must certainly be in region I. However, for non-
equilibrium solidification, the phase composition can differ greatly from the equilibrium
one. This is largely due to the occurrence of incomplete peritectic reactions. As follows
from the polythermal projection (Figure 7b), there are three invariant peritectic and three
eutectic reactions in the aluminum corner of the Al–Ca–Fe–Si system. The compositions of
the liquid phase and the temperatures of these reactions are given in Table 5.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Phase diagram of Al–Ca–Fe–Si system in aluminum corner: (a) distribution of phases in in
the solid state and (b) polythermal projection. Point 1 corresponds to the chemical composition of
the ACZ alloy.
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Table 4. Effect of Ca concentration on phase composition of alloy Al-0.5% Fe-0.25% Si (calculated at 200 ◦C).

Concentration of Ca, wt.% Phase Field Designation in Figure 7a

0–<0.01 (Al) + Al8Fe2Si + Al5FeSi –
<0.01–0.10 (Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al8Fe2Si + Al5FeSi IV

~0.10 (Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al8Fe2Si IV/III
0.10–0.18 (Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al3Fe + Al8Fe2Si III

~0.18 (Al) + Al2CaSi2 + Al3Fe III/II
0.18–0.38 (Al) + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 + Al3Fe II

~0.38 (Al) + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 II/I
>0.38 (Al) + Al4Ca + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 I

Table 5. Calculated parameters of invariant reactions in the Al–Ca–Fe–Si system.

Reaction T, ◦C Point in Figure 7b
Concentration in Liquid, wt.%

Ca Fe Si Al

L→(Al) + Al4Ca + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 611 E1 6.92 0.68 0.50 -
L→(Al) + Al5FeSi + (Si) + Al2CaSi2 576 E2 <0.01 0.84 12.48 86.68

L→(Al) + Al3Fe + Al2CaSi2 1 632 E3 1.52 1.61 2.24 94.63
L + Al3Fe→(Al) + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 ~620 P1 ~6 ~1 ~1 ~92
L + Al3Fe→(Al) + Al8Fe2Si + Al2CaSi2 629 P2 0.60 1.90 3.69 93.91

L + Al8Fe2Si→(Al) + Al5FeSi + Al2CaSi2 612 P3 0.07 1.60 7.10 91.23
1 In quasi-ternary section.

As follows from the polythermal projection (Figure 7b), in a quaternary alloy contain-
ing 0.8% Ca, 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si (point 1 in Figure 7b), after primary crystallization of
(Al), eutectic reactions L→(Al)+Al3Fe and L→(Al) + Al3Fe + Al2CaSi2 (line E3–P1), and
then peritectic L + Al3Fe→(Al) + Al10CaFe2 + Al2CaSi2 (point P1) one should proceed. The
incompleteness of the latter explains the presence of needle-like particles in the microstruc-
ture of the slowly solidified ACZ alloy (Figure 2d). With an increase in the cooling rate, the
phase boundaries shift towards higher iron content (dashed line in Figure 7b), therefore
the Al3Fe phase is not formed and it is absent in the as-cast microstructure of the EMC rod
(Figure 2a,b). The solidification of this quaternary alloy (and hence the ACZ alloy) should
end via eutectic reactions with the formation of three Ca-containing phases (point P1). To
further confirm the proposed structure of the Al–Ca–Fe–Si system, several quaternary
alloys were annealed at 600 ◦C. As can be seen from Figure 8a, in the alloy containing
0.8% Ca, 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si, only globular particles are detected, which, according to
the distribution maps for Ca (Figure 8b), Fe (Figure 8c) and Si (Figure 8d) elements, can be
identified as Al4Ca, Al10CaFe2 and Al2CaSi2.

To confirm the effect of cold deformation on the electrical conductivity of the ACZ alloy
mentioned above, additional studies on the effect of calcium on EC of both as-cast ingots
and cold rolled sheets containing 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si at varying calcium concentrations
(Table 1) were carried out (Figure 9). As can be seen from Figure 9, the difference between
the ingot and cold rolled sheet is small at small Ca content but at 0.75–1% Ca it reaches
~2 MS/m, i.e., similar to the ACZ alloy (Figure 4b). Taking into account the low solubility
of Ca in (Al) and the invariability of the phase composition during deformation, this effect
can probably be caused by the influence of the dislocation structure, vacancies and other
defects of the crystal structure. This requires special study. A slight increase in EC should
be noted with the addition of 0.1% Ca to the ternary alloy. This can be explained by a
decrease in the concentration of Si in (Al) due to the formation of Al2CaSi2 compound.
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Microstructure of alloy Al-1% Ca-0.5% Fe-0.25% Si (ingot 10 mm × 40 mm × 200 mm) after
annealing at 600 ◦C: (a) SEM, (b–d) electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) mapping (b—Ca, c—Si,
d—Fe).

Figure 9. Electrical conductivity of Al–Ca–Fe–Si alloys containing 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si vs. calcium
content curves: R—EMC rod, S—cold rolled strip.
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5. Summary

1. Experimental aluminum alloy containing 0.8% Ca, 0.5% Zr, 0.5% Fe and 0.25% Si
(wt.%) in the form of a long-length rod 12 mm in diameter and ≈20 m in length was
manufactured using an electromagnetic casting (EMC) technique. The extremely high
cooling rate during alloy solidification (≈104 K/s) caused the formation of a favorable
microstructure containing fine eutectic particles and full dissolution of Zr in Al solid
solution. Due to the microstructure formed, the ingots possess high manufacturability
for both cold drawing of a wire 3 mm in diameter and cold rolling of a strip in 2 mm
in thickness.

2. EMC rod hardness reaches the highest value at 450 ◦C annealing temperature which is
associated with the formation of the L12 type Al3Zr phase precipitates with an average
diameter of 10–20 nm and a high number density. Decomposition of aluminum solid
solution during annealing also promotes the increase in the electrical conductivity
(EC). Further increase in the annealing temperature leads to significant softening due
to the coarsening of the Al3Zr precipitation structure. Deformation hardening in the
cold rolled strip can be maintained at up to 450 ◦C annealing, which is associated
with the high pinning ability of zirconium and calcium containing phases: Al4Ca,
Al10CaFe2 and Al2CaSi2. Further increase in the annealing temperature leads to
softening due to the recrystallization. The best combination of hardness and EC in
the cold rolled strip was reached after annealing at 450 ◦C.

3. The general structure of Al–Ca–Fe–Si system in the Al corner (including distribution
of phases in the solid state and polythermal projection) was proposed.

4. The experimental wire alloy had the best combination of strength (UTS = 200 MPa,
YS = 180 MPa), electrical conductivity (54.8% IACS) and thermal stability (up to
450 ◦C) as compared with alloys on the basis of Al–Zr and Al–REM systems.

5. It was shown that the presence of calcium in the model alloy increases the electrical
conductivity after cold forming operations (both drawing and rolling).
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Abstract: The current study focusses on the phase composition, solidification path, and microstructure
evaluation of gravity cast Al-4Mg-0.5Si-xLa aluminum alloy, where x = 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1 wt.% La. A computational CalPhaD approach implemented in Thermo-Calc software and
scanning electron microscopy technique equipped with electron microprobe analysis (EMPA)
was employed to assess its above-mentioned characteristics. The thermodynamic analysis showed
that the equilibrium solidification path of La-containing Al-Mg-Si alloys consists of only binary phases
LaSi2 and Mg2Si precipitation along with α-Al from the liquid and further solid-state transformation
of this mixture into α-Al + Al11La3 + Mg2Si + Al3Mg2 composition. Scheil–Gulliver simulation
showed a similar solidification pathway but was accompanied by an increase in the solidification
range (from ~55 ◦C to 210 ◦C). Furthermore, microstructural observations were congruent with the
calculated fraction of phases at 560 ◦C and related to α-Al + LaSi2 +Mg2Si three-phase region in terms
of formation of La-rich phase having both eliminating effect on the eutectic Mg2Si phase. Quantitative
EMPA analysis and elemental mapping revealed that the La-rich phase included Al, La, and Si and
may be described as Al2LaSi2 phase. This phase shows a visible modifying effect on the eutectic
Mg2Si phase, likely due to absorbing on the liquid/solid interface.

Keywords: cast aluminum alloy; Al-Mg-Si-La system; lanthanum; Mg2Si; eutectic modification;
microstructure; solidification; rare earths; intermetallics

1. Introduction

Recently, many studies showed that micro-alloying with rare earth (RE) elements may have
remarkable effects related to refining of the as-cast structure, thus making them efficient modification
agents for aluminum alloys [1–5]. Among the Light Rare-Earth Elements (LREE), also known as the
cerium group (Sc, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, and Gd), lanthanum and cerium are the most abundant
in the Earth’s crust (31 ppm and 63 ppm, respectively) and the least expensive [6]. According to
binary Al-La and Al-Ce systems [7], these elements both provide a formation of eutectic reactions,
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L→α-Al + Al11La3 (11.7 wt.% La, 640 ◦C) and L→α-Al + Al11Ce3 (12.2 wt.% Ce, 621 ◦C). In this
respect, several previous studies related to the design of alternative cast alloys for high-temperature
applications are published [8–10]. Moreover, both La and Ce may show de-gasifying and de-slagging
performance, thereby improving the quality of cast products [11]. Despite affinities between La and Ce,
the latter caused some contradictory results in terms of modifying effects on the structure. For example,
the work [12] on 0.12 wt.% Ce-modified Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy reported that nucleation growth of α-Al on
one of the crystal faces of the Al11Ce3 in the melt is very efficient upon solidification, also supported by
a recent review [11]. On the other hand, on comparing the effect of 0.1–0.2 wt.% of La and Ce on the
structure of the 6xxx alloy [13], La showed far better modifying ability compared to Ce, which was
inefficient in this respect. Additionally, Ce showed a more detrimental effect in porosity formation
because of greater oxidation tendency when compared to La [14]. Meanwhile, La is ubiquitously used
as an addition for achieving favorably fine α-Al [15,16], eutectic silicon [1], Fe-bearing phases [5,13],
as well as Mg2Si phase [17,18], one of the main structural components in 511 type cast aluminum alloys
studied in this paper.

When considering grain refining function, 0.03–0.2 wt.% La suppresses the growth of α-Al grains
via enriching upon their solidification front. Moreover, it was observed that La may react with other
modifying elements such as Ti and V, thus bonding with Al20(Ti,V)2La inter-metallic and acting as
heterogeneous nucleation sites [19]. However, the research data on the modifying effect of La on the
eutectic Mg2Si phase is very limited. Most papers are focused on the primary Mg2Si phase playing a
reinforcing function in aluminum matrix in-situ composites [18,20–22]. Research on Mg-5Si alloy [17]
has reported the segregation of La on the growth front of the primary Mg2Si phase, thus changing
its surface energy by lattice distortion, poisoning the growth steps, and suppressing the directional
growth of the primary phase. In Al-based alloys, not only the surface activity of La was confirmed [18],
but also it was shown that La atom clusters may act as effective nuclei due to the similarity in the
crystal structure of La and Mg2Si phase.

The above-stated research shows that RE La may serve as a multi-modifying agent for α-Al and
intermetallics. However, regarding commercial cast Mg-rich Al-Mg-Si alloys, the available research
does not give an ambiguous explanation of its effect on the solidification path and morphology of
the eutectic structure. Due to these limitations, the present work plans to discover microstructure
evolution and solidification behavior of the gravity-cast Al-4%Mg-0.5%Si aluminum alloy (511 type)
after the addition of the different amounts of La (0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 wt.%).

2. Materials and Methods

In terms of chemical composition, the experimental alloys studied in this work corresponded
to the standard cast aluminum alloy of 511 grade (Aluminum Association, Arlington, VA, USA)
with various additions of lanthanum. Alloys of a nominal composition Al-4Mg-0.5Si-xLa, where x = 0,
0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 wt.% La, were prepared from pure materials Al (99.99%), Mg (99.9%), Si (99%),
and La (99.95%). Melting was carried out in a 500 g capacity alundum crucible, using a vertical electric
resistance furnace in an air atmosphere without the addition of protective gas. The melt temperature
was kept at 750 ◦C for each alloy. After the melting of the base Al-Mg-Si alloy, foil-wrapped lanthanum
was added and mixed using a graphite stick down to its completed dissolution. Then, the molten
metal was held for 10 min for its homogenization, skimmed, stirred, and poured at the temperature
of 720–740 ◦C into a metal mold of Ø20 mm × 100 mm in size. The cooling conditions provided a
dendrite cell size (d) of approximately 20 μm and, hence, the cooling rate (Vc) of about 102 ◦C/s, as it
was estimated by well-known dependency Vc = (A/d)1/n [23]. The chemical composition determined by
spectral analysis and the calculated phase composition of the experimental alloys is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical and phase composition (at 20 ◦C) of the experimental alloys.

Designation

Concentrations, wt. %

Elements 1,2 Phases 3

Mg Si Fe La α-Al Al11La3 Mg2Si Al3Mg2

L0 4 (3.85) 0.5 (0.58) 0.12 0 91.03 0 1.36 7.60

L1 4 (4.11) 0.5 (0.49) 0.09 0.10 (0.12) 90.86 0.17 1.36 7.60

L2 4 (4.21) 0.5 (0.39) 0.06 0.25 (0.32) 90.59 0.44 1.36 7.60

L3 4 (4.14) 0.5 (0.45) 0.04 0.50 (0.57) 90.17 0.86 1.36 7.61

L4 4 (3.91) 0.5 (0.41) 0.12 0.75 (0.81) 89.72 1.30 1.36 7.61

L5 4 (3.89) 0.5 (0.43) 0.11 1.00 (1.06) 89.30 1.71 1.36 7.62
1 Nominal and actual (in brackets) composition; 2 Al—balance; 3 calculated based on the nominal composition.

The solidification paths and phase compositions of the experimental alloys were investigated
using the Thermo-Calc software (Version 3.1, TCAl4 Al-based alloy database, Thermo-Calc Software
AB, Stockholm, Sweden) [24]. Single point equilibrium, phase diagram, property diagram,
and Scheil–Gulliver solidification simulation options were used.

The microstructure was examined by optical microscopy (OM, Axio Observer MAT, Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany), scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TESCAN VEGA3,
Tescan Orsay Holding, Brno, Czech Republic) with an electron microprobe analysis system (EMPA,
Oxford Instruments plc, Abingdon, UK), and the Aztec software (Version 3.0, Oxford Instruments plc,
Abingdon, UK). The metallographic samples were ground with SiC abrasive paper and polished with
1 μm diamond suspension. A 1% hydrogen fluoride (HF) water solution was used for etching.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermodynamic Prediction

The polythermal section displayed in Figure 1a shows the solidification behavior of the
experimental alloys. As can be seen, La had no significant influence on the equilibrium phase
composition and transformation temperatures. In this respect, despite the high melting point of the
element, alloying with La did not aggravate industrial compatibility of the base alloy since the liquidus
temperature, the key factor for energy consumption in melting, was relatively low (635–637 ◦C),
thus starting the solidification from the α-Al phase. Moreover, as can be seen from the magnified
section (Figure 1b), the liquidus line goes down slightly along with the area related to the formation
of the α-Al phase, likely due to nearness to the eutectic point (4.5 wt.% La, 625 ◦C) adjoining to the
area for LaSi2 primary phase appearance. The liquidus projection shown in Figure 1c reveals that
the region for undesirable primary intermetallic crystallization was highly beyond the experimental
concentrations of La and Si.

The equilibrium solidus decreased with an increase in La concentration but remained relatively
high (578–583 ◦C). It should be noted that the TCAl4 database does not consider solubility of Al in
the LaSi2 phase, i.e., the existence of the ternary Al2LaSi2 found in the study [25], though a wide
composition range of this phase was reported previously and showed a wide homogeneity in Al
content [26]. Since this work does not aim to discover new intermetallics, possible La- and Si-rich
phases will be referred to as AlLaSi phase. This may bring some limitations for reliable predicting,
but some important conclusions can be deduced due to the depletion of the aluminum melt with Si
ultimately being considered. The experimental alloys complete their solidification in the three-phase
region α-Al + LaSi2 + Mg2Si. However, the calculation shows that further transformations may
proceed in the solid-state with the consistent formation of Al11La3 phase instead of the LaSi2 phase
and Al3Mg2 phase. Solid-state diffusion of La in α-Al is negligible, and this transformation can
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probably be suppressed, which will lead to the formation of as-cast structure α-Al + LaSi2 +Mg2Si
(near-equilibrium solidus region).

 

Figure 1. (a) Polythermal section of the Al-Mg-Si-La system at 4 wt.% Mg and 0.5 wt.%
Si; (b) magnified polythermal section showing the change in liquidus and solidus temperatures;
(c) liquidus projection of the Al-Mg-Si-La system at 4 wt.% Mg.

The equilibrium phase mass fractions in the L1 (0.1 wt.% La) and L5 (1 wt.% La) alloys are plotted
in Figure 2a. Generally, in the temperature range 0 to 485 ◦C, La does not influence the amount of
Mg2Si and Al3Mg2 phases (1.36 and 7.6 wt.% respectively) but sufficiently changes the amount of
the Al11La3 phase (from 0.17 wt.% to 1.71 wt.%, respectively). It can be assumed that the fractions
of phases in the as-cast state may correspond to the three-phase region α-Al + LaSi2 + Mg2Si due
to low solubility of La in α-Al during the suppressed transformation of α-Al + LaSi2 + Mg2Si into
α-Al + Al11La3 + Mg2Si. It is profoundly visible from Figure 2b that in comparison to the plot at
20 ◦C, at 560 ◦C (corresponded to α-Al + LaSi2 +Mg2Si region near-equilibrium solidus) the higher
La content leads to the higher fraction of the LaSi2 phase and the lower fraction of the Mg2Si phase.
This relationship achieves equality (0.5 wt.%) at about 0.48 wt.% La after which the ternary phase is the
dominating phase (e.g., 1.2 wt.% LaSi2 vs. 0.1 wt.% Mg2Si in L5 alloy).

The considered equilibrium solidification analysis is very helpful for predicting of phase
composition of the alloys. However, the actual solidification always occurs in non-equilibrium
conditions, implying suppressed diffusion and termination after precipitation of the lowest melt-point
phase. The non-equilibrium solidification path was plotted according to the Scheil–Gulliver model
(DLiquid = ∞, DSolid = 0, where D is a diffusion coefficient). The non-equilibrium solidification
terminates in a phase region α-Al + Al11La3 +Mg2Si + Al3Mg2, where the breakup of the LaSi2 phase
is also considered (Figure 3). It has already been stated that La slightly decreases liquidus temperature,
but it was also observed to have a quite significant influence on the non-equilibrium solidus as well.
In comparison to the equilibrium solidification range, the non-equilibrium one for all alloys was
approximately fourfold higher. Since the formation of the LaSi2 phase in alloys L1–L5 promotes a
reduction in Mg2Si and increase in free Mg, it bonds with Al into Al3Mg2 phase, which solidifies at
a relatively low temperature (450 ◦C for the base L0 alloy vs. 424 ◦C for other ones, see in Table 2).
Accordingly, this may aggravate casting properties due to the wider solidification range. Moreover,
the curves show a reduction in a region for primary α-Al formation as a result of La addition (down to
halvation at 1 wt.% La), as well as strong domination of La-containing phases. On the one hand,
this result seems to be promising due to the increase in eutectic fraction, possibly providing better
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casting properties and possible heterogeneous nucleation of α-Al on the eutectic particles’ surfaces.
Nevertheless, on the other hand, this may cause inadequate growth of the excessive brittle intermetallics,
especially the LaSi2 phase nucleating before other ones, adversing ductility, and fracture toughness.
To gain further insight into the La effect on the structure formation, the as-cast state samples will be
studied in the next sections.

 

Figure 2. Calculated phase fractions for L1 and L5 alloys as a function of temperature (a); calculated phase
fractions in Al—4 wt.% Mg—0.5 wt.% Si alloy for 20 ◦C and 560 ◦C as a function of La content (b).

 
Figure 3. Calculated non-equilibrium solidification curves of the L0 and L5 alloys according to
Scheil–Gulliver simulation.
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Table 2. Calculated critical solidification temperatures of the experimental alloys.

Temperature, ◦C
Alloy

L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Liquidus 637.5 637.1 636.5 635.6 635.1 634.6

Solidus 583.3 582.9 582.1 581.4 579.5 578.3

Solidification range 54.2 54.2 54.4 54.2 55.6 56.3

Non-equilibrium solidus 450 424 424 424 424 424

Non-equilibrium solidification range 187.5 213.1 212.5 211.6 211.1 210.6

3.2. Microstructural Evolution

To understand the microstructure and phases of the Al-Mg-Si-xLa alloys the backscattered SEM
images are presented in Figure 4. Overall, the microstructures include gray α-Al dendrite arms and
intermetallic particles of various shapes and colors in the surroundings. The Mg2Si phase, appeared
in black color and was quite visible in all the images. Other phases mostly contained La and some
traces of Fe impurity, elements with a high atomic number, which were presented as bright inclusions.
The composition of different phase-referred areas, determined by EMPA, are summarized in Table 3.
As is shown, there was no appearance of Al3Mg2 in La-rich alloys due to dissolution of Mg in α-Al.

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) 
 

(e) (f) 

Figure 4. Backscattered SEM micrographs showing as-cast microstructural evolution of Al—4 wt.%
Mg—0.5 wt.% Si alloy with increasing in La content: (a) L0 alloy; (b) L1 alloy; (c) L2 alloy; (d) L3 alloy;
(e) L4 alloy; (f) L5 alloy.
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Table 3. Chemical composition of the microstructural components in experimental alloys according to
electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) 1.

Referenced Alloy Referenced Specter
Concentrations, wt.%

Phase
Mg Si Fe La

L0
1 1.83 0.06 0.04 0 α-Al

2 10.37 6.12 0.04 0 α-Al +Mg2Si

3 3.55 0.31 11.34 0 α-Al + Al13Fe4

L1
1 2.88 0.02 0 0 α-Al

2 3.43 0.20 18.21 0 α-Al + Al13Fe4

3 6.63 0.35 0.06 15.43 α-Al + AlLaSi

L2

1 3.69 0 0.02 0.04 α-Al

2 10.88 11.83 0 1.36 α-Al +Mg2Si

3 10.22 0.17 9.74 2.11 α-Al + Al13Fe4

4 5.97 1.53 0.06 33.04 α-Al + AlLaSi

L3
1 3.70 0 0 0 α-Al

2 4.79 1.98 0.10 0.13 α-Al +Mg2Si

3 2.46 9.67 0 42.63 α-Al + AlLaSi

L4
1 5.36 0.07 0 0.21 α-Al

2 9.66 0.03 9.86 0.74 α-Al + Al13Fe4

3 3.20 8.09 0.15 35.79 α-Al + AlLaSi

L5
1 2.32 0.01 0.07 0 α-Al

2 10.57 4.62 0.09 0.04 α-Al +Mg2Si

3 2.89 4.33 0.02 28.49 α-Al + AlLaSi
1 See referenced alloys microstructure images and referenced specters in Figure 4.

Following the base L0 alloy as a reference (Figure 4a), a relatively high volume of lamellar and
needle-like Mg2Si phase, and bright small inclusions of Fe-containing phase (likely, Al13Fe4 phase,
according to calculation) were recorded. The latter was very fine and of particular low proportion
compared to the Mg-rich phase. Apart from the formation of the Fe-rich phase, it is remarkable how
precisely the microstructure agrees with Scheil–Gulliver prediction.

Observations of the La-containing alloys show significant changes in intermetallic shapes.
The addition of 0.1 wt.% La resulted in thinning of the Mg2Si phase branches, though they retained
lamellar morphology. Meanwhile, some traces of La-rich phase resembled the AlLaSi compound
due to the prominent presence of Si and some amount of Mg possibly captured during spectral
emission (Table 3). Besides, having exhibited the Al13Fe4 phase, it was complicated to distinguish two
binary intermetallics (Fe- and La-rich phases). However, the AlLaSi phase was far more differentiated,
while the Al13Fe4 phase was mostly of a small blocky shape. The appearance of the AlLaSi phase
becomes more evident with an increase in La due to thicker branches of intermetallics and less capturing
of Mg-rich α-Al phase coupled by more evident Si content. Strikingly, the addition of 0.25 wt.% La
almost eliminated the presence of the Mg2Si phase. As is seen from the microstructure of the L2 alloy
(Figure 4c), the AlLaSi phase is located in the vicinity of a very fine eutectic Mg2Si phase. This partially
confirms the absorbing effect of the La-rich phase. This effect may have suppressed the anisotropic
growth of the Mg2Si phase inhibiting its shape factor. On the other hand, since the amount of the
Mg-rich phase is visibly low, the thermodynamically predicted relationship between the volume of
AlLaSi and Mg2Si is confirmed by the presence of a higher amount of a AlLaSi phase and a lower amount
of the Mg2Si phase. On further investigation of different alloys, the incredible growth of the AlLaSi
phase and evolution of the Mg2Si phase down to submicron in thickness, accompanied by an increase
in Mg solubility in α-Al (e.g., from 1.83 wt.% in the L0 alloy vs. 5.36 wt.% in the L4 alloy) was noted.
Under the further increase in La content, the shape of the AlLaSi phase progresses dramatically from
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acicular in the L3 alloy (Figure 4d) up to needle-like the L4 alloy (Figure 4e) and to coarse star-like shape
in L5 alloy intrinsic for Al13Fe4 phase in Fe-rich aluminum alloys. This advancement is accompanied
by a prominent change in morphology of the Mg2Si phase, which became both slender and vermicular
in the L5 alloy microstructure.

In addition, the microstructural analysis revealed that almost all the microstructures included
Fe-rich intermetallics (Al13Fe4). Generally, they must have a commonly adverse needle-like morphology
in most alloys, even at a low concentration of Fe. It is of particular note that in the experimental alloys,
Al13Fe4 shows a short flake-like shape at a relatively high Fe content (up to 0.12 wt.%). Indeed, it was
reported that La may hamper the orientation growth of the Al13Fe4 phase in a similar manner as of
Mg2Si phase [5]. However, La content of more than 0.25 wt.% brings degradation and formation of very
coarse acicular intermetallics related to the AlLaSi phase, which may act as stress raisers, thus being
detrimental to mechanical properties.

It should be taken into account that quantitative EPMA analysis produces a misleading backlighting
effect due to the capturing elemental emissions from nearby areas. However, an EMPA mapping of
the representative L4 alloy (Figure 5) is strongly consistent with previous thermodynamic predictions
and microstructural investigations. The existence of three types of microstructural components was
noted, and the corresponding elemental correlations provide a reliable qualitative explanation of
their chemical composition. It was found that Mg (red-color in the maps) is distributed mostly in
the region related to the α-Al phase, advocating its dissolution. Its presence in regions adjacent to
La-bearing phases (turquoise-color in the maps) may also be observed, which is probably related to Mg
micro-segregation enriching to the edges of the α-Al phase dendrite cells because of non-equilibrium
solidification conditions [23]. Besides, Mg along with Si (deep-green-color in the maps) are incorporated
into the Mg2Si phase of worm-like shape. Ultimately, while Fe is bonded into unevenly distributed
fine particles of less than 3 μm in size, the most dominating microstructural component is a very coarse
AlLaSi phase revealed by correlation among Al, Si, and La enriched regions.

 

Figure 5. EMPA mapping (Al, Mg, Si, Fe, La) of the phases presented in the microstructure of the
L4 alloy.
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4. Discussion

Firstly, for explaining the absence of thermodynamically predicted formation of the Al3Mg2 phase
and uncompromised formation of the Mg2Si phase, the solidification behavior of ternary Al-Mg-Si
alloys will be considered. According to the binary Al–Mg phase diagram, the solubility of Mg in
solid aluminum is about 17%. According to [27], the binary alloys with less than 3.5 wt.%Mg exhibit
a single-phase microstructure containing only α-Al. However, the presence of the Al8Mg5 phase
(also known and notified in this study as Al3Mg2) may be inhibited at a Mg content of more than
5 wt.% as a result of an increase in cooling rate due to deceleration of Mg enrichment in the melt
during the final solidification stage [28]. Furthermore, the addition of silicon greatly reduced the solid
solubility of Mg in α-Al. Conversely, the solid solubility of Si is reduced under the appearance of Mg
(e.g., 1.17 wt.% Mg and 0.68 wt.% Si at the quasibinary line in Al-Mg-Si diagram [29]). Under these
conditions, they both segregate to the front of solid/liquid interface, concentrating together in the final
solidification zone, thus promoting the formation of the Mg2Si phase without alternative.

Secondly, for considering La-containing alloys, it was substantiated that they complete
solidification in the α-Al + AlLaSi +Mg2Si region that, in turn, contradicts with a thermodynamic
calculation showing the formation of only binary phases. Whilst the inhibition of the Al3Mg2

phase seems to be clear, the formation of the AlLaSi phase is under discussion. However, the latter
has received a lot of attention recently by the discovery of the new phases (AlSi2La, Al2Si2La,
and (Al1-xSix)2La (0.075 ≤ x ≤ 0.18) in Al-Si-La system [26], the results are still not implemented in
describing the solidification of commercial Al-Mg-Si alloys modified with La. Actually, the TCAl4
database, implemented into Thermo-Calc software, likely uses thermodynamic data regarding Al-La,
La-Si, and Mg-La due to the lack of thermodynamic optimization of the Al-Mg-Si-La quaternary
diagram even for the novel advanced TCAl7 database [30]. The formation of aluminides was observed
in this study. The interaction between Mg and La in La-modified Al-4%Mg-0.5%Si alloys may not be
anticipated. Not only the binary LaMg phase but also the ternary (Al,Mg)3La was observed in Mg-Al-La
alloys [31]. However, since we showed a substantial Mg-enrichment of α-Al out of solidification and
the clear presence of Mg2Si phases at up to 1% La, the Mg content is negligible for providing the
formation of Mg-La phases. Studies also supported this and revealed such phases only in Mg alloys
or Al alloys with more than 30% Mg content [32]. Besides, the study [33] reported an influence of
isomorphic La and Ce on Al-3%Mg alloy and found only Al11La3 and Al11Ce3 phases.

For an explanation of intermetallic formation, we discovered very extensive recent efforts
on Si-alternative eutectic-forming elements (Ce, Ni, Ca, La, etc.). Meanwhile, there are similar
compounds, Al2CeSi2 [1–3] and Al2CaSi2 [34], observed in Al-Si alloys that show a needle-like
shape similar to the AlLaSi phase in the present work. Based on this, it is most likely that
the composition of the observed AlLaSi phase is the same as of Al2LaSi2, corresponding to
the same space group P3m1 as the ternary Al2CeSi2 and Al2CaSi2 [26]. In regards to RE Ce,
current investigations on phase equilibria are focused on Si-rich Al-Mg-Si alloys solidifying under
quaternary eutectic reaction L→α-Al + (Si) + Al2LaSi2 +Mg2Si [35]. Either way, there is no appropriate
research on the solidification of Mg-rich Al-Mg-Si with REM. In contrast, the efforts [36] toward the
quaternary Al-Ca-Mg-Si diagram show a very similar phase composition at room temperature
(Al3Mg2 + Al4Ca +Mg2Si) but also consider a formation of hexagonal Al2CaSi2 phase. It was also
reported that peritectic reaction L + Al2CaSi2→α-Al + Al4Ca +Mg2Si is suppressed. In this respect,
RE La may act as an alternative to Si because it is a common eutectic-forming element. It promotes the
reduction of both in equilibrium liquidus and solidus, whilst the non-equilibrium solidus remains
constant under an increase in La content. Therefore, we assumed that equilibrium invariant peritectic
reaction L + AlLaSi→α-Al + Al11La3 + Mg2Si likely exists supported by Al depletion of the melt
due to its solubility in AlLaSi phase and negligible in fraction (see point 3 in Figure 3) transition area
L→α-Al + LaSi2(or AlLaSi) +Mg2Si. This reaction is likely to be suppressed, leading to the formation
of the AlLaSi in the as-cast structure along with phases α-Al and Mg2Si.
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Finally, a substantial effect of La on the eutectic Mg2Si phase was shown, notwithstanding the
adverse degradation of the La-rich intermetallics at more than 0.5 wt.% La. Generally, the modifying
effect may be described by heterogeneous nucleation and surface absorption. A study [18] reported the
modification of the primary Mg2Si phase, referring to small (3.72%) lattice misfit between the La and
Mg2Si phase causing heterogeneous nucleation of the Mg2Si particles on the La clusters during the early
stage of the solidification. However, in our study, the Mg2Si phase precipitates according to the eutectic
reaction along with AlLaSi (or Al2LaSi2) phase. The difference between two phases Mg2Si and Al2LaSi2
in lattice parameters and lattice-type is enormous (cubic lattice, Fm3m space group, 12 atoms/cell,
a = 6.35 Å for Mg2Si [36] and hexagonal lattice, P-3m1 space group, a = 4.23 Å for Al2LaSi2 [26]).
The possibility of the AlLaSi compound being a nucleus is minor based on the before mentioned
observation. On the other hand, as it is shown in the section related to microstructural observation,
the Mg2Si phase precipitates in the vicinity of the AlLaSi phase, showing the latter increased around
and may act as a surfactant for the Mg2Si eutectic phase. This means that after the formation of the
α-Al phase, the AlLaSi compound is further segregated at the solid-liquid interface of the Mg2Si phase.
A quite similar effect is shown by La in modifying eutectic Si particles, which, as shown in [37], have a
great similarity with the Mg2Si phase in terms of properties and solidification behavior.

The presented results are promising steps toward the development of the currently static research
area on modification of eutectic Mg2Si in cast 5xx aluminum alloys. While the behavior of the
intermetallics formation has been comprehended, the detailed mechanism of the modification process
of eutectic Mg2Si with La remains debatable and additional investigations to find out will be performed
in further works.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the influence of La at concentrations up to 1 wt.% on the phase composition and
intermetallics formation during solidification of the nominal Al-4Mg-0.5Si aluminum alloy (AA 511
grade) has been investigated. Based on the results obtained, the main conclusion are as follows:

(1) Thermodynamic prediction using the CalPhaD approach is limited due to the lack of optimized
databases resulting in the formation of only binary Mg2Si, LaSi2, Al11La3, and Al3Mg2

intermetallics of eutectic origin. However, the tendency toward change in intermetallics fraction
and critical temperature may be considered as reliable. The addition of La causes an increase
in LaSi2 along with a sharp decrease in the Mg2Si phase at the temperature under solidus.
Moreover, the calculated equilibrium solidification ranges of the experimental alloys are near
55 ◦C that is increased fourfold in non-equilibrium conditions based on calculations using the
Scheil–Gulliver model.

(2) In contradiction to calculation, the microstructures of the La-containing alloys exhibited
dominating ternary AlLaSi phase that is likely to be Al2LaSi2 compound. An increase in
La content leads to the growth of the ternary phase. This growth is particularly enormous at
over 0.5 wt.% La when the intermetallics evolved as slender needles (at 0.75 wt.% La) and stars
(at 1 wt.% La).

(3) A remarkable modifying effect of La on the eutectic Mg2Si phase was observed. The latter’s shape
changed slightly after the addition of 0.1 wt.% La but evolved incredibly at a higher concentration
from the lamellar down to slender flakes. This effect was referred to as adsorption of AlLaSi
(Al2LaSi2) phase in the solid/liquid interface inhibiting the growth of the Mg2Si.
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Abstract: Asymmetric sheet rolling is a process used when there are differences in any technological
parameters in the horizontal plane across the width of the deformation zone or in the vertical plane
between the top and bottom surfaces of the deformation zone. Asymmetry can either have random
causes, or it can be created purposefully to reduce rolling force, improve sheet flatness, minimize the
ski effect, obtain thinner sheets and for grain refinement and improvement of texture and mechanical
properties of sheet metals and alloys. The purpose of this review is to analyze and summarize the
most relevant information regarding the asymmetric (hot, warm, cold, cryo) rolling processes in
terms of the effect of purposefully created asymmetry on grain size and mechanical properties of
pure Mg, Al, Ti and their alloys. The classification and fundamentals of mechanics of the asymmetric
rolling process are presented. Based on the analysis of publications related to asymmetric rolling,
it was found that a superior balance of strength and ductility in pure Mg, Al, Ti and their alloys
could be achieved due to this processing. It is shown that asymmetric rolling in comparison with
conventional severe plastic deformation methods have an undeniable advantage in terms of the
possibility of the production of large-scale sheets.

Keywords: asymmetric rolling; differential speed rolling; shear strain; severe plastic deformation;
microstructure; mechanical behavior; Mg alloys; Al alloys; Ti alloys

1. Introduction

Asymmetric sheet rolling is a process used when there are differences in any tech-
nological parameters in the horizontal plane across the width of the deformation zone
or in the vertical plane between the top and bottom surfaces of the deformation zone.
Asymmetric rolling due to purposefully created differences in the circumferential speeds
of the work rolls is also called “differential speed rolling”. For such a process, a degree
of asymmetry is defined by a ratio of circumferential speeds V1 and V2 of the work rolls
according to Equation (1):

SR =
V1

V2
(1)

where SR is the “speed ratio” and V1 > V2. The first theoretical description of the asymmet-
ric rolling process was proposed in 1941 by Siebel [1]. Experimentation has been used to
quantify rolling force and torque. In 1947, Sachs and Klinger [2] first identified the region of
cross shear, due to the fact that friction forces act in opposite directions in the deformation
zone. The first invention of a rolling process with high ratio of circumferential speeds of
work rolls (SR = 3) was announced in 1940 in the USSR by Razuvaev [3]. He was the
first to propose a rolling process at a circumferential speed ratio equal to the ratio of sheet
thicknesses before and after rolling according to Equation (2):

V1

V2
=

h0

h1
(2)
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where h0 is the thickness of the sheet before the rolling pass, h1 is the thickness of the sheet
after the rolling pass. This rolling process was proposed to reduce rolling force, obtain
thinner sheets and reduce the number of rolling passes by increasing the reduction in
each pass.

In the 1950s and 1960s, the first laboratory and industrial experiments on asymmet-
ric rolling were performed and technological results were published [4,5]. Between the
1970s and 1990s, many experiments and theoretical calculations were carried out and the
development of asymmetric rolling processes was focused mainly on the improvement
of sheet geometry and technological aspects of the hot and cold rolling processes [6–13].
Asymmetry was used to reduce rolling force, improve sheet flatness, minimize the ski effect
and obtain thinner sheets. Thus, from the 1940s to the end of the 1990s, the development of
asymmetric rolling processes took place in research, which can be named as the “geometry
approach” (Figure 1). The introduced asymmetry was rather low. Usually, the SR value did
not exceed 1.5. Since the end of the 1990s, a new direction in the research on the asymmetric
rolling processes has occurred. The development of asymmetric rolling processes has
taken place in research, which can be named as the “material approach”. The introduced
asymmetry is rather high. Usually, the SR value is more than or equal to 2.0.

Figure 1. Different research lines for asymmetrical rolling processes: “geometry approach” and
“material approach”.

The first work about using asymmetric rolling with a high speed ratio (SR = 2.0)
to control the texture and mechanical properties of Al alloys was published in 1998 by
Choi et al. [14]. It was shown that AA1100 and AA3005 sheets composed of only shear
texture with high {111} components could be obtained by asymmetric rolling. A remarkable
improvement in the average Lankford value was also obtained. In 2000, Cui and Ohori [15]
demonstrated that the presence of shear strain is more important than the maximum level
of thickness reduction, when considering grain refinement by asymmetric rolling. They
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achieved grain refinement (~2 μm) in high-purity Al by asymmetric cold rolling. Fine
grains evolved during asymmetric rolling and were stable at temperatures below 423 K.

In 2007, Kim et al. [16] introduced and developed an asymmetric rolling process
known as the severe plastic deformation (SPD) method. Differential speed rolling with a
high speed ratio (SR = 3.0) between the top and bottom work rolls was applied to AZ31
sheets (2 mm thick and 140 mm wide). The diameters of the top and bottom work rolls
were identical and equal to 300 mm. From a starting thickness of 2 mm, sheets were
reduced to 0.6 mm (70% reduction) by a single pass without lubrication. The effective strain
accumulated during asymmetric rolling was 3.53 on average [16], which was comparable
to that obtained by ECAP on a rod after three pressings. A very fine grain size of 1.4 μm
and a high yield stress of over 300 MPa were obtained after asymmetric rolling at 413 K.
Significant grain refinement was achieved due to the introduction of high shear strain.
The best compromise between strength and ductility was achieved at 433 K. This result
indicated that SPD can be imposed by differential speed rolling with a high speed ratio.
This process was called “high-ratio differential speed rolling” (HRDSR) [17–20]. In 2009, it
was applied to obtain high-strength sheets from Al alloy 6061 [19], and in 2010, to obtain
high-strength sheets from pure Ti [20]. Kim et al. [21] in 2011, Loorentz and Ko [22] in 2012
and Polkowski [23] in 2013 introduced differential speed rolling with speed ratio SR = 4.0
for improvement of the microstructure and texture in Ti [21], Al [22] and Cu [23] alloys.

Thus, from 1998 to the present, asymmetric rolling with the “material approach” has
been applied to light alloys of Mg, Al and Ti, which are the materials selected for this
review. These materials have very attractive features such as light weight and high specific
strength. The development of asymmetric rolling technology, such as the severe plastic
deformation method, for industrial production of large-scale sheets with ultrafine grain
structure and enhanced mechanical properties has been the major research line for the last
20 years. Depending on temperature conditions, four asymmetric rolling processes can be
implemented: (1) Asymmetric hot rolling, when the temperature of the sheet is in the range
(0.6...0.8) Тmelt, where Тmelt is a melting temperature in K; (2) asymmetric warm rolling,
when the temperature of the sheet is in the range (0.3...0.6)Тmelt; (3) asymmetric cold rolling,
when the temperature of the sheet is below 0.3Тmelt; (4) asymmetric cryorolling, when the
sheet is cooled in liquid nitrogen until the temperature reaches −153–−196 ◦C. Asymmetric
cryorolling was first proposed in 2012 by Yu [24] as a new technique that combines the
features of asymmetric rolling and cryorolling [25,26].

Although some reviews of asymmetric rolling processes have already been pre-
sented [27,28], the purpose of this review is to analyze and summarize the most relevant
information regarding the asymmetric (hot, warm, cold, cryo) rolling processes in terms
of the effect of purposefully created asymmetry on grain size and mechanical properties
of pure Mg, Al, Ti and their alloys. This work is divided into six sections. First, the
classification of asymmetric rolling processes is presented. Secondly, the fundamentals of
the mechanics of the asymmetric rolling process due to purposefully created differences in
the peripheral speeds of the work rolls are presented. This is followed by an analysis of
asymmetric (hot, warm, cold, cryo) rolling of Mg alloys, Al alloys and Ti alloys. The review
ends with conclusions and future prospects for these technologies.

2. Classification of Asymmetric Rolling Processes

Asymmetry can either have random causes, or it can be created purposefully (Figure 2).
Asymmetry in the horizontal plane along the width of the deformation zone due to random
causes can be caused by differences in thickness, temperatures, friction, displacement of
the sheet along the work roll length, skewed work rolls or incorrect setting of the right and
left hydraulic pressure devices.

Asymmetry in the vertical plane between the top and bottom surfaces of the deforma-
tion zone due to random causes can be caused by inclined entry of the sheet into the roll
gap, differences in temperatures, friction, differences in the work roll diameters at the same
angular speeds or differences in the work roll angular speeds with the same diameters. In
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any case, asymmetric rolling caused by random causes is undesirable. For example, a nega-
tive consequence of asymmetric rolling is the bending of the plate, usually in hot rolling
mills, more often known as the “ski effect” [29,30]. The negative effect of such asymmetry is
prevented by improving equipment, stabilizing technology and using automatic regulators.
However, asymmetry can also be purposefully introduced to improve the rolling process,
for example, reducing rolling force, improving sheet flatness, minimizing the ski effect,
obtaining thinner sheets, grain refinement and improvement of the texture and mechanical
properties of sheet metals and alloys.

Figure 2. Classification of asymmetric rolling processes.

Asymmetry in the horizontal plane across the width of the deformation zone can be
purposefully created by rolling with cone-shaped work rolls [31]. A schematic illustration
of this process is shown in Figure 3a. When the ratio of the largest diameter of the roll
to the smallest one D/d = 1.5, shear strain increases by 1.5–2.0 times in comparison with
conventional rolling [32].

A little asymmetry in the horizontal plane across the width of the deformation zone
can be an effective tool to improve sheet shape. The continuous variable crown (CVC)
system (Figure 3b) was developed by Schloemann-Siemag (SMS) as a powerful tool for
sheet shape control. The work rolls have an “S” shape and are arranged asymmetrically [33].
Through the axial shifting of two work rolls towards each other, a continuously adjustable
rolling gap contour can be obtained. The CVC system is employed in many cold rolling
and hot rolling mills worldwide. A little asymmetry in the horizontal plane can also be
obtained by crossed work rolls (Figure 3c). The first hot rolling mill with asymmetry due to
crossed work rolls was used at Nippon Steel’s Kimitsu Works in 1991 [34]. In the work roll
crossed system, the axes of the top and bottom work rolls are crossed as shown in Figure 3c.
Work roll crossing is designed to control the roll gap profile. This action provides control
over the shape and profile of the sheet. Thus, a little asymmetry across the width of the
deformation zone provided by CVC or crossed work rolls is used in industrial rolling mills
to improve the shape and flatness of sheets.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes with purposefully created asymmetry
in the horizontal plane along the width of the deformation zone: (a) Rolling with cone-shaped work
rolls; (b) rolling with CVC work rolls; (c) rolling with crossed work rolls.

Asymmetry in the vertical plane between the top and bottom surfaces of the deforma-
tion zone can be purposefully created by inclined entry of the sheet into the roll gap [35]
(Figure 4a) or due to differences in temperatures, when one work roll is purposefully
heated and the other one is cold (Figure 4b).

Asymmetry during rolling can be purposefully created due to friction differences [36,37].
This rolling process is called “differential friction rolling” [37]. To change the friction
coefficients on the contact surfaces of the deformation zone, the lubricant can be supplied
only from one side (Figure 5a). Another way to create friction differences is rolling with
different roughnesses of the top and bottom work rolls (Figure 5b). Utsunomiya et al. [37]
proposed a differential friction rolling process for improvement in the r-value of aluminum
sheets. A two-high rolling mill with TiC-coated rolls 130 mm in diameter was used for
rolling of commercial aluminum AA1050 sheets 3 mm thick and 30 mm wide. A single-pass
thickness reduction of 50% was conducted at 473 K. Low friction was achieved by applying
a thin polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film on the sheet. Teflon (PTFE) was sprayed by
aerosol on the upper surface of the aluminum sheet and dried. However, the lower surface
remained unlubricated. Both the top and bottom rolls revolved at the same speed of
2 m/min. The shear strain introduced by differential friction rolling was comparable to
that introduced by differential speed rolling [37]. The annealed sheet showed a higher
r-value than the symmetrically rolled sheet.
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes: (a) Rolling with inclined entry of
the sheet into the roll gap; (b) rolling with temperature differences.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes due to friction differences: (a) Rolling
with different lubrications for top and bottom work rolls; (b) rolling with different roughnesses of
top and bottom work rolls.

Asymmetry during rolling can be purposefully created due to differences in the
circumferential speeds of the work rolls. Asymmetric rolling can be implemented due to
disconnecting one work roll to make another work roll the only driven work roll (Figure 6a).
This process called “single-roll-driven rolling” [38]. Sakai et al. [39] proposed two-pass
single-roll-driven unidirectional shear rolling. Shear strain greater than 1.0 was introduced
throughout the thickness of the AA5052 sheet. A shear texture was developed throughout
the thickness of the sheets. The average r-value equaled unity. These values resulted in
a superior drawability of the unidirectionally shear rolled and annealed sheets to that of
sheets fabricated by the conventional process.
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes due to different circumferential
speeds of the work rolls: (a) Rolling with idle work roll (“Single roll driven rolling”); (b) rolling with
different diameters of top and bottom work rolls.

Asymmetry can also be achieved by using work rolls with different diameters while
rotating at the same angular speed (Figure 6a). Choi et al. [14] used asymmetric rolling with
different diameters of 248 mm and 126 mm of the top and bottom work rolls to control the
texture and mechanical properties of Al alloys. Pesin [40] developed an improved process
of asymmetric rolling by using different diameters of work rolls in combination with a
bending roll (Figure 7a). This process is called the “combined process of asymmetric rolling
and plastic bending”. This technology is used to produce segments of large cylinders
(Figure 7b) as curved plates with an angular size of 45 . . . 60 degrees, plate thickness of 40
. . . 220 mm, a width of up to 4300 mm, a length of up to 5000 mm and a radius of curvature
from 1850 to 5000 mm. Industry testing of the combined process of asymmetric rolling and
plastic bending is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of combined process of asymmetric rolling and plastic bending (a)
and a curved plate as a segment of a cylinder (b).
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Figure 8. Industry testing on hot plate mill 4500 at OJSC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works:
(a,b) Combined process of asymmetric rolling and plastic bending; (c) finished curved plate.

Asymmetric rolling can be achieved by using a single driven work roll, when one
of the rolls is kept stationary. In the late 1970s, Potapkin and Fedorinov [41] proposed
an asymmetric rolling process called “deformation by a stationary and driven work roll”
(Figure 9a). The process is carried out at a sufficiently high front tension of the strip. The
diameter of the stationary work roll is 3–10 times smaller than the diameter of the driven
work roll. This provides a significant reduction in rolling force due to a decrease in the
contact area. The technological capabilities and advantages of this process increase with
a decrease in the diameter of the stationary roll. However, this decrease is limited by a
decrease in its strength and rigidity and complications of fastening (the possibility of work
roll twisting). In the late 1980s, Pesin [42] proposed to use, instead of a stationary cylindrical
work roll, a prism-shaped tool with a cylindrical part with a very small radius up to 5 mm
(Figure 9b). This solves the problem of the strength and rigidity of the deforming tool in
combination with ensuring a small radius of the contact surface of this tool.

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes: (a) Deformation by a stationary and
driven work roll; (b) deformation by a stationary prism-shaped tool and driven work roll.

Asymmetric rolling can be carried out due to different angular speeds of the work
rolls with the same diameters (both rolls are driven) (Figure 10a). The ratio of these
speeds is one of the most important parameters of the process, since it will influence the
velocity field along the sheet thickness (together with other parameters, such as contact
friction and thickness reduction per pass). The asymmetric rolling due to purposefully
created differences in the circumferential speeds of the work rolls is also called “differential
speed rolling”.
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of asymmetric rolling processes due to different circumferential
speeds of the work rolls: (a) Rolling with different angular speeds of the work rolls; (b) “rolling–
drawing” process.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the energy theory of the asymmetric rolling process was
developed by Vydrin [43]. As a result, a new asymmetric rolling process called “rolling–
drawing” (Figure 10b) was proposed in 1971 [44]. This process is carried out under the
following kinematic conditions:

V1

V0
=

h0

h1
, V0s = V0 and V1s = V1 (3)

where V0s, V1s are the circumferential speeds of the strip before and after the deformation
zone, respectively; V0, V1 are the circumferential speeds of the work rolls; h0 is the thickness
of the strip before the rolling pass; h1 is the thickness of the strip after the rolling pass.
The rolling–drawing process is carried out at a sufficiently high front tension of the strip.
Such kinematic conditions provide one-zone and counter-directional friction forces in the
deformation zone. Since the rolling–drawing process requires a high front tension of the
strip, the thickness reduction per pass should not exceed 10–40%. This limits the possibility
of using this process.

Thus, different circumferential speeds of the work rolls can be created in the following
ways: (1) due to different diameters of the work rolls at the same angular speeds (both
rolls are driven); (2) when one work roll is driven and another work roll is idle; (3) when
one work roll is driven and another work roll or tool is stationary; (4) due to different
angular speeds of the work rolls with the same diameters (both rolls are driven). The main
disadvantage of the first three ways is the low technological flexibility of these processes
due to the impossibility to control the speed ratio SR of the work rolls when creating shear
strain, which is necessary for grain refinement and improving the texture and mechanical
properties of various metals and alloys. From an industrial point of view, rolling with
different angular speeds of the work rolls with the same diameters (both rolls are driven) is
the most suitable way to implement asymmetric rolling.

Asymmetry during rolling can be purposefully created due to differences in the
surface geometry of the top and bottom work rolls. In 2014, Shimoyama et al. [45] proposed
the new rolling process called “periodical straining rolling” that enables control of the
microstructure and texture of Mg alloys sheets. The periodical straining rolling process
consists of two deformation stages. At the first pass, the sheet is rolled with a grooved
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work roll with, for example, a sine profile of the surface, and a flat work roll (Figure 11a).
As a result, small rack-like dimples are formed periodically on the sheet surface. At a
subsequent rolling pass, the rack-like sheet is flattened by conventional flat work rolls.
Finally, the smooth sheet surface is obtained. The objective of the proposed rolling process
is to introduce localized strain, to cause microstructure and texture changes in the rolled
sheet. Periodical straining rolling can be easily adapted in existing strip rolling mills by
replacing the ordinary work roll profiles.

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of periodical straining rolling (a) and asymmetric roll bonding of
bimetal layered composites (b).

Hot or cold rolling is widely used for the manufacturing of bimetal layered compos-
ites [46]. As a result of the difference between the flow stresses of the sheets to be bonded,
this process belongs essentially to the category of asymmetric rolling. However, this pro-
cess is usually simply called “hot or cold roll bonding”. Additional purposefully created
asymmetry due to different circumferential speeds of the work rolls can be introduced to
the rolling process of bimetal layered composites [47]. In this case, the rolling process is
called “asymmetric hot or cold roll bonding” (Figure 11b). The harder metal contacts the
fast work roll and the softer metal contacts the slow work roll. The deformation zone of
asymmetric rolling forms a cross shear zone, which increases the bonding strength.

In 2019, Wang [48–50] proposed the new asymmetric rolling process called “corrugated
rolling and flat rolling” (Figure 12) to achieve strong interface bonding and substantial
grain refinement in Mg/Al and Cu/Al layered composites. The surface of a corrugated
work roll was designed as a sine curve with an amplitude of 0.5 mm and a period of
0.06 radians. The diameters of the corrugated and flat work rolls were both 150 mm [48].
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of corrugated rolling and flat rolling, reproduced from [50], with
permission from Elsevier, 2021.

During the first corrugated rolling, compressive stress of various orientations is
formed in the corrugated Mg/Al laminated composite [49]. This means that asymmetric
deformation occurs, as shown in Figure 13 [49]. The upper corrugated roll results in an
inhomogeneous local stress distribution at different positions. Thus, the grain structure
of AZ31B might not be uniform and the microstructure might change with the curve
of the corrugated roll. On the contrary, the lower conventional flat roll corresponds
to 5052 aluminum and stresses on the aluminum sheet near the flat roll appear to be
homogeneous. During the second flattened rolling process, the AZ31B metal at the peak
position prepared by the first pass flows downward and sideways, enduring severe plastic
deformation under the rolling force. The original coarse grain might be broken and
recrystallize during the rolling process and subsequent heat treatment. Considering the
matching of surface ripples between the corrugated Mg/Al composite and corrugated roll,
the rolling force appears to be uniform along the width direction, which is different from
the force along the rolling direction. Therefore, for the flattened as-rolled Mg/Al laminated
composite, the longitudinal and transverse interfacial microstructures are significantly
different. The Mg/Al laminated composites prepared by corrugated rolling and flat rolling
exhibited outstanding tensile properties along both RD and TD, which can be attributed to
the microstructure refinement induced by the severe shear strain. The tensile properties
along TD were higher than that along RD in both the as-rolled and heat-treated state, and
this significant anisotropy of the tensile property was mainly due to the microstructure
spatial distribution and the interfacial intermetallic compound layer along the different
directions [49].

Figure 13. Schematic illustration showing the shear stress during the corrugated rolling and flat
rolling process [49].
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Pesin et al. [51] proposed asymmetric rolling based on the corrugated rolling and flat
rolling process for the manufacturing of Al–steel layered composites with improved bond-
ing strength between the stacked layers. It was numerically shown [51] that mechanical
clinching and elevated plastic strain at the interface due to the creation of wave-like contact
surfaces between the Al and steel, with the mutual penetration of hard material into soft
material when the shear strain is activated, can provide superior bonding strength.

In 2007, Hirt and Thome [52,53] proposed the new asymmetric rolling process called
“riblet rolling”, which is used to obtain specific functional surface structures. Before rolling,
a fine high-strength steel wire is tightly wound around the upper roll to provide it with
a negative riblet imprint. Afterwards, the riblet structure is formed on the sheet by riblet
rolling (Figure 14). The aim is to approach the production of semi-circular shaped riblet
structures with a spacing s of 90–100 μm. In the ideal case, the ratio of riblet height h
to riblet spacing s should be about 0.5. Riblet spacing s is defined by the diameter dw of
the used steel wire. This surface is characterized by almost perfect negative semi-circular
riblet structures with very sharp ground radii. The accuracy of the winding process—i.e., a
constant pitch p of the steel wire on the roll—must be very high.

Figure 14. Schematic illustration of riblet rolling, reproduced from [52], with permission from
Elsevier, 2008.

Rolling of functional riblet structures allowing for significant drag reduction on sur-
faces in fluid dynamic applications like airplanes and trains can be applied for the manu-
facturing of aluminum alloy sheets. Polished cross-sections of structured clad and bare AA
2024-T351 sheets are shown in Figure 15 [54]. Rolling of uniformly shaped riblets with a
lateral distance of less than 100 μm is assumed to be possible on large Al sheets.
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Figure 15. Polished cross-sections. (a) A 2 mm thick AA 2024-T351 sheet combined with a clad layer
of commercially pure Al (Alclad 2024-T351). (b) Structured sheet of Alclad 2024-T351 with 80 μm
riblet diameter. (c) A 1.6 mm thick Alclad 2024-T351 sheet. (d) Structured sheet of Alclad 2024-T351
with 300 μm riblet diameter. (e,f) A 2 mm thick AA2024-T351/T4 bare sheet with 100 μm riblet
diameter, reproduced from [54], with permission from Elsevier, 2014.

3. Fundamentals of Differential Speed Rolling

3.1. Deformation Zone

The sheet is deformed in the deformation zone between the entrance and the exit,
where the initial thickness h0 is reduced to the final thickness h1, as shown in Figure 16.
During symmetric rolling, as shown in Figure 16a, the circumferential speed of the bottom
work roll V1 equals a circumferential speed of the top work roll V2, and the speed of
the bottom surface of the sheet V1s equals the speed of the top surface of the sheet V2s.
The neutral points on the top and bottom contact surfaces are at the same locations in the
direction of rolling. Neutral points divide the deformation zone into two zones: a backward
slip zone and a forward slip zone. In the backward slip zone, the contact friction forces are
active, and in the forward slip zone, they are reactive. If pressure p or the shear strength k
is known at the contact surface, the frictional stress τ can be expressed as μp in accordance
with the Coulomb friction law or mk in accordance with the shear friction law. Here, μ is
the Coulomb friction coefficient and m is the shear friction factor. During differential speed
rolling when V1 is greater than V2, the neutral point associated with the slow work roll
is shifted toward the entrance of the roll gap, while the neutral point associated with the
fast work roll is moved toward the exit of the roll gap (Figure 16b). As a result, along with
the backward slip zone and the forward slip zone, a third zone appears—the cross-shear
zone—in which the forces of contact friction are oppositely directed.

Depending on length of the backward and forward slip zones from the side of the top
and bottom work rolls, the following cases of differential speed rolling may occur:

(1) General case, when the deformation zone is divided into three zones: backward slip
zone, forward slip zone and cross-shear zone (Figure 16b). There are two neutral
points in the deformation zone.

(2) Semi-limiting case, when the deformation zone is divided into two zones: backward
slip zone or forward slip zone and cross-shear zone. In this case, one neutral point is
between the entrance and exit of the deformation zone, and the other neutral point
is at the entrance or at the exit of the deformation zone. This neutral point may
also be completely absent. This case corresponds to the asymmetric rolling due to
deformation by a stationary and driven work roll (Figure 9a) or due to deformation
by a stationary prism-shaped tool and driven work roll (Figure 9b).
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(3) Limiting case, when only the cross-shear zone occupies the entire deformation zone.
The first neutral point is at the entrance of the deformation zone, and the second
neutral point is at the exit of the deformation zone. This case corresponds to the
rolling–drawing process which requires a high front tension, as mentioned above
(Figure 10b).

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of deformation zone during symmetric (a) and differential speed
rolling (b).

In symmetric rolling, the pressure distribution at the work roll/sheet interface has a
typical “friction hill”. The rolling pressure increases gradually from the entrance of the
deformation zone, reaches a maximum value corresponding to the neutral point and then
gradually falls towards the exit of the deformation zone. In asymmetric rolling, the “friction
hill” is cut off due to the cross-shear zone. As a result, rolling force is decreased. This is one
of the main advantages of asymmetric rolling. Figure 17 shows pressure distribution along
the deformation zone during symmetric and asymmetric rolling. Zuo et al. [55] reported
that in the case of hot asymmetric rolling of aluminum alloy 5182, the rolling force was
5–30% lower than that of symmetric hot rolling. It was also confirmed by Tian et al. [56]
that the extent of the cross-shear zone increases with the increase in the circumferential
speed ratio, whereas the rolling force decreases.
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Figure 17. Schematic illustration of pressure distribution along the deformation zone during sym-
metric and asymmetric rolling.

3.2. Dissipation of Power and Speed Profiles in Deformation Zone

The power provided by the faster work roll is represented in Figure 18 by the area of
a-e-e’-d-a minus the area of e-b”-c-e’-e multiplied by the frictional stress, while that by the
slower work roll is the area of a”-f-f’-d-a” minus the area of f-b’-c-f’-f multiplied by the
frictional stress [57]. The power used for deformation by the faster work roll is the area of
a’-g-e-e’-d-a’ minus the area of e-b-c-e’-e multiplied by the frictional stress, while that by
the slower work roll is the area of a’-f-f’-d-a’ minus the area of f-g’-b-c-f’-f multiplied by the
frictional stress. The power wasted by friction is the power provided by work rolls minus
the power used for deformation. In particular, the power used for shear deformation due
to the differential speed is represented by the area of a’-g-b-g’-a’ multiplied by the frictional
stress [57].

Figure 18. Schematic illustration of speed profiles in deformation zone during differential speed
rolling, reproduced from [57], with permission from Elsevier, 2015.

Park [57] suggests Relation (4) that restricts the speed ratio to be less than the thickness
ratio. If this relation is not satisfied, a portion of the power provided by the rolls becomes
unnecessarily wasted as frictional heat, rather than used for deformation of the sheet.
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Additionally, an excessive tensile stress could be developed in the sheet, resulting in
fracture if the material of the sheet is as brittle as a magnesium alloy.

V1

V0
<

h0

h1
(4)

where V0, V1 are the circumferential speeds of the work rolls; h0, h1 are the thickness of the
sheet before and after rolling.

3.3. Shear Strain and Equivalent Strain

The level of a shear strain and equivalent strain plays a key role in terms of the
possibility of using the asymmetric rolling process as a method of SPD. Two types of shear
strain are known: pure shear and simple shear. Pure shear corresponds to symmetric rolling.
During pure shear, the square is converted to a rectangle and the circle is converted to an
ellipse (Figure 19). The thickness “AB” is compressed, and the length “AD” is elongated.
The axes of the strain ellipsoid do not rotate (Figure 20).

Figure 19. Schematic illustration of pure shear during symmetric rolling.

Figure 20. FEM simulation (this work) of pure shear during symmetric rolling (a) and transformation
of strain ellipsoid (in the middle layer) when passing through the deformation zone (b).

Simple shear corresponds to equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) (Figure 21).
During simple shear, the square is converted to a parallelogram and the circle is converted
to an ellipse (Figure 22). The thickness “AB” and the length “AD” are not changed. Simple
shear involves rotation of the axes of the strain ellipsoid (Figure 23). Exact rotation leads to
grain refinement and the formation of high angle boundaries during ECAP.
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Figure 21. Schematic illustration of ECAP.

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of simple shear during ECAP.

Figure 23. FEM simulation (this work) of simple shear during ECAP (a) and rotation of the axes of
the strain ellipsoid when passing through the deformation zone (b).

Simultaneous pure and simple shear combine the advantages of simple shear (rota-
tion of the material as with ECAP) and the advantages of pure shear (compression and
elongation of the material as with symmetric rolling). Simultaneous pure and simple shear
(Figure 24) corresponds to asymmetric rolling. The square is converted to a parallelogram
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and the circle is converted to an ellipse. The thickness “AB” is compressed, and the length
“AD” is elongated. The ellipse is rotated (Figure 25) [58].

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of simultaneous pure and simple shear during asymmetric rolling.

Figure 25. Results of FEM simulation (this work) of simultaneous pure and simple shear during asymmetric rolling (a) and
rotation of the axes of the strain ellipsoid when passing through the deformation zone (b) (simulation conditions: room
temperature, material AA5083, initial sheet thickness 1.0 mm, thickness reduction 60%, diameters of work rolls 500 mm,
Coulomb friction coefficient 0.4, speed of the bottom work roll 43 mm/s, speed of the top work roll 100 mm/s, FEM code
DEFORM 2D™).

The equivalent strain ε for asymmetric rolling process can be defined as von Mises
strain [23,59–62]:

ε =

√
2
3

eijeij (5)
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√
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[
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As, ε11 = εxx, ε22 = εyy, ε33 = εzz, ε12 = εxy, ε23 = εyz, ε31 = εzx, then
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The deformation process during asymmetric rolling can be approximated by a two-
dimensional strain state of compressive strain along the normal direction z (εzz and εzz =
−εxx) together with simple shear strain along the rolling direction x (εxz):

⎡
⎣ εxx 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 εzz = −εxx

⎤
⎦+

⎡
⎣ 0 0 εxz

0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ εxx 0 εxz

0 0 0
0 0 εzz = −εxx

⎤
⎦ (8)

Then, Equation (7) can be refined as:

ε =
2√
3

√
ε2

xx + ε2
xz (9)
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The compressive strain component and simple shear strain component can be cal-
culated, respectively, as follows: εxx = ln h0

h1
, εxz = γxz

2 = γ
2 , where h0 is the initial sheet

thickness, h1 is the final sheet thickness. Then, Equation (9) can be refined as:

ε =
2√
3

√(
ln

h0

h1

)2
+
(γ

2

)2
(10)

If shear strain γ = 0, then Equation (10) transforms into the well-known equivalent
strain ε for the symmetric rolling process:

ε =
2√
3

ln
h0

h1
(11)

If compressive strain εxx = 0, when h0 = h1, then Equation (10) transforms into the
well-known equivalent strain ε for simple shear:

ε =
γ√

3
(12)

γ = tgϕ (13)

where γ is the simple shear strain, ϕ is the shear angle (see Figure 22). Fueled by advances in
severe plastic deformation, there has been much discussion about computing the equivalent
strain ε in simple shear [63]. Since the increment in equivalent strain can be defined via
the increment in plastic work, the authors of [63,64] argue for using the von Mises strain
(11). On the other hand, Onaka [65] argues that one must use the Hencky relation [66]. The
justification given by Onaka is the need to exclude rotations from the deformation gradient
tensor in large simple shear deformations. Beygelzimer [67] showed that the equivalent
strain of simple shear must be linear in γ. This approach gives evidence in favor of using
the von Mises strain (12) for computing the equivalent strain in simple shear.

Saito et al. (1986) [68], Sakai et al. (1988) [69], Cui and Ohori (2000) [15] and Angella et al.
(2013) [70] used the following equations for calculation of the equivalent strain ε and shear
strain γ in asymmetric rolling:

ε =
2√
3

φ ln
1

1 − r
(14)

r = 1 − t1

t0
, φ =

√√√√1 +

{
(1 − r)2

r(2 − r)
tan θ

}2

(15)

γ = 2
√

φ2 − 1 ln
1

1 − r
(16)

where t0, t1 are the thickness of the sheet before and after rolling; γ is the shear strain; θ is
the shear angle.

In 2005, Kang et al. [71] reported that the shear strain component γ imposed by
asymmetric rolling with different diameters of the top and bottom work rolls could be
calculated by the following equation:

γ =
1

〈D〉
[

R1cos−1
(

R1 − ΔD/2
R1

)
− R2cos−1

(
R2 − ΔD/2

R2

)]
(17)

where 〈D〉 = 1
2 (D1 + D2), ΔD = D1 − D2; D1 is the initial sheet thickness; D2 is the final

sheet thickness; R1 is the larger radius of the work roll; R2 is the smaller radius of the
work roll.

In 2008, Sidor et al. [60], by using the assumed shear strain γ during asymmetric
rolling in accordance with Equation (17), reported that the equivalent von Mises strain
could be calculated by the following equation:
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2R1−(hi−h f )

2R1

)
− R2cos−1

(
2R2−(hi−h f )

2R2

)]2
]1/2

(18)

where hi is the initial sheet thickness, h f is the final sheet thickness, R1 is the larger
radius of the work roll, R2 is the smaller radius of the work roll.

In 2016, Ma et al. [72] reported that the shear strain component γ imposed by asym-
metric rolling with the same diameters of work rolls but different angular speeds could be
calculated by the following equation:

γ =
1

hi + h f
R cos−1

(
1 − hi − h f

2R

)(
1 − v2

v1

)
(19)

where hi is the initial sheet thickness, h f is the final sheet thickness, R is the radius of the
work roll, v1 is the speed of the slower work roll, v2 is the speed of the faster work roll.

In 2015, Park J.-J. [57] reported that the shear strain component γ imposed by asym-
metric rolling with different circumferential speeds could be calculated by the follow-
ing equation:

γ =
Δs
tave

=
(Vus − Vls)Δt

tave
=

C(Vur − Vlr)Δt′

tave
=

C′L
tave

(20)

where Δs is the displacement (see Figure 24); tave =
h0+h1

2 is the average thickness of the
sheet; h0 is the initial sheet thickness; h1 is the final sheet thickness; Δt is the the time
required for a material point on the fast surface of the sheet to pass through the deformation
zone; Vus, Vls are the tangential speeds of the upper (faster) and lower (slower) surfaces of
the sheet, respectively; Vur, Vls are the tangential speeds of the upper (faster) and lower
(slower) work rolls, respectively; Δt′ is the time required for a material point on the surface
of the fast work roll to pass through the deformation zone; L is the length of the deformation
zone; C varies from 0 to 0.7 and C’ varies from 0 and 0.5 [57].

Substituting Equation (13) in Equation (10), the equivalent strain ε depending on the
shear angle ϕ can be found for the asymmetric rolling process. Severe plastic deformation
usually corresponds to equivalent strain ε ≥ 3 . . . 4. This requires at least three or four
passes of ECAP with a simple shear. This level can be obtained by single-pass asymmetric
rolling with simultaneous pure and simple shear, when shear angle ϕ is no less than 80◦
(Figure 26) [73].

Taking C’ = 0.5 in Equation (20) and simplifying that L =
√

R(h0 − h1), and equating
Equations (13) and (20), the limiting shear angle ϕmax can be found:

ϕmax = arctg
√

R(h0 − h1)

h0 + h1
(21)

The influence of initial thickness h0 of the sheet and thickness reduction per pass
ε on limiting shear angle ϕ during asymmetric rolling can be found with Equation (21)
(Figure 27). From the graph, it follows that to create a shear angle ϕ of at least 80 degrees, it
is necessary to make the thickness reduction per pass ε ≥ 50% when initial sheet thickness
h0 = 1 mm, or ε ≥ 70% when h0 = 2 mm (in all cases, the diameter of work rolls is 300 mm).

The diameters of work rolls (cold rolling mills) at laboratory and industrial scales vary
from 50 mm to 600 mm (Figure 28). The influence of diameter D of work rolls and thickness
reduction per pass ε on limiting shear angle ϕ during asymmetric rolling is shown in
Figure 29. From the graph, it follows that to create a shear angle ϕ of at least 80 degrees, it
is necessary to make the thickness reduction per pass ε ≥ 50% when the diameter of work
rolls D = 600 mm, or ε ≥ 70% when D = 300 mm (in all cases, the initial thickness of the
sheet h0 = 2 mm).
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Figure 26. Influence of the shear angle ϕ on the equivalent strain ε during symmetric rolling,
asymmetric rolling and ECAP.

Figure 27. Influence of initial thickness h0 of the sheet and thickness reduction per pass ε on limiting
shear angle ϕ during asymmetric rolling.

Figure 28. Diameter D (mm) of work rolls (cold rolling mills) at laboratory and industrial scales.
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Figure 29. Influence of diameter D of work rolls and thickness reduction per pass ε on limiting shear
angle ϕ during asymmetric rolling.

Hence, a very large equivalent strain ε ≥ 3 . . . 4 during asymmetric rolling can be
introduced with a large roll diameter (D ≥ 300 mm), high thickness reduction per pass
(ε ≥ 50%) and thinner initial thickness of the sheet (h0 ≤ 2 mm). In this case, asymmetric
rolling should be carried out on dry work rolls without lubrication (with high contact
friction) and a high speed ratio of the work rolls (SR = 2 . . . 4).

3.4. Temperature Rise

Since asymmetric rolling is performed with high contact friction and high thick-
ness reduction per pass, the temperature increase in the deformation zone can be signifi-
cant [74–76]. The temperature increase may affect the additional microstructural changes
which are related to thermal softening deteriorating the mechanical properties. The model
to predict the temperature increase of the sheet during differential speed rolling was pro-
posed in [74]. The temperature increase might be affected by several factors (Table 1). The
first factor is the total stored energy which is related to external deformation work. The
second factor is the internal energy determined by the mechanical capability of materials,
which is defined as the total area beneath the stress–strain curve. The other factors are the
energy input caused by frictional heat and the energy loss by non-isothermal conditions.
Considering the fact that 90% of the deformation work is converted into heat and 50%
of the frictional heat is transferred to the sheet, the energy-based state equation during
differential speed rolling is expressed as follows [74]:

ρCVΔT = 0.9σεV + 0.5mτvAΔt − AhΔTΔt (22)

where ρ is the material density; C is the heat capacity; V is the main deformation volume;
ΔT is the temperature increase in the main deformation volume; σ is the stress; ε is the
strain; m is the friction factor; τ is the shear stress; v is the speed of the faster work roll; A is
the contact area between the sheet and the faster work roll; Δt is the deformation time; h is
the heat transfer coefficient.
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Table 1. Factors and their equations influencing the temperature increase of the sheet during
differential speed rolling (based upon the energy-based state equation), reproduced from [74], with
permission from Elsevier, 2014.

Factors Equations

Total stored energy by plastic work ρCVΔT
Internal energy generation by material capability 0.9σεV

Energy generation by frictional effect mτvAΔt
Energy loss by non-isothermal conditions AhΔTΔt

The temperature increase in the sheet during differential speed rolling can be repre-
sented as [74]:

ΔT =
0.9σε + 0.5mτv A

V Δt

ρC + A
V hΔt

(23)

where V = Lw
(

h0+h1
2

)
; A = Lw; Δt = L

v ; h0 is the initial sheet thickness; h1 is the final
sheet thickness; L is the length of the deformation zone; w is the width of the sheet.

Since severe plastic deformation should be performed at relatively low temperatures
T ≤ (0.3 . . . 0.4)Tmelt, the temperature increase in the sheet during differential speed rolling,
especially for Mg and Al alloys, must be taken into account.

3.5. Deformation Routes

Symmetric rolling can be performed without any kind of rotation of the sheet between
each pass. However, in asymmetric rolling, the purpose of imposing high levels of shear
strains leads to the idea of rotating the sheet between each rolling pass, taking advantage
of the difference in work roll speeds [77]. Several rotation routes can be performed, as
shown in Figure 30 [78–81]. By the deformation route UD, the sheet is not rotated before
and after each rolling pass, while in the other three cases it is rotated by 180◦ degrees. By
the route RD, the rotation axis is the rolling direction, by the route TD it is the transverse
direction and by the route ND it is the normal direction. From the observation of the
possible reversal routes, it becomes clear that the UD and TD routes do not impose any
reversal of strains on the sheet’s surface, whereas RD and ND impose strain reversal. In
the literature, the TD route is one of the most commonly used, but when studying the
asymmetric rolling process, S.H. Lee and D.N. Lee [78] observed textures closer to the
ideal “shear” components on specimens processed by the RD and ND reversing routes.
Using FEM simulations, Kim and Lee [82] studied the influence of shear strain evolution
during symmetric and asymmetric rolling. They found that in symmetric rolling, the
sheet undergoes positive and negative shear strains, before and after the neutral point,
respectively [82,83]. However, during asymmetric rolling, shear strains are positive. By
using the shear strain history, determined for symmetric and asymmetric rolling, Kim
and Lee calculated the resulting crystallographic textures. They found that the ideal
shear textures were closely related to the shear strain reversal. In order to understand the
influence of the deformation route, it is necessary to examine the shear patterns. These
patterns are illustrated schematically in the form of the dominant directions of shear for
routes UD, TD, RD and ND. It is apparent from Figure 30 that the shear patterns are
significantly different between UD, TD and RD, ND deformation routes [84]. Routes UD
and TD repeat shear on the same plane. By contrast, routes RD and ND have two shear
planes intersecting at the shear angle. Y.G. Ko and K. Hamad [85], for AZ31 Mg alloy,
experimentally showed that the RD route is the most effective in grain refinement, yielding
equiaxed grains with an average size of 1.2 μm, while routes UD and TD yielded elongated
grains with average sizes of 1.4 and 2.1 μm, respectively (Figure 31). Route ND, in turn,
led to equiaxed fine grains (1.3 μm), but the trough thickness homogeneity achieved by
the ND route was less than that achieved by the RD. The coarser-grained microstructures
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obtained for the sheets deformed by the UD and TD routes led to lower yield strengths
compared to those deformed by the RD and ND routes [85].

Figure 30. Schematic illustration of deformation routes and shear directions during asymmetric
rolling. In UD rolling, rolling direction is not changed, whereas in TD, RD and ND rolling, the sheet
is rotated through 180◦ about TD, RD and ND axes, respectively, for each pass. Reprinted from [84].

Figure 31. Grain size distributions and average grain sizes of the AZ31 Mg alloy samples deformed
by differential speed rolling using the different deformation routes (thickness reduction from 4 mm to
1 mm by two passes, speed ratio SR = 4.0), reproduced from [85], with permission from Elsevier, 2018.
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Asymmetric rolling can give rise to severe plastic shear strains and in turn shear
deformation textures through the sheet thickness. The ideal shear deformation texture of
FCC metals can be approximated by the <111>//ND and {001}<110> orientations, among
which the former improves the deep drawability. The ideal shear texture could not be
obtained by using unidirectional asymmetric rolling, but only by using RD or ND reversing
deformation routes [82,83].

One of the most important parameters in asymmetric rolling is the thickness reduction
per pass [77]. When combined with a difference in work roll speeds, an increase in thickness
reduction per pass imposes higher levels of shear strain on the sheet surface and, under the
appropriate conditions, it is essential to achieve the total propagation of those shear strains
along the sheet’s thickness. Kim and Lee [82] studied the influence of the reduction per
pass on the shear texture formation. They found that high values of this parameter were
necessary to achieve shear textures. Low thickness reductions per pass led to plane strain
textures, similar to those found with conventional rolling. At the same time, the thickness
reduction per pass has a nonlinear effect on grain refinement. Lee and Lee [79,86], from
the experimental results, concluded that a 5% or 50% reduction per pass gave rise to finer
grains with a higher fraction of high angle boundaries than reductions of 10, 20 and 30%
per pass (Figure 32). Figure 33a shows EBSD mappings of AA1050 sheets asymmetrically
rolled by 93%. Uniformly distributed high-angle boundary structures developed in the
sheets rolled with 5% and 50% reductions per pass. It can be seen that the 5% and 50%
sheets have higher fractions of high-angle boundaries over 15◦ and finer grain sizes, as
shown in Figure 32. The grain size decreased from the initial size of about 100 μm to
1.4–1.8 μm [79].

Figure 32. Disorientation distributions and average grain sizes in AA1050 sheets asymmetrically
rolled by 93% after annealing at 195 ◦C for 60 min (thickness reduction from 4.2 mm to 0.3 mm, speed
ratio SR ≈ 2.0 due to different diameters of work rolls of 248 mm and 128 mm), reproduced from [79],
with permission from Elsevier, 2008.

The equivalent strain ε in the surface layer of the rolled sheet is a function of friction
coefficient μ and the geometric shape factor L/tave (where L =

√
R(h0 − h1) is the length

of the deformation zone; tave = (h0 + h1)/2 is the average thickness of the sheet; h0 is the
initial sheet thickness; h1 is the final sheet thickness) [79]. During rolling with high contact
friction, the equivalent strain ε is the highest when the geometric shape factor L/tave is very
small or, on the contrary, very large (Figure 33b) [79]. For a given thickness reduction, the
equivalent strain ε is proportional to shear strains because the normal strains are the same,
as can be seen in Equation (6). Therefore, the minimum equivalent strain ε in Figure 33b
corresponds to the minimum shear strain at some value of geometric shape factor L/tave.
The geometric shape factors L/tave at 5% and 50% thickness reductions per pass in [79,86]
could be on the left and right sides of the minimum equivalent strain ε or the minimum
shear strain, respectively. Thus, the reason why a 5% or 50% thickness reduction per pass
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gave rise to finer grains with a higher fraction of high-angle boundaries than thickness
reductions of 10, 20 and 30% per pass can be explained.

Figure 33. (a) EBSD mapping along rolling plane of AA1050 sheets asymmetrically rolled by 93%
after annealing at 195 ◦C for 60 min (thickness reduction from 4.2 mm to 0.3 mm, speed ratio SR ≈ 2.0
due to different diameters of work rolls of 248 mm and 128 mm). (b) Schematic representation of
equivalent strain ε in the surface layer against geometric shape factor L/tave at different friction
coefficients μ, reproduced from [79], with permission from Elsevier, 2008.

4. Asymmetric (Hot, Warm, Cold) Rolling of Mg Alloys

Magnesium alloys (especially these containing Al and Zn additions—so-called AZ
series) are in many fields superior to aluminum alloys (e.g., they possess a lower density
and thus a better specific strength). However, their problematic formability requires
consideration [62]. Over the last 20 years, a number of scientific works have been devoted
to a fabrication of Mg alloy sheets with a good drawability. It was proposed that the main
reason for the very poor cold formability and high mechanical anisotropy is an induction of
a strong {0 0 0 1} basal texture in conventional plastic-forming processing due to a limited
number of slip systems in the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal structure [62]. The
results of an extensive study on various Mg alloys (Tables 2–4 and Figure 34) showed that
the (hot, warm, cold) differential speed rolling has a great impact on the intensity of the
basal texture, grain size and plasticity of these materials. It was established that increasing
the shear strain by raising the roll speed ratio SR leads to weakening of the basal texture
through facilitating the activation of prismatic slip during deformation. The basal texture
weakening effect at high speed ratios is attributed to extensive tension twinning that occurs
in the basal-oriented matrix. Consequently, the asymmetrically rolled Mg alloy sheets are
characterized not only by more isotropic properties but also by the enhanced plasticity
combined with exceptionally high strength that is related to the simultaneous structure
refinement. Therefore, the differential speed rolling process is considered to be one of the
most efficient techniques for processing these materials.
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Figure 34. Different Mg alloys, which were processed by asymmetric (hot, warm, cold) rolling (based
on data from Tables 2–4).

In 2007, Kim et al. [120] first reported about AZ61 sheet processed by severe plastic
deformation using differential speed rolling with a high speed ratio (SR = 3) and the AZ61
sheets contained ultrafine grains 0.3-0.5 μm in size after single-pass rolling at 200 ◦C (70%
thickness reduction). The sheets exhibited good low-temperature superplasticity at 200
and 250 ◦C, including a maximum elongation of 850% at 250 ◦C and 3 × 10−4 s−1.

Based on the analysis of publications related to asymmetric (hot, warm, cold) rolling
of Mg alloys, it was found that exceptionally high strength in a Mg-3Al-1Zn (AZ31) alloy
was achieved by Kim et al. in 2011 [116]. After high-ratio differential speed rolling (SR = 2)
at 150 ◦C followed by immediate water quenching, a grain size of 0.6 μm was obtained.
Figure 34 shows the TEM micrograph of the AZ31 sheet. Some grain boundaries were
sharp while others were not, indicating a mix of high- and low-angle boundaries. There
were many fringes (Figure 35a) and network structures (Figure 35b) within the grains,
which corresponded to a high density of dislocations arranged into cell and subgrain
boundaries or dislocation networks in the grains. Few twins were spotted. Figure 35b
shows many very small spherical or rod-shaped particles homogeneously dispersed over
the matrices of AZ31. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy elemental mapping indicated that
most of the particles were Al–Mn phase. The Al/Mn atomic ratios were between 1.6 and
1.8, implying that the particles were most likely to be Al8Mn5 [116]. As well as the Al–Mn
particles, β-Mg17Al12 particles were also occasionally encountered. They had a spherical
morphology, with sizes of 100–150 nm, and were located mainly on the grain boundaries
(Figure 35c). The ultrafine-grained AZ31 exhibited a very high yield stress of 382 MPa,
ultimate tensile strength of 401 MPa and total elongation of 6.8% [116].

In 2014, W.Y. Kim and W.J. Kim [117] presented the continuous high-ratio differ-
ential speed rolling (HRDSR) technique (Figure 36) for the continuous production of
ultrafine-grained AZ31 alloy sheets with enhanced room temperature mechanical proper-
ties compared to commercial Mg sheets.
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Figure 35. (a) TEM micrograph of AZ31 sheet obtained after high-ratio differential speed rolling
(SR = 2) at 150 ◦C followed by immediate water quenching. (b) Al–Mn and (c) β-Mg17Al12 particles
in the matrix, reproduced from [116], with permission from Elsevier, 2011.

Figure 36. (a) The layout of the continuous HRDSR mill. (b) The appearance of the HRDSR-processed
sheets in coil form. (c) The appearance of the HRDSR-processed sheets. Snap shots of the sheets
coming out of the rollers during the second pass under (d) HRDSR and (e) conventional rolling
conditions, reproduced from [117], with permission from Elsevier, 2014.

5. Asymmetric (Hot, Warm, Cold, Cryo) Rolling of Al Alloys

Aluminum and aluminum alloys are well known for their high mechanical property
anisotropy (a so-called earing behavior) upon a deep drawing process [62]. It was recog-
nized that the main determinant of such behavior is a {100}<100> cubic crystallographic
texture formed in a fully annealed state [62]. On the other hand, it was proposed by
Lequeu and Jonas [123] that formation of the undesired {100}<100> recrystallization texture
component may be prominently inhibited through an application of shear strain prior to a
heat treatment. Therefore, a number of works have been devoted to the development of
asymmetric rolling-based processing techniques that allow for the fabrication of aluminum
alloy sheets with enhanced formability [62]. Engler et al. [124] reported that the most
efficient method of formability improvement is to introduce {111} textures (composed
of crystallographic orientations that are characterized by {111} crystallographic planes
parallel to a rolling plane). Since these orientations are normally found in BCC metals and
alloys (and are responsible for an excellent drawability of low-carbon steels), in the case
of FCC metals, they may be produced only by shear strain. Jin and Lloyd [125] proved
that the recrystallization texture of AA5754 aluminum alloy is randomized (the {001}<100>
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component is prominently reduced), when a high-ratio differential speed rolling (SR = 1.5
and SR = 2) is applied before the annealing treatment. The {111} shear strain texture is
maintained in the material after annealing that allows for the lowering the so-called planar
anisotropy (that characterizes an alteration of mechanical properties in different directions
lying in the rolling plane). Analogous results were also obtained by Sakai et al. [39], who
showed that 5052 aluminum alloy cold deformed with a 75% thickness reduction in a two-
pass asymmetric rolling process followed by recrystallization annealing at a temperature
of 310–460 ◦C exhibits almost perfectly isotropic mechanical behavior (values of the planar
anisotropy coefficient were reduced to nearly zero) [62].

Results of an extensive study on various Al alloys (Tables 5–8 and Figure 37) showed
that (hot, warm, cold, cryo) differential speed rolling has a great impact on the grain size
and mechanical properties of these materials.

Figure 37. Different Al alloys, which were processed by asymmetric (hot, warm, cold) rolling (based
on data from Tables 5–8).
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In 2009, Jiang et al. [149] showed that ultrafine-grained pure Al with an average grain
size of ~1 μm (Figure 38a) could be prepared by asymmetric cold rolling. The sheets were
rolled with a total thickness reduction of 90% from 4 mm to 0.4 mm after 22 rolling passes.
The grains of the material were nearly equiaxed and the microstructure was homogeneous.
Moreover, the high-angle grain boundaries were predominant. The fraction of high-angle
grain boundaries (>15◦) was about 50%. Before rolling, the original pure Al was of very low
yield stress (~100 MPa) and high ductility (~17%). The yield strength of asymmetrically
rolled Al increased to 250 MPa, but the corresponding elongation decreased to 4% [149].

Figure 38. (a) TEM micrograph of pure Al after asymmetric cold rolling, reproduced from [149], with
permission from Elsevier, 2009; (b) TEM micrograph of Al 1050 after asymmetric cryorolling [24]
(RD—rolling direction).

In 2012, Yu et al. [24] reported about nanostructural Al 1050 sheets with a grain size
of 0.211 μm (Figure 38b). Sheets were manufactured using a novel method of asymmetric
cryorolling. Asymmetric cryorolling (SR = 1.4) was performed by dipping the sheets into
liquid nitrogen for at least 8 min before each rolling pass. The sheets were rolled with a
total thickness reduction of 88.3% from 1.45 mm to 0.17 mm after seven rolling passes.

In 2009, Kim et al. [19] showed that ultrafine-grained Al-Mg-Si alloy (AA6061) sheets
could be fabricated by SPD using high-ratio differential speed rolling (HRDSR) (SR = 3)
and subsequent low-temperature aging. The asymmetric warm rolling was conducted
on preheated specimens (120 ◦C) and the work roll surfaces were maintained at 140 ◦C
throughout the process. Sheets with a width of 100 mm were rolled from 2 mm to 0.6 mm
(70% thickness reduction) by a single pass. Processed sheets exhibited an ultra-high strength
(yield stress: 455 MPa, ultimate tensile strength: 489 MPa, total elongation: 7.4%). The
strengthening effect was impressive compared with the results obtained by using other SPD
techniques. The high strength of the AA6061 could be attributed to a significant decrease
in grain size (0.37 μm) and increased Hall-Petch constant. The additional strengthening
gained after the low-temperature aging was due to the precipitation of nanosized β′
particles. Figure 39 shows the microstructures of the AA6061 observed by TEM [19].

In 2014, Loorentz and Y.G. Ko [134] reported about nanostructured AA5052 (with
grains of 0.7 μm) manufactured by differential speed rolling (SR = 4). The sheets were
rolled with a total thickness reduction of 75% from 4 mm to 1 mm after four rolling passes.
The yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and total elongation of the initial sheets were
65 ± 5 MPa, 137 ± 10 MPa and 32 ± 2%, respectively. The yield strength and ultimate
tensile strength of the nanostructured sheets were several times higher than that of the
initial coarse counterpart: 380 ± 10 MPa and 390 ± 10 MPa, respectively. However, total
elongation was decreased to 4.2 ± 0.5% [134].
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Figure 39. TEM micrographs of HRDSR AA6061 after thickness reduction of 70%: (a) furnace-cooled
(FC) HRDSR Al, (b) water-quenched (WQ) HRDSR Al and (c) WQ-HRDSR Al after aging at 100 ◦C
for 48 h. (d) WQ-HRDSR Al after aging at 100 ◦C for 48 h (taken on RD–ND plane) (e) β′ ′ or β′

precipitates in the aged WQ-HRDSR Al (f) SiO2 (>200 nm) and α-AlFeSi particles (∼50 nm) commonly
detected in all the HRDSR 6061 Al, reproduced from [19], with permission from Elsevier, 2009.

6. Asymmetric (Warm, Cold, Cryo) Rolling of Ti Alloys

Results of an extensive study (Tables 9–11 and Figure 40) showed that (warm, cold,
cryo) differential speed rolling has a great impact on the grain size and mechanical prop-
erties of pure Ti and Ti-6Al-4V alloy. In 2010, Kim et al. [20] reported that high-strength
CP-Ti (ASTM grade 2) sheets with ultrafine grains of 0.1–0.3 μm and ultimate tensile
strength of 895–915 MPa could be fabricated by single-pass high-ratio differential speed
rolling (HRDSR) (SR = 3) at room temperature (thickness reduction of 63% from 2 mm to
0.74 mm).

Figure 40. Different Ti alloys, which were processed by asymmetric (warm, cold, cryo) rolling (based
on data from Tables 9–11).
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The microstructure of the HRDSR-processed Ti was composed of two types of region:
the “U” region, where shear bands were densely populated, and the “F” region, where
some fragments of the original grains remained. The U region was clearly the dominant
area fraction. The formation of nearly unidirectional shear bands is a characteristic of
the HRDSR process, where large shear strain is imposed on the sheet. The interval of
the lamellar boundaries in the U region was between 0.9 and 1.2 μm. Very fine and
equiaxed grains resided in shear bands and their sizes were comparable to or smaller
than those of the lamellar spacing, indicating that the lamellar structure was related to
the formation mechanism of ultrafine grains. Figure 41 shows TEM micrographs and the
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the HRDSR-processed Ti, taken at two
places showing different microstructural features. There are two regions distinguished
in the U region. One region (Figure 41a) is composed of elongated or nearly equiaxed
subgrains with thick cell walls (0.2–0.3 μm in size), inside of which the dislocation density
is high. In the other region (Figure 41b), grains are more equiaxed and smaller. Comparison
of the SAED pattern between the two regions indicates that the grains in the latter have
higher angle grain boundaries. The SAED patterns in both regions can be indexed as the
close-packed hexagonal structure of α-Ti, indicating that no phase transformation occurred
during rolling. The “A” region marked in Figure 41a indicates that the ultrafine grains
were formed via a dynamic recovery process, by which the high density of dislocations
forms equiaxed subgrains with low angle boundaries between the lamellar boundaries,
which were then converted into equiaxed crystallites with high-angle boundaries via
dynamic continuous recrystallization. As the local temperature in the shear bands can be
greatly increased due to intense shear banding, dynamic recovery and recrystallization
processes will be effectively promoted in the bands, even though the material is deformed
at room temperature.

Figure 41. TEM micrographs and the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the HRDSR-
processed CP-Ti (ASTM grade 2). (a) Region with elongated or nearly equiaxed subgrains. (b) Region
with equiaxed and smaller grains. The arrows indicate the rolling direction, reproduced from [20],
with permission from Elsevier, 2010.

Extensive formation of high-density shear bands over the entire thickness of the section
and their conversion to equiaxed crystallites with high-angle boundaries via dynamic
recovery or dynamic continuous recrystallization were important in achieving ultrafine
grains with a size of 0.1–0.3 μm [20]. The resultant mechanical properties of pure Ti
(Figure 42) exceeded those reported from tests using multiple passes of ECAP at elevated
temperatures [162] or room temperature [163] and multiple cycles of accumulative roll
bonding at room temperature [164].
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Figure 42. Stress–strain curves of the as-received and the HRDSR-processed Ti sheets, reproduced
from [20], with permission from Elsevier, 2010.

A superior balance of strength (YS = 1231 MPa, UTS = 1365 MPa) and ductility
(uniform elongation = 4.93%, total elongation = 22.8%) in Ti-6Al-4V alloy was achieved in
2016 by Chao et al. [157] through warm asymmetric rolling by a pair of rolls with different
diameters with a ratio of 5:3 (SR = 1.67). The sheets were rolled with a total thickness
reduction of 70% from 5.75 mm to 1.72 mm at 800 ◦C. The application of asymmetric rolling
at 800 ◦C led to a higher strength–ductility balance, reaching the highest UTS × TE of
30,000 MPa%. The exceptional mechanical properties were ascribed to the formation of an
ultrafine-grained structure (0.229 μm), texture characteristics and transformation of the β
phase upon straining.

7. Conclusions

Differential speed rolling, i.e., rolling with different angular speeds of the work rolls
when both rolls are independently driven by two motors, is the most suitable way to
implement asymmetric rolling in industry. A relatively low speed ratio of the work rolls
(SR ≤ 1.5) can be used for reducing rolling force, improving sheet flatness, minimizing the
ski effect and obtaining thinner sheets. A high speed ratio of the work rolls (SR = 2 . . . 4)
can be used as an SPD method for grain refinement and improvement of the texture and
mechanical properties of large-scale sheets of Mg, Al and Ti pure metals and alloys.

The mechanics of the differential speed rolling process as an SPD method are based
on simultaneous pure and simple shear, which combine the advantages of simple shear
(rotation of the material as with ECAP) and the advantages of pure shear (compression
and elongation of the material as with symmetric rolling). The mechanism for creating
shear strain during differential speed rolling is the presence of the cross-shear zone in
the deformation zone, in which the forces of contact friction are oppositely directed. The
equivalent strain ε ≥ 3 . . . 4 can be obtained by single-pass differential speed rolling
without lubrication (at high contact friction), when shear angle ϕ is no less than 80◦ due to
the high speed ratio of the work rolls (SR = 2 . . . 4), large work roll diameter (D ≥ 300 mm),
high thickness reduction per pass (ε ≥ 50%) and thinner initial thickness of the sheet
(h0 ≤ 2 mm).

Based on the analysis of publications related to asymmetric (hot, warm, cold, cryo)
rolling, it was found that a superior balance of strength and ductility of Mg, Al and Ti
alloys could be achieved:

a. ultrafine-grained (0.6 μm) AZ31 sheets with YS of 382 MPa, UTS of 401 MPa and
TE of 6.8% could be fabricated by differential speed rolling with high speed ratio of
work rolls (SR = 2) at 150 ◦C followed by immediate water quenching;
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b. ultrafine-grained (0.37 μm) AA6061 sheets with YS of 455 MPa, UTS of 489 MPa,
TE of 7.4% could be fabricated by differential speed rolling with high speed ratio of
work rolls (SR = 3) at 120 . . . 140 ◦C and subsequent low temperature aging;

c. ultrafine-grained (0.7 μm) AA5052 sheets with YS of 380 MPa, UTS of 390 MPa, TE of
4.2% could be fabricated by differential speed rolling with high speed ratio of work
rolls (SR = 4) at room temperature;

d. ultrafine-grained (0.1–0.3 μm) CP-Ti (ASTM grade 2) sheets with YS of 780 MPa, UTS
of 895 MPa could be fabricated by differential speed rolling with high speed ratio of
work rolls (SR = 3) at room temperature.

It should be noted, and it is very important, that the resulting mechanical properties
of Mg, Al and Ti alloys are much better than those of conventionally cold-rolled materials
and at least not worse than those of counterparts subjected to conventional SPD methods,
such as ECAP, while having an undeniable advantage in terms of the possibility of the
production of large-scale sheets. Future prospects for the development of differential
speed rolling technologies lie in the optimization of process parameters, as well as in the
industrial application of these technologies to a wider range of processed materials.
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